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KINDS OF TAXES PAID BY AGRICULTURE 

An understanding of the kinds of taxes paid by farm owners and 
operators must fonn the beginning of any attempt to analyze the 
pre~ent farm tax situation. The ~eneral property tax J?rovides the 
oasIS for the support of the local uruts of government and IS by far the 
most important factor in the ta..'{ burden of the farm owners. Al
though many factors of the tax systems vary among the 48 States, in 
each of them the general property tax stands as the primary source of 
revenue for the local units. It is a well-known fact that in most 
sections of the country, the general property tax has become almost 
wholly a: tax on tangible property. For these reasons the major 
portion of the support of local governmental functions is in the first 
Instance borne by those who possess tangible property. The effects 
of this on owners of such property will be shown by the figures which 
appear in a later portion of this bulletin. 

Second in importance to the general property tax, so Jar as the 
farmer is concerned, are the taxes on automobiles. In general, these 
are three in number. The first is technically and actually a part of 

I The materia\ In this buIletin Is a sUlIlInary of the research work in farm t8ll:atlon which has been carried 
on during the past eight years. Although the greater portion of this work has been done by the division of 
aliriculturel finance of the Bureall of Agricultural Economics, either Independently or in coopemtlon with 
the State agricultural experiment stations and other State groups, no attempt has been made to restrict the 
material here used to the results of such in vestigations. An attempt has been made to acknowledge In the 
body of the bulletin the source of all material used. Tbe author wishes here to acknowledge his indebted
ness to those who by their Investigations in various parts of the country have made posslblethls summariza· 
tion of the work accomplished. Special acknowledgment should he made of the criticisms and suggestions'
of Eric Englund, who has read the manuscript and discussed many phases of it with the author. Mrs. 
Thelma M. Penn and Mrs. Martha :1.1. Adams are responsible for much of the statistical material prepared 
for the bulletin by the Bureau of "\gricultural Economics. 
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the general property tax-the tax on the automobile as a part of the 
taxpayer's personal property. It is mentioned here to emphasize 
the importance of the automobile in the whole tax system.

In a few States, automobiles are not taxed as personal property. 
Such a tax is considered to be replaced by the second automobile tax, 
the so-called license tax or tag fee. This is collected in every State. 
It varies among the Statesz and within many States, on the basis 
of the size of the automobile and on various other considerations, 
such as weight, horsepower, and passenger capacity. All the States 
at present levy a tax of from 2 to 6 cent"! a gallon on sales of gasoline 
for automobile use. The excise ta.'( on the sale of new cars was a. 
fourth tax directly affecting the automobile owners. This was levied 
by the Federal Government until May 29, 1928. It amounted to 3 per 
cent of the factory price of new cars and was eaid only at the original 
sale of the car. Although these automobile taxes do not affect 
all farmers, they are paid by what is probably a great majority of 
them and so are an important item in the farm-tax budget. 

All farmers are subject to the Federal income tax if their incomes 
are above the exemption limi.ts :fixed by law. As the limit for a mar
ried man with no dependents is $3,500 of net income, plus $400 for 
each minor child or other dependent, it will be readily understood 
that few farmers pay Federal mcome taxes. This, however, does not 
mean that no revenue has been secured by the Federal Government 
from agriculture through the income tax. Durin~ the war years of 
agricultural prosperity, when the exemption limits were lower, 
many farmers paid income ta.'(es to the Federal Government. 

In 12 States an income tax is levied on individual incomes for the 
support of the State government, with occasional provisions for some 
distribution to the local units. Although the exemptions in the 
States are usually lower than those applied by the Federal Govern
ment, they are not sufficiently low and the rates are not sufficiently 
high to secure any important amounts from farmers . 

. Poll taxes at one time were of considerable importance to agricul
tural ta~ayers. They are now completely absent in many States and 
form an msignificant portion of the total tax burden in most of the 
remaining ones. 

The State inheritance tax pel'haps should be mentioned since farm 
pro.perty, along with other property which changes hand by desoont,.is 
sub~ect to this tax in all States but three. As it is by its nature irregu
lar m operation and as the per capita amount collected is insignificant 
in all States, detailed consideration of it is unnecessary. 

Agriculture, like other business, is in some jurisdictions subject to 
certain fees. The chief of these are the fertilizer and feed-inspection 
fees which are levied by many States. Such fees are everywhere 
small in amount and are designed to cover the costs of services that 
are intended to benefit farmers directly. Fees differ from taxes on 
this basis; that is, they are designed to cover only the costs of certain 
services which the governmental units pelform. 

From this brief summary, it is evident that the forms of taxes which 
directly affect the farmer are few in number. Two types, those 
affecting- general property and those concerned with the automobile, 
account for most of the direct tax contributions of farmers. The 
section that follows will present an estimate of the importance of each 
of these and of the other minor ta..'(& that are paid by f8.IVlers. 

~ 
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3 TAXATION OF FARM: PROPERT~ 

Before considering these figures it should be recalled that farmers 
make many tax contributions indirectly. Whenever they buy goods 
on which a tariff duty has been levied they are likely to contribute to 
the costs of the Federal Government. In a similar manner, they make 
a contribution when they purchase tobacco. To some extent, the 
merchants in village trading centers are able to pass a portion !)f the 
tax on their buildings and their stock of goods on to their customers. 
No attempt will be made to estimate the amounts of such contribu
tions, but it must be realized that they form a considerable part of 
agriculture's tax contribution. 

AMOUNTS PAID BY AGRICULTURE IN TAXES 

An attempt to examine the amounts of taxes paid by agriculture 
and by a~cultural property must be prefaced by the statement 
that the figures given are in no case more than estimates. They 
express the judgment of those who have studied the problem, but 
they do not pretend to be more than approximations of the actual 
totals. No attempt will be made in thfJ body of this study to explain 
in detail the methods used in arriving at these estimates. Estimates 
for the country as a whole for 1927 are contained in Table 1. Cer
tain of the estimates for individual States'are included in Table 2. 

TABLE I.-Taxe8 paid by farmers in the United States, 1927 1 

Klnd of tax Amount Percentage 

Dollar! 
755,000,000 83. 8 

Gasollne______________________________________________________________________ _ 50, 000, 000 O. 5~~=C~~~ii====:=:::====:::::::=========:======:===:=====:=======::===== 65, 000, 000 7. 2 
15,000,000 1.7 
10, COO, 000 1. 1 
6, 000, 000 • 7 fi~~~~~_~~~~~~~~::=====:================:=============:::::=====

Total______________________________ __________________________________ _ 901,000,000 100. 0 

1 Taxes paid by farmers on other than farm pro!)erty are not included. Taxes on farm property paid by
owners of farm property not themselves farmers are included. No attempt is made In this table to estlmata 
the amount of taxes that are shifted to the farmer by other groups or the amount that the farmer Is able to 
sblft to others. 

As every farmer realizes, the general property tax which he pays 
to his county or township treasurer is the most important direct 
contribution that he makes to defray the costs of government. 
Almost 84 per cent of agriculture'S ta.'C contribution (Table 1) takes 
this form. It is estimated that the automobile license tax and fees 
for drivers' permits account for something over 5 per cent of the 
farm tax total and that the farmer's contribution to the gasoline 
tax amOlmts to 7 per cent of his total tax expenditure. Other 
minor items amount to less than 4 per cent. 

Official figures of total tax collections by all governmental units 
are difficult to obtain, and no attempt is made here to present such 
figures for the year·1927. Federal taxes for the year were about three 
and one-third bUlion dollars, and total State end local taxes were 
probably around five and .one-half billicll dollars. On this basis, 
it is possible to allocate over 10 per cent of all taxes collected as a 
direct contribution from agriculture. Seventeen per cent of the St,ate 
and local taxes were derived from this source. 
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irA1lLE 2.-Estimate, of certain taxes paid by farmers, by States, 1927 

(In thousand$ oC dollarS, i. e., 000 olilittedl 

General License Genel8ILlcanse 
proper- tat on Taxon, proper taton Tax on 
ty true fBnn Carm ty tat farm- farm

State onall owned used state on all owned' used' 
farm Buto gaso farm auto- gaso

prop;;l" Dlo- line' proper- mo- line S 
ty 1 bUes' ty 1 ,bUes 2 

North Carolina__________ 16, 375Malne___________________ 5,767 435 481 , ,,2, 900 
New Hampshire_________ 2,755 345 2M South.Carolina___________ 6,688 ~ 1,575Georgta_______..,_________ 12, 011Vennont.,_______________ 3, 245 413 244 1,077 2,544Florida______________"____ • 5,012"Massachusetts___________ 6,438 657 626 1,427Kentucky________________ 12;602':Rhode Island____________ 483 63 37 1,135 1,951
Connectlcut._____________ 3,115 544 275 Tennessee________________ 10,939 791 1,164
New York _______________ 20,332 2,858 Alabama_________________ 5, 619 938 2,186New Jersey______________ 6, 765 MlssissippL____________~ 10,728648 245 7trl 1,810Pennsylvania____________ 23,446 3,122 2,594 ArkllIlSBS_________________ 8, 495 800 ).,215

Louisiana________________ 6,677Ohio_.------------------- 46,233 1,280 3,186 630 576Iildlana__________________ 40,550 1,195 2,533 Oklahoma________________ 21,220 1,496 2,375TIlinois_____________.... ___ 46, 986 Texas____________________ 32,8351,929 992 3,438 '4,382Michlgan________________ 28,293 2,338 2,282 Montana_________________ 7,899 568 '905Wisconsin________________ 32,912 2, 541 1,929 Idaho____________________ 7,335 751 912Mlnnesota_______________ 3.~, 2t3 2,661 1,656 Wyoming________________ 3,322 147 ' 265Iowa_____________________ 56,131 Colorado_______ ._________ 12,0252,800 246! 288 691Mlssouri _________________ 20,063 New Mexico____________• 3, OSI1,981 1;899 121 410 
North Dakota____________ 19,016 686 689 Arizona__________________ 2,946 73 222 

l,On 1,293 121 336South Dakota____________ 20,306 Utah_____________________ 4,818
Nebraska________________ 28,080 1,309 1,576 Nevada__________________ 1,200 39 99
Kans&S___________________ 40,183 2,021 1,603 Washington______________ 12, 038 1,037 ·764
Delaware________________ 548 186 166 Oregon__________________ 10,585 1,371 947
Maryland________________ 4,865 538 917 California________________ 39,308 880 2,247
Virglnia__________________ 0,109 1,518 2,570
West Virginia____________ 6, ~19 SOl 949 United Statcs______ 754,066 52,441 62,742 

1 Based on returns Crom Carmers and on data published In the reports oC the tax commissions oC severn! 
States. Estimate was made oC the tao,; per acre in (arm land 8.I!d bnildings and on all fann property in 
1924 in each State. Annual changes as reported on questionnaires received Crom farmers have been applied 
to this figure. The result bas been multiplied by the total acreage in Carms as reported in the 1925 census. 
This does not take into account changes in fann acreage. Data on which to base an estimate oC taxes which 
would, take such changes into account are not avaUable. 

I This estimate is based on a division of the total amount oC receipts from registration a.q compiled by the 
Bureau oC Public Roads into fann and nonlann portions. The percentage to be classed as the Carm portion
is estimated by comparing the estimated number of fann automobiles in each State with total number 01 
automobiles and by taking into account the basis on which the registration fee is levied. Because oC a 
change in the fiscal year involved, North Carolina figures are reported for the second half oC 1927 only. 

S Farm gasoline ta~ figures are based on the assumption that fann automobiles use a pro rata proportion
of the total gasoline taxed by the State; Estimated percentage that farm automoblles are oC all automo
blles, is applied to the total gasoline tao,; collected by the State as complied by the Bureau oC Public Roads. 

It should once more be recalled that figures of agriculture's tax 
contribution which have been given represent only the amounts 
whieh can be readily computed. No one questions that a contri
bution in the form of tobacco taxes is made to the Federal GQvern
m.en~ and to certain State governments by fai-mers. The agricul
tural group undoubtedly paJ's a part of tariff duties levied by the 
Federal Government. Finally, in the shifting of taxes from one 
group or individual to another, the farmer usually finds himself as 
one to whom the tax is shifted. He is rarely able to pass his taxes 
~m to others. 

TRENDS IN AGRICULTURAL TAXA'!'IqN 

In any attempt to describe the trend of agricultural taxation, 
attention must be centered on the few major studies 'which have 
been made at various times and in scattered States. No compre
hensive data covering the United States as a whole for any long 
period are available. A study made for the year 1921-22 indicated 
that taxes per acre of farm land had'increased about 125 per cent 
in the eight years between 1913-14 ai~d 1921-22. Beginning with 



tlieYllat 1924, anannualestimate:of taxes on farm real. estate, based 
,on r.eport-s from~arme~ in: all sections of the. country. has b.een.pre
pared up, to and mcluding,,1921~ , Thf:} :res1.lltsof these mvestiga.tlons, 
togeth~with estimates prepared from such other data as are available 
for the yearS between 191.~band 1921 and the' year 1923, appear in 
Table 3.2 .1ndexes.offarm taxation in . three Eastern States :,:also 
appear in this table. .: '. 4 •• ' 

,-'. '..' , 


TABL:j!l 3.--,ndez,numbeTl!oj jarm: ta:&e8 i.nc theUfi·ited Sta!.e8 aJUl in selected. St4teB, 

.' . . 1880, ,18PO, 19oq, and,191(>7)f!27 • ' ';'9
I 

, -, ;. ~ , '! i ~ , 
Tax on flll1l1;Jand Tax on all farm " 

and bulldlilgs . . property '0' 
• '.1: ::' ~ !' 

Year 
United 

. 8tates~· 
1914=100 

~--~----~~--~~~~--~~--~-'I------'I-----=~'~ 

ia::::::::::~::=:=:=::::::::::::~~::::::::;:::::::::~: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: 'H' . .! •.! 
1910__•______•______.----------------------------'----'--- -___________ ----------- '82 ,; "111S 

~_~___________,--------------~~191L___________________ __ .___________ ____________ 98 
87 

1912~___.______________________________________________ ____________ ____________ ml . i ' .. \12 

1:t~=====:=:::=================:=====·:================ --------iOii- ===::::::::: . 1~ ,'" 1~1911L______________________________ .---------.---------__ 102 lOll '112223 " ..131
1916 ______________ ____________________ 11K 100 129~ ~_______________ 

1917__________________________________________________c_ 100 119 143 \ 'll!O 

1918_______________: ____.-------------------------------. 118 .122 146 '142 

1919~ ~_____________________________________________; ____ 136 137 166 ' 1711 


1920_.------.--------------------.-------------------- 163 183 198 .11\7 

~,_.1921_____________________ ___________________________ 100 '224 191 216 


192f'<-_______________ ________________,_________________ 232 240 '197' I'" . 210
~ 

~re==:::======:=::==:==:==:====:=::=:====:==========: ~g ~ ~: ;~ 
t:~=:::==:====::::::==:==::============:===:::==:==:== .~ ~ ~ . ~ ""1927 ______________________ 2Ii8 292 ________ : ___ _____.i"__ ..:.:. ~_"___________________________ 

1 The New lersey 1Igtio;ss are preliminary and are based on data coll~ted by the NMV'leraeyAgrlcul~~'
Experiment Station and the Bureau of AgrIcultural Economlcs,U. S. Department of AgrIculture, in a 
cooperaUve studll of farm taxes. . '.. .: " \ 

J TheNew York Index III taken from (10). ltallonumbersinparenthesesreter to "Litemtureclted," p. 73.(
J The Ohio Index Is from (11). -. ...,. . ; 

Each year since 1914 has brought an increase in the index for the 

country as a whole, although since 1923 the change has 'been relatively 

slight. The figures' for the three individual States do· not rise quite

so consistently as do those for the country as, a whole, but in, each 

case. they were at their peak in·thelast yenx for which data were secured. 


Explanations of the rise in farm taxation over the period from 1914 

to the present will be only briefly considered. Part of this incre~ 

is accounted for by the' change m the purchasing power of money. 

It took about $1.50 in 1927 to purchase the articles andservices that 

could be secured for $1 in 1914. Governmental units spend the mone;y 

they collect as do private. enterprises, and they are similarly affected 

by changes in the purchasing power of that money. 


Then, too, the,services that local governments are called upon. to 

supply hav.echangedduring the period. School terms have. been 

lengthe~ed, high sch~ols have been made available to a much 'larger 

proportlOn of the children of the country, and a far larger num~r 


., . 

I Data fer which no footnote credit appears either In the tebJes or In the text are derived from the iUveSti-. 
lI8t1ona of farm taxation carried on by the Division of Agricultural Finance of the Bureau of Agrlcultliral

Economics. 
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of children is attending them. Teachers' qualifications and their 
salaries have increased. Roads cost far more to maintain now than 
in 1914 even if they are kept in no better condition. The demands on 
governmental units for more expensive roads have vastly increased 
dut:IDg the period. The two factors, change in the price level and 
added governmental services, toget.her with the war inflation in farm 
values, explain most of the increase of farm ta."tes. 

The effect of the inflation in farm values deserves special attention. 
The peak of farm real~sta.te prices came in 1920. Increases in 
assessed values of farm properties necessarily lagged somewhat behind 
increases in their sales values, but the general tendency was to inc!ease 
the assessments as quickly as the assessment practices of the State 
concerned would permit. A lag of the same nature, although longer1had its effect on the downward adiustment of assessments as land. 
prices fell. It is always more difficult for ta.."t officials to lower assoss
ments than to raisa them, and at this particular period, increased 
governmental expenditures made adjustment extremely difficult. 
These adjustments, however, have been mQ.de gradually in most of 
the States, and a part of the maladjustment of farm taxes has been 
eliminated. The assessment of farm property is considered in some 
detail on :po 44. Its effect on farm ta..,.es should not be exaggerated 
since it directly increased only those taxes which were levied by 
jurisdictions including farm and other property; that is, by the States 
and in. some cases by the counties. 

An index of the changes in the tax per acre on farm land and build
ings in various sections of the country for the years since 1924 is 
contained in Table 4. For the country as a whole there has been a 
slight increase amounting to about 3}~ per cent during the four )"ears 
1924 to 1927. This should be contrasted with the material nse in 
farm taxation that occurred in the years 1919 to 1923, amounting in 
all to 80 per cent. There was no change of importance for the country 
as a whole between 1924 and 1925, almost all the increase for the 
years 1924 to 1927 being about evenly distributed between the two 
last years of the period. 

Although each geographic division of the country experienced some 
increase in farm taxes from 1924 to 1928, the annual rates of the 
increase and the aggregate amounts of inCl'ease in each division were 
far from being the same. New England, the South Atlantic, and 
the Pacific Stat.es reported the greatest increases from 1924 to 1928. 
There has been relatively little change in the east North Central 
and the west North Central States. 

TABLE 4.-Taxes on farm 'real estate: Relative change, by geographic divisions' 
1924--1928 

[1924=100 per cent] 

Geographic division 1924 1925 19211 1927 1928 

-·--------·--------1--------.-------
New England_________________________________________________
Middle Atlantlc_______________________________________________
East North CentraL_ ________________________________________ 

1110. 0 
100.0
100.0 

100. II 
103. /I
99.5 

10li. 4 
103. 2
100. 3 

108.8 
11K. 5
103.0 

111.1 
11K. 'I
102.3 

West North CentraL_________________________________________ 100.0 98. 4 99.5 100. 8 102. 9 
South Atlantlc________________________________________________ 100.0 103.5 111.1 111.9 113.7 
East South CentraL__________________________________________ 
West South CentraL_________________________________________ 
Mountaln_____________________________________________________
PBCillc____________________ •••_._____ •••.• ___••••••_•• __ ••_._.. 

100.0 
100. 0 
100.0 
100. 0 

101.5 
100.1 
103.2 
100.9 

103.6 
98. 6 

102. 3 
102. 9 

103.4 
103.5 
11K. 9 
105.6 

100. 0 
107.0 
100. 0 
110.0 

United States ______._.__ •__ . ___•______•• __ ._._ •• _•••••_. 100.0 100.3 101.5 103.6 10li.1 

http:real~sta.te


7 TAXATION OF FARM PROPERTY 

The assembled date seem to indicate that the period of rapid rise 
of farm taxes has been passed and that,. although a material decline 
is not to be expected, such increases as may occur in the immediate 
future will, on the ~verage, be slight; The expansion in governmental 
services that has characterized th3 past two decades, partieularly 
in education and highway construction and mamtenane.e, shews 
little sign of abating. The rate of increase of State and local taxes 
will be less than it has been, but no general reduction in fsrm taxes 
is likely to come from 8. decrease in total expenditures. It may coma 
either through new methods of financing certain gonrnmental 
expenditures, such as more State support for the schools, or through 
the introduction of new sources of local revenues t{) supplement the 
general property tax. 

TAXES AND AGRICULTURAL INCOME 

Two measures of the income from agriculture will be compared 
with fa.:-m taxes. The first of these, the income from. rented farm 
land, is a property income, and little difficulty arises in an attempt to 
compare it WIth taxes on property. The second type of income, the 
return that a farmer reeeives from the operation of his own farm, 
combmes income from property with income from the farmer's 
managerial efforts. Thus a mixed income figure is presented for 
comparisoJ?- with a tax figure which, although ~ainly based on farm 
property, IS also based on the farm as a reSIdence and on a small 
omount of personal household property. 

It should be added tha.t the annual value of the farm as a residene.e 
does not appear in most of the farm-operation income figures. The 
qualifications that must accompany, s. comparison of tliese figures 
with taxes will be explained in detail when data. relating to them are 
presented. 

'i'AXES AND L"lCOME FROM CASH·RENTED FARMS IN 15 STATES 
COMPARISON OF CONDITIONS IN 1924 WITH THOSE OF 1919 

Data relating to cash rent and taxes of farms in 20 counties in 15 
States are presented for the years 1919 and 1924. The figures for 
the earlier of these two years are taken from the prelimjnsg report 3 

of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. The cash-rent figures for 
1924 are thos9 recorded by the Census of Agrir..ulture, 1925. The 
tax figures for the farms reported upon have been secured from official 
records in the counties concerned. The methods of securing the data 
and of calculating the dedue.tions from the gross rent in order to 
compute a net-rent figure are similar to those used in the 1919 study.· . 

The more recent figures give a. good cross section of the incoma
yielding ability of cash-rented farms in 1924 in ooveral sections of the 
country. They are of most value, however, in the comparison 
made in Table 5 with the 1919 results. In every case, except in the 
two Idaho counties, the two in Colorado, and Merced County, Calif. 
it will be seen that the tax figure, expressed on a per acre basis, had 
increased during the period that elapsed between the two studies. 
Net rent, however, has shown no such tendency. In only six cases 
was it higher in 1924 than in 1919. The net-rent figures for the various 
counties in 1919 and 1924 are compared in Figure 1. 

• BRANNEN, C. o~ and SANDERS, J. T. TAXATION 01' RENTED I'ARKS-1919. U. 8. Dept. Agr., Bur.
4. ECOlI. Prelim. Kpt. 34 p. 1925. [Mimeographed.]

• The term "net rent" used without qualification refers In every case to n~t rent before deductln~ taxflfl. 
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_. To/ttl.S ;l1liP~~nfa9t1 nlaflDnshiP...fQ.J(N IOn.' rwnt(bttforw d~~Cflng fax.,:., 

\ FIGLiRE t.-NET RENT AND TAXES ,OF SEL~O::CTED FARMS IN 15,STATES. IS.9 
AND 1924 

TUm per acre IncrOOsed from 1919 to 1924 In 15 oftbo20countles; wbereas net nint per acre declined 
In a of tbem. In on'" 3 oetho 20 counties was the peroentage of net rent taken by taxes hlgha: In 
1~19 ~ In 1924. ' " 
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TABLE S.-Re~ionoJ mea to cash rent oJ selected Jarms, 1919 and 1924 • 

1919 

Tax as Tax asState and County Farms Net T a per- Fanus. Net Tax 8 per
report- rent per ax per centage report- rent per per centage 

Ing acre acre of nat Ing acre acre of not
---------.....,..--1 rent ,rent 

CallComla: Number Dollar8 Dollar8 Per.tnt Number DoII6r8 DollaraPt~ ~tllt
Merced__________ _ _ ______________ 118 9.78 1.63 16. 7 104 5.70 0.87 15.3 
Sacramento______________________ 130 10.49 1.36 13.0 100 17. ii 4.23 23. ~ 

Colorado: ' 
Delta____________________________ ff1 ~ 04 .96 23.8 40 4.83 .84 17.4ot.ero____________________________ 52 12.63 2.19 17.3 34 .75 .47 62.7 

Idaho:Ada_____________________________ _ 
Madison________________________ _ 60 10.02 2.85 28.4 92 7.51 1. ii 23.6 

32 11. 31 1.7G 15.,6 29 8. OS 1.63 17.6IllInois: Macoupln__________________ _ 79 3.52 .64 18.2 74 3.04 .72 26.3Indiana: Tipton ____________________ _ ii 9.38 1.41 15.0 47 7.42 2.22 29.9 
Iowa: 

Union____________________________ 113 Ii. 29 •84 1~ 9 158 1.25 .26.6Story-" ________________________ ~_ 100 "I 7.,28 1.37 I 18. 8 113 1.83 26.5Kansas:, Butler_____________~________ 155 1.73 .41 23. 7 133 1.43 .113 , 37:124." ggl'
Minnesota: McLeod_________________ 87 3.49 .85 100 3.74 1.26 33.1 

as 2.36 048 20.3
Missouri: Jlates______________________________________________________ 
Nebraska: Wayne__________________ as 5.74 .07 11.7 96 ~07 ' .87 21.:4 
New York: " 

Delaware___________________"____ 
Nhigara_________________________ _ 137 1,23 .38 30.9 112 1:17 .63 

Ohio: Franklln ______________________ 80 2.75 .85 30.9 72 2.47 1.78 
90 6.30 1.41 22.4 155 6.34 1.99Oregon: Washlngton___________ ~____ _ 115 4.34 1.64 37.8 l2B 3.16 2.17 ' 

South Dakota: Moody_______________ 123 4. 76 .ii 16.2 87 4.49 .81 
Wisconsin: Dane____________________ _ 
Utah: Balt Lake_____________________ 28 9.81 2.82 28.7 23 8.80 4.82 

100 3.98 '1.18 29.6 125 4.04 1.49 

Of more significance, perhaps, than the rent or tax figuresa.l6ri'e 
is a comparison between taxes and net rent. Figure 1 indicates the 
average percentage of net rent :paid in taxes for each of, theye~ 
in each of the counties.from which data. were obtained. In only'3 
of the 20 counties was the percentage lower in 1924 than in, 1919: 
This, was to be expected from the analysis of the average, net rent an4 
taxes per acre which has already been made. It will be fouri~ py
detailed examination of Table 5 that in those counties where a'material 
increase ocurred in ratio of taxes to net rent,s this increase is due 
mainly to the rise ,in taxes rather than to a material decrease in rent. 

RENT AND TAXES SINCE 1924 

It has not been possible to s~cure rent figures for yea~ suhsequent 
to 1924 from the farms :for which data were presented ill that yeaJ:. 
Tax figures were secured in every county for 1926 and in most of 
them for 1927. Table 6 contains the figures of taxes per acre for 
these years and lists the number of farms for which data were reported 
in each 'of the years concerned. This table shows that in 12 of the 
21 counties there was an increase from 1924 to 1926 in the tax ,Rer 
acre of the farms for which data were secured. In the remaining' 9 
counties there was a decrease. Figures for 15 counties are available 
from 1924 to 1927. In 7 of these there was an increase during the 
period and in 8 a decrease. In other words, the data available 
mdicate that during the years since 1924 there has been little differeIj.ce • 
between the number of counties st.lldied in which taxes have increased 
and the number in which they have decreased.6 

• Where the number ofcents takeu by taxes from each dollar of net rent has Increased by over 25 per cent, 

the Increase has been considered material• 


• The index of Carm taxes Cor the country as a whole, quoted on page 6, indicates a change ofonly 3.6 per 

cent, an Increase, for the years In questioD. . .' 
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T .. ..BLE 6.-Taua per acre, of rented farms in 16 Stc.tes, 19!B4-, 19!B6, and 18!Br 

Tax per acre Tax per acre 
State and county r8l: State and county 

FBrI118 FBrI118 
rt r8l:tg 1924 1926 1927 1924 1926 l1i21 ~ 

-California: No. DoUs. DoUs. DoUs. No. DolL.. DolL.. Dol/,.Merced ____________ Kans2s: Butler_________81 0.82 0.00 - ..---.. In o.m 0.67 0.68Sacramento_________ Minnesota: McLeod____91 ~OO 4.05 - ..- ..- .. )a2 1.26 1.16 1.11Missouri: Bates_________Colorado: 87 .48Delta_______________ Nebraska: Wayne______ .50 ---:853Ii .93 1.02 0.96 96 .87 .86Otero_______________ 
29 .81 .77 .66 New York:Delaware___________Idaho: 91 .M .72Ada________________ Niagara____________
84 1.81 1.86 1.83 6t 1.76 1.66 1.67MadIson____________ Ohio: Franklln_________'IT 1.50 l.m 1.60 154 1.99 1.88 1.80

IDinois: Mncounln _____ Oregon: Washington ____71 .72 .81 .79 107 2.12 2.17 2.16Indiana: Tlpton ________ 40 2.13 1.91 1.92 South Dakota: Moody_ 81 .80 .86 .91Utah: Salt Lake________Iowa: 23 4.82 4.91 ----- ..Unlon______________ Wi!Iconsln: Dane_______153 1 24 1.04 1.04 115 1.46 L87Story_______________ ----- ..
106 1 1.• iW i.59 1.63 

The best basis on which an estimate of the rent of farms in these 
counties for the years since 1924 can rest is a consideration of general 
conditions in agriculture in these years, as compared with 1924. 
The gross value of fa.."lll production for the crop year 1924-25 was 
517,086,000,000, a figure slightly above those of the three subsequent 
crop years. Gross income from farm production (found by deduct
ing the value of products fed, those used for seed, and waste from the 
figures just given) was $12,003,000,000 in the crop year 1924-25. It 
was slightly greater than this in each of subsequent years, although 
in the nrst year, 1925-26, it was only 5* per cent above the 1924-25 
level an~ in the two latter years, it was 1 and 2 per cent, respectively, 
above that level. Cash income from sales showed almost the same 
variation except for the fact that in 1926-27 it was below the 1924-25 
level. 

A comparison of returns from individual fanus may be considered 
before an estimate of changes in rent since 1924 is made. In this 
estimate only the reports for the northern sections of the country and 
for the West are considered, as the counties for which rent and tax fig
ures have been gathered are located in these sections. Figure 2 com
pares the 1924 net returns with those of the subsequent years.? The 
1925 income figures are consistently greater in each section than 
those of the p"evious lear. In 1926 net returns fell below those of 
1924 in two sections 0 the country and were above in the other two. 
The same situation occured in 1927. 

Trends in land values are indicated iD. Table 7. In each area of the 
country except the West South Central States there has been a 
decline in land values since 1924. This of itself ¢ves no indication of 
the trends of income from land~ as such income IS only onet}! several 
factors that determine land values. This may be illustrated by the 
condition which would arise when income from land is constant, but 
taxes are rising, both considerably and steadily. The result from 
these two factors alone would be a decrease in land values. Many 
other factors might b~ introduced to explain the lack of a definite 
correlation over a short period of time between income from land and 
the value of the land. It is certain, however, that a material and con
sistent rise in the income from land would, over a period of years, be 
reflected in value. 

r The derivation of these figures and their slgnifican(~ from the point of view of this study are collsldered 
on page 11. In this particular connection, Interest Is contlned to their year-by-year variation mther than 
to their absolute amounts. 
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TABLE'T.-Farm real estate: Indez nu.mbers oj utimated value per acre, btl geo
graphic divisions, 1924-1928 1 

...., ... 

[1012, 1913, 1914-100 per cent] 

Geographic division 	 1924 1925 19117 11128 
'I-- 

128 1!l7 m m~'~d1~1~~iic::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 114 114 113 U1 llO 
121 116 11K 101~~t~~~'6~~~c::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 132 126 m 1111 U3 

South ,A.Uantlc~•••••_......................................... 151 143 149 137 1M 
Eut South CentraL•••••••••, ••••_•••...•••••._•.•••._._ •••___ 142 141 131) 138 130 
West I'outh CentraL_ ••••••_•••••••_•.•••••••_•••~............ 136 144 144 139 187 
MOUlItaln_••••••••••••••_••••••••••••••••••••_•••••••_•._•••'. 110 105 103 101 101 
Paclfic_••••••••••••••••_••••_•••••••_•••••__ ._•••••••_._••••_._ 147 14ll 144 143 142 

United Statts•••_________________________________________~---~---I----+----~--~124 
130 127 119 117 

. 	fl. S. Dept. Agr. Cir. No. 60 (to, p. (/). 
R All farm land with impmv8menta, B8 of March 1. 

:!n considering the estimate that is to be made of the changes in the 
i"Snt of land smc-e 1924, one 9.-~umptiQn must be kept in mind. This 
relate'} to the difference between the territory to which the rent figures 

TOTAL NET RE'rURN IN HUNDREDS OF DOLlARS 

NORTH 	 25I::~:°1 	 "I; 'I' '1° 
ATlANTIC" ::~~ 

51' 

; ! _ 1
~~IEr I'" I I I I 
~ljiliF I I I I J 
w~--mll I I I I 
FIGURE 2.-AVERAGE NET RETURNS ON OWNER-OPERATED FARMS IN 


SELECTED REGIONS. 1924-1927 


In each of the regions the 1925 net 1'Ilturns exceeded those of the previous year. In 1926 and 1027 
the net 1'Ilturns In only two counties exceeded those of 1924. 

that have been used for 1924 relate and the territory covered by the 
other data. The rent figures are confined to 16 States and at the most 
to 2 counties within ~ach State. The counties were so chosen as to be 
as nearly typical of general conditions as possible. But it is realized 
that they comprise too small a part of the agriculture of the country 
to be considered as anything more than indications of general condi
tions. The gross value of production, the farm return,and the land 
value data relate to the whole country. Thus, any trends which they 
may indicate will refer only to the particular counties for which data 
have been presented if these counties are representative of conditions 
in the country as a whole. 
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There seems to be little reason for' a belief that the net rent of agri-' 
cultural land increased to any large extent from 1924 to 1927. Land 
values have declined. Gross income from agriculture w:as slightly 
higher in 1925 then in the previous year, but there was little difference 
between the totals for 1926 and 1927 and that for 1924. The avera~e 
net return to individual farms was higher in 1925 and 1927 than ill 
1924, but the increase from 1924 to 1927 was less than 5 per cen.t. On 
tlte whole, it seems a reasonable estimate that net return from land 
m.ay have increased somewhat, perhaps from 5 to 10 per cent, in 1925; 
that it dropped back to below its 1924 levElI in 1926, and IDe,y have 
risen in 1927 to possibly 5 per cent above the point at which it was 
in 1924. 

How would such a change effect cash rent? It seems safe to assume 
that the fluctuations in cash rent were somewhat less and that they 
lagged at least a year behind changes in farm returns. From the data 
considered, it seems a reasonable assumption that cash rent in 1927 
was. Qlose to the 1924 level. . . ' . 

'It has already been shown that taxes changed little 'from 1924 to 
1927. For the cO\mtry as a whole, tJ;1ere was an increase of appproxi
mately 3 per cent during this period. For the counties studied, the 
increase seems to be somewhat less. As a result of this examination 
of changing conditions, it seem~ a r~ason8.ble conclusiQn that, if it be 
assumed that the rented farmsm -15 States followed··the same course 
as farm land generally, the porti~'l1 of net rent taken by taxes in 1927 
differed little from that taken ill 1924. ... , ' ' 

The number of farms (1,916) included in the 1924 study is obviously 
too small to justify any general conclusions concerrliDg the relation
ship between rent and taxes for the country as a whole~ All that may 
be said is that a continued and' intensified pressure 'of taxes on net 
rent is revealed in many sections.of the northern and western portions 
of the United States. The results obtained from this study of farms 
in scattered sections. of the country add support totne data supplied 
by the intensive studies which have been made in several of the States. 

INTENSIVE STATE STUDIES OF TAXES AND RENT OF FARM LAND, . 

During the last six ycars, studies concerned with the income and 
taxation of rented farm land have been completed in 14 States. 
Although there have been variations in the methods and consequently 
in the results of these studies, the general purposes and types of infor
mation sought have been similar, and, on the whole, it is possible to 
compare and contrast the results obtained. 

These studies have been concerned with the income received by 
owners of rented farms. For this reason, information has been 
secured from them rather than from the actual operators of the land. 
In some of the studies, questionnaires have been mailed to lists of 
farm owners in the State or section concerned; and the results have 
been tabulated from the questionnaires that were returned. These 
returns have been subjected to editing, and'doubtful ones have been 
clarified by correspondence or by personal visits. 

In other cases the studies have been made by sending an agent to 
the farm owner from whom information was desired, and schedules 
containing the relevant facts were filled out by these agents. It is 
undoubtedly true that thi.s latter method is t.he more desirable from 
the point of view of accurate and complete information. Its large cost, 
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a$,colJ!paredwith the mail-questionnaire method, has l'estrictedits 
use. The ms.il method, in, those cases in which the list of owners has 
been satisfactory, has yielded results which have revealed the general 
trends and have, on the whole, been sufficient for the present purpose. 

Items of information secured on questionnaire or schedule have 
varied from State to State. Various local interests in income, 
taxation, or in other subjects, have made this inevitable. The chief 
it(tms, however, have been everywhere the same. Gr.oss cash or share 
rent of the particular farmi deductions, such as insurance, repairs, and 
depreciationi and taxes on the land and buildings of the farm. These 
items, together with certain others descriptive of the farm, such as 
total acreage, cro,p acreage, value, location, etc., have been sufficient 
for the computatIOn of the neces3ary figures. 

Some emphasis should be placed on the significance of the income 
from rented farm land. This rep:..'esents property income and a 
property income figure is the most significant. figure to compare with 
property taxes. Where rented farm land is uncommon, it is often 
true that there is not enough competition, either among those who own 
the land or among those who wish to use the land, to make its rent a 
satisfactory indication of its income-yielding ability. In the sections 
of the country in which studies have been carried on, the amount of 
rented farm land is of significant proportions, and on the average over 
a I.>eriod of years, the net rent gives a closer indication of the land's 
ability to produce income than does any other figure that can be 
obtained. Share rent often includes a small return to the landlord 
for. his services in supervising the use of his land. In cases where this 
item is impOl'tant an allowance has been made for it. No attempt 
has been made to separate either the rent or the taxes that might be 
assigned to the rcsidential value of the farm from the total rent or 
total tax figures. . 

Stumes of the relatiouship between net rent and taxes have been 
conducted .for one or more years since 1919 in Arkansas, Colorado, 
Indiana, Iowa, :Michigan, lvlissouri, New Jersey, 'North Carolina, 
North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Virginia, and 
Washington.s 

ARKANSAS 

Rented farms in five representative sections of Arkansas were 
studied (1). Data were secured by the local survey method for the 
5-year period 1921 to 1925. The number of share and. cash rented 
farms from which data were. obtained varied from 122 in 1921 to 178 
in 1925. Although the sample is thus rather small, it seems probable 
that the figures indicate in a general way conditions in the sections 
of the State which were studied. It was found that over the 5-year 
period, taxes took, on the average, 18 per cent of the net rent of the 
farms studied. Table. 8 indicates that no great average variation 
from this figure occured in any year during the period. . 

aIn each of the studies except those in Arkansas, Indiana, and Pennsylvania. the work was carried on by 
thecoope~8tionofthoBureau of Agricultural Economics and a State agency. usually the agricultur'll expert
ment station. In the case of the Indiana study, there was no State cooperation, IUld in the Arkansas and 
Pennsylvania studies, the Fed!\rw bureau did not cooperate. 
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TAll~ 8.-GmeraE property t~ a"d net Tent 10/ selected /(J'I'fM in Ark(JnalJ8, 
. 1921-1925 

NGtre.lt 
Acres In Jl81'1ICI'I! Per cent.' 

these before 8g1! of net 
farms deduct- Per acre .·rent be

1ngtaxe8 . fO!ll d&. 
dnctfng
tue8 

--------------1------------
Number NumIM Dollar. DoUar Pnun:.1I12L________________________________________________ 122 48, 1118 2. 84 O.M 	 111.0· 

.&.1 16.11 
ili22_____________________________"__________________- 129 49, 512 3.39 
1911\_ ----___________________________________________ 14~ ~,~ ~8506 .57 20.0 
1112S_________________________________________________ 66, 218 .a. M 17.6
192t_________________________________________________ 162 "'" "'" '" .M 

l~ 

.61 17.2 
A.verage_______________________________________1---1----,·_·1---1--147 lIS, liM 3.14 .56 17.8 

Arkansas Agr. Expt. BuI. 2Z:I (1, p. 8). 

If this report of the study could be extended to inclti:d~ an exami... 
nation of the reports frum each section of the State from which data 
were secured, it would be found that in the three sections where the 
most satisfactory number of returns was secured, the annual aver.a~e 
percentage ioi net,.rent taken by tlloXes ran~ed from. 30 per cent' (.m.
central Arkansas m 1923) to 13 per cent (m northeastern Arkansas 
in 1922, and in B~uthwestern Arkansas in 1925). Large variations 
among the figures reported for the individual farms would also· be 
found, taxes on some farms in a particular year taking less than 10 
per cent of net rent and on other farms in the same year amounting 
to more than the total net rent collected. i 

COLORADO 

Data relating to net rent and taxes of farms in Colorado were 
secured from questionnaires mailed to owners of rented farms (4). 
Reports were requested for the years 1919, 1923, 1925, and 1926. 
For the. first of these years, 282 farms scattered over the State reported 
average net rent of $2.64 per acre and an average tax payment of 60 
cents per acre. Thus taxes took slightly less than 23 per cent of net 
rent. Reports from 414 farms in 1923 showed net rent averaging 
$1.80 per acre sad taxes 68 cents, with a percentage relationship 01 
taxes to net rent of 38. The last two years forwm0li data. were 
assembled, 1925 and 1926, showed a slightly better sitpation. With 
568 farms reporting in 1925, it was found that taxes took 33..2 per
cent of net rent. In 1926, for 304. farms, the corresponding percent
a.ge was 32.6. (Table 9.) 

An analysis of the reports by agricultural sections of the State 
indicates that in no sectIon dunng all the years studied have taxeS 
taken a percentage of net r'3nt materially in excess of that taken in the 
other sections. Those sections which are subject to excessive varia,.. 
tions in annual yields naturally evidenced a variation in net ah~ 
rent recei~ts. Since ta.'{es remained relatively constant, there was a. 
larger vanation in the relation between taxes and rent than in those 
sections in which rent varied only slightly from year to year. Averages.
for the last three vears studied seemed to indIcate that there is little 
difference among the sections in the proportion of net rent used to pay 
~~es. 

http:NGtre.lt
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TABLE 9.-'Gm~~ property ta:c and rent per acre tm rented Jartn8 in Coloratlo, 
, '1919, 1925, 1925, and 1geB 

TuesINet ren,t 1 ____..,....:..____ 
I IPercent·

A~In '~f~ B&eQfnet,Year 
farms deduct- Per acre' be~~tc!e-

Ing taxes dllctlng 
taxes----------------------------I-----r-----I-------------Number Number11119____ ._.__________________________________________ 282 88, g>,ll Dollar. Dollar Pt.T cent 

2.64 9.60 22.1
1923__________________________________________________ 414 127,829 1.80 .68 31.8
11126_________________________________________________ 568 182,185 1.841\126_______________________••____•••_••••______•__••• 304 98; 1911 .61 I 33.2

L78 .58 32.6 

Colorado Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul. 346 (4, p. 11). 

When. the reports are considered individually, it is found that there 
is a great difference among farms in the percentage relationship of 
taxes to net rent. In 1926, one-fifth of the farms reported paid less 
tk.1Ul 20 per cent of their rent in taxes. About one-fourth of the 
farms paid from 20 to 40 per cent, and 15 per cent fell into the 40 to 60 
per cent group. Thus, three~fifths of all the farms paid less than 60 
per cent of their net rent in taxes. Contrasted with these, ~owe!,erl. 
are 89 farms, or 30 per cent of the total number reported, which faile<1' 
to yield in 1926 enough to enable their owners to pay taxes after the 
other necessary deductions from gross rent had been made. 

INDIANA 

The investigation of taxes and rents ()f farms in Indiana was one of 
the earliest studies in which this particular type of information was 
secured.9 Data for the years 1919 to 1923 were collected by means 
of a field investigation in three counties of the Stat.e-Tipton, Miami, 
and Monroe. Over the entire period, taxes in these countIes amounted 
to nearlv 27 per cent of the net rent received from the farms surveyed. 

Detailed figures relating to the survey appear in Table 10. So far 
as the different years were concerned, there was Eo large variation in 
the percent~es of rent taken by taxes. In 1919 taxes took only 12 
per cent while .in 1922 they took over 43 per cent. The different 
counties studied also showed somewhat di.lferent results, taxes form
in~ the largest percentage of net rent in Monroe and the smallest in 
Tipton. 

TABLE lO.-General property tax and net rent onJartn8 in three counties oj Indiana,.
1919-1928 . 

Taxes 

Net rent Percent
Year Farms re- Ages In ~f~ B&eofnet 

porting ~ deducting Per acre rent 
before de
ductlng 

taxes 
, taxes 

Number Number Dolw.r. Dol/ar. Per cent 
19111_________________________________________________ 62 10, 508 7.49 0.90 12.01920___ ._____________________________________________ 79 12, 863 5.11 1.11 21.7 
1921__ _______________________________________________ 90 14,970 3.98 1.64 38. 7 
1922_________________________________________________ 100 16,680 3.71 1.60 43.1 
1923_________ ,'_______________________________________ 105 17,120 ___4,...,'25~+--...,.1._=4:_11_--:33:::-:.2 

AverBf!:e_______________________________________ --8-7 14;428 4. 91 1.31 26. 7 

BRANNEN, C. 0., and NEWTON, R. W. Op. cit., p. 4. 

I BRANNEN, C. 0., and NEWTON, R. W. TAXATION OF FARl! REAL E8TA~E IN INDIANA. U. S. Dept,
Air., Bur. Agr. Econ. Prelim. Rpt. 32 p. 1925. [Mimeographed.! 
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IOWA 

Data relating to rent and t81es in Iowa were secm';ed from a number 
of sources (3). Those for the years prior to 1926 came from farm
suxvey records which had been compiled by the agricultural economics 
staff of Iowa State Colle~e. For the year 1926, re.turns from 1,093 
rented farms were supplied by the Iowa Farm Bureau Federation. 
These figurp.~.had been secured by representatives of th~ farm bureau 
in all sections of the State. Data for 1927 from 862 cash-rented 
farms were secured by means of a questionnaire circulated by county 
agents in 74 counties of the State. . , 

Cash ren.t in 1913 to 1915 averaged $4.26 per acre on the farms 
surveyed and taxes 61 cents, taxes taking 14 per cent of net rent. 
The corresponding rent llnd tax figures in 1926-27 were $4.68 and 
$1.32, with taxes taking 28 per cent of rent. Share-rent figure§! are 
somewhat different, averaging $7.57 in 1913 to 1915 and $5.11 in: 
1926.10 

Taxes on these share-rented farms were 58 cents and $1.38, respec,.. 
tively. The percentage of rent taken by taxes on shar~-rented farms 
in 1913 to 1915 was 8 per cent, IUl.d'in 1926, 27 per cmt. These 
figures, together with others for certain of the intervening years, are 
supplied in Table 11. 

TABLE H.-General property tax and net rent, cash and share rented farm8 in: 
Iowa, selected years sin(~ 1913 . 

CASH·RENTED FARI.liS 

Taxes 

Net rent Percent· 
Year Farms reo Acrs in ~c~e ageoCnet 

porting fa::: deducting Per acre rent 
beCorede·Uued ducting 

taxes 

Number Do/Uzra Ptr C<!nt 
1913................................................. 346 0.57 13.7 
1914................................................. 82 .66 14.4 
1915._•••••••••••••_••••••••••••••••••••••_ •.••••••• --,1=04:+~~:_f_-~:-1--~ 15;91 .70 

Total or avemge............................... 532 .61 14.2 
I=====F=====~=====I=====I~=== 

.85 16.01918•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••.••. __••__... ====85=1======1=====1====== 

1921__ ._ ._•• __._••_••_._. __ •••.._•••__._.••. __._••._. 3370 14,222 7.11 1.53 21.6
1922__ . __•••___•••____.._•.._•••••••..•••••_..••_.... .. 5,496 5.15 1.70 .32.:9 
1923•••••••.••••••••••••_••••••_•.•••••••••_•••••••••1--,,.::'''':-1_-:::,8,:=-:94:-=1:- 4.24 1.53 36:1 

Total or avemge_••••••_•••••••••••••••••••••••I===I=67=1===28,=65=9=l====5.=84=1====1.=56=1====26.==7 

1926••••_•••_•..•_••••••••_•••_.__ ••••_.............. ~ 101,164 R*.90 I' 36 ~g
1927•••••••••••._.•••••••••••••••••_................. 86. ~: 731 4.54 .30 • 

Total or avemge ••••••_••••••••••_••••••••_•••• ~ 267;895 -:us~~ 
SHARE·RENTED FARMS 

1913•••••..•••••••_._•• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••_ 262 57,430 8.26 0.56 6.11 
1914__ •••••__••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••_............. 77 13,186 7.57 .60 7.9 
1915••••••••••••_ 128 26,425 .&1••_................................. -:~;;:-II---::'--:::-I_""';'=-6.07 10.6 


Total or avemge•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__ 467 97,041 7.57 .58 7.7 

======1======1======1====== 


1918•••••••••••••••__••••••••••_.....................1====67=1=======1======1=====:=1=======
12, 537 9.90 .74 7.5 

1921••.••••_. _., ••••••_••••••••_..... ••••••.••••••••• 42 8,836 5.69 1.52 26:7 
1922~. _••••__•..••••_•••••••••••_. _•. _••••.••••.•••_. 203 37,437 7.72 1.56 20;8 
1923••• _•••••••••••••••••••••••••_•.•_............... ;'3 ,~:::'-::=_II--;:'-::::_I-_:_;:;;-__;;;;_;;13,722 4.55 1.58 34.3 

59,995 6.69 1.56 23.3Total or avemge••••••••••••••••_••••_••••••••_I===3=18=1=======I======I======I==== 

1926•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_............... 490 91,905 5.11 1.38 27.0 


Iowa State Col. Ext. Bul. 156 (8, p. 50). 


,0 Reasons tor this difference are discussed In THE T.\X BYBTEIi 01' IOWA, (3, p. 57-61!). 


http:II---::'--:::-I_""';'=-6.07
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, . ~h,e percentages of net rent absorbed by taxes on individual farms· 
in tt913 'and in 1927 are indicateci inF.igure 3. , A COlJlp-~~i:a~
ble, not only of. the av~rage percentage, bp.ta1so of. tlie llfOllOftionof; 
all fa.~ ~ha.t,pay the various, J$'oontages. .The ho~ntBl scaJ,e!)i, 
theJi~ indicates a percentaf6 o( the: totalnum~r of fJlnnB and the; 

.' vertical scale the pm:centage 0 net rent taken by taxes. ' H there had 
been 1,10 variation from the ~verage percentage; that is, if each f8rP1~ 
had paid the same percentage of net rent in taxes, then the soljd liJlet 
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PERCENTAGEOP' FARM PROPERTIES 

FIGURE 3.-NET CASH RENT AND TAXE$20N INDIVIDUAL FARMS IN IowA. 
1913AND 1927 

The variation from the average oCthe percentage of net ront taken by~es In IndlvldualC8Sl!ll Willi far 
greater In 1927 then In 1913. 

for each year would have coincided with the dotted line for that year. 
The variation of each of the solid lines from the dotted line of each 
year indicates the extent to which the various individual farms failed, 
to conform to the average. Although it is to be expected that the 
1927 figures will appear to have a greater variation from the average 
than those of 1913, because of the larger amounts involved, no such 
variation as that which appears in the figure would be caused ,by thig 
factor alone.ll 

n The coe1liclents of variation for the years 1913 and 1927 are .:a and 7~ per cent, respectively. 

84Q30°-ao--2 
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. ". ..." .' " .cmQAN " ; .,." qv ' ' 
, :/m'investigation of taxes and income from rented farms to mc1ttde' 

thtryears 1919~ 1926 has been made in Michiian(1,e). Both 'f,rOIq: 
the·ilOint ,of. vie'wof the representativeness' of the data loranyP8l' 
ticful'ilr year and of the period covered th~" resulta of' th~ :study rank 
Witb·thebest that'ihave'been secu;;;i .. In all, data from over 1,5QO ~. 
fanns of'the lower peninsula were considered in the preparation of, 'the 
fulalfigures. . , " ,,' " 

Average net rent for the8-year period 1919 to 1926aInounted to 
'2~75 per acre, with taxes averaging $1.44 still to be deducted before 
the. owner could figure his net return. ' Thus taxes averaged 52 per 
cent of net rent over the period. , Table l~indicates thls relatioJiship 
for each of ~e years. covered. 'q 

TABLE 12.-General property ta:c and rent per acre, Michigan, 1919-19S8 

1!I'et rent 
FIlnlm1'8- Acres in per acre Perc:ent-

Year before, ageof oet 
porting =deduct!ng Per aare rent 

~ , be~red. 
ducttng 

taxes 

ID1I1_______________________________~________________; Number. 521 Nuinbtr Dollar. Dollar. Percmt 
11120_ __ _ _______________ ______________________________ 392 60,6M 4.31 1.2D 211.9 
lD21_________________________________________________ .111 .a. 966 2.99 -1.'9 49.8 

~M6 2.17 1.53 '111.1l11122_____________________________________.----------- 656 76,483 2.66 1.49 66..0 
63,9M 2.25 1.61 67.,1

11123_ __ ____ ______ ______ ________ __ ______ __ ____ ________ 678 
11124_" _________________________________.------------ ,6171926_________________________________________________ Ii 0611~ 73,1170 2.« 1.41 117.8 

115,177 2.69, ' 1.46 M.31926____________________________________-----------_- ~ 69,396 2.60 1.37 M.8 

A~rage----------_------.--.-..--_--.--.----. 609 68,717 2. 75 L« 112.4 

MIchIpzl ~. Expt. sta. Tech. BDl. 91 (II. p. 6). 


I Tbel!e farms reported tor t!IICh ot the years, lO25 and 1926. 


An analysis of the Michigan returns by sections of the, S~ate shows 
a considerable variation in the proportion of net rent taken by taxes. 
For the 7-yearperiod, 1919 to 1925, the highest average percen.t~e of 
rent consumed by taxes was. reported from 7 northwestern. counties of 
the 10werJ!eninsUla. This percentage a.moun~d to 92. Du.Jingthe 
4-yearpenod, 1920 to 1923 average taxes m these counties were 
actually greater than teilts. fu 1926 the rent and tax condition of the 
farms in these counties was. materially better. Taxes averaged 58 per 
cent of net rents. At the other extreme waS a group of eastern and 
central counties where taxesfor the 7-year period, 1919 to 1925, were, 
on the average, 46 per cent of the net rents. Here the.ren.t and tax 
situation became much worse in 1926, taxes taking 61 per centof net 
rent. Figure 4 illustrates the annual variations from 1919 to 1926 in 
different sections of the State. 

Although .~erences among the sections .w.ere important,:, those 
between mdiVldual f8.!ID~ were far more stIjking than. the. average 
guoted figures would mdicate. In 13 counties of central and lower 
.Michigan reports were received from 451 farms in 1925. Of these' 
farms, all of which reported some gross income, 56 had a deficit before 
pa.ying taxes;. that is, expenses other than taxes were greater than 
gross rent. uf 75 others, taxes took more than the total net rent. 
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In 1919~ reports on 233 farms in these same counties h6d been 
l'CC~ved. The reports indicated a d~ficit, for 18 farms in tbisyear 
'before, taxes were paid and in 23 others a deficit after taxes werepaid~ 

In 1919 and 1925 respectively, 18 and 29 per cent of the rented 
farms reported, yielded no net income to their owners after taxes bad 
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FIGURE4.-PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP OF TAXES IN FARMS IN SEVEN 
DISTRICTS OF THE LOWER PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN, 1919-1"926 

The percentage of net rent taken by taxes from 1919 to 1926 averaEed highest. in the nortbwestlll'D 
counties o( the lower peninsula.' For the lower peninsuJa as 8 whoJ!! the percentage was at Its 
peak In 1921. It dec1lned the (ollowlng year

l 
rose 8gafn In 111Z1, /ilDd then dropped. in 1921 and 

1925. It was practically the same In 1926 as t had beI!n the previous year. 

been paid. It will be observed that there was a pronounced increase 
during this period in the proportion of farms for which a failure to 
yield any return to their owners was reported. 

Among the farms that yielded a return in the years in question there 
was a great variation in each of the years in the proportion of the net 



, 
rent which was taken by taxes. Although the average percentage 
taken was lower in 1919 than in 1925, there was only a little difference 
in the. two years in the way the individuf:.1 farms varied above and 
below these averages.!2 In 1919 taxes too!:t 25 per cent or less of the 
net income of half the income-yielding farms, whereas in 1925 only 
one-fourth of. the income-yielding farms pa.id 25 per cent or less. 
Similarly, in 1919 three-fourths of the farms :paid 50 per cent or less, 
and in 1925 two-fifths paid 50 per cent or less m taxes. 

Some emphasis is p!ac~d on this analysis of the data in this Stf,tte 
and elsewhere as the average figures that are most often quoted fail to 
reyeal all of the real situation, as relatively few actual farms maybe 
found to be paying in tllXes a percentage of income which is reasonably 
close to the 8.'V"erll.gepercentage. 

MlSSoum 
Field agents secured data from rented farms for the years 1919 to 

1923 in four counties of Missouri-Gentry, Boone, Audrian, and New 
Madrid (2). In 1923 it was found that ta.'Ces absorbed 20 per cent of 
the net rent of the 256 farms studied in these counties. In 1919 taxes 
had taken only 10 per cent of the net rent. Over the 5-year period, 
1919 to 1923, the percentage taken by t.axes was slightly above 16. 
The increase was due mainly to the rising level of taxation rather than 
to a drastic decline in net rent. The major portion of the tax increase 
in these counties occurred from 1920 to 1921. Table 13 contains the 
average annual ta.'C and rent figures which were secured in this portion 
of the study. 

TABLE 13.-General property tax and net rent per acre on selectedfartn8 in Mis8ouri, 
1919-1923 

Taxes 

Net rent 
Farmsre- Acres In per acre Percent

Year age ofnetporting =before
de~;!!ng Per acre rent 

before de
ductlng 
taxes 

1919________ ___ ___ _________ _______ ___ ____ ______ _____ __
1920_ _______ ____________ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ _____ ___ __ __ 
192L________________________________________________1922_ _ _ __ ____ ___ _______ ___ ___ ___ ________ __ ____ ____ ___ 
1923_ _ _ ________________ __ _____ ___________ ___ _________ 

Number73 
82 

103145 
256 

Number 
13, 640 
15,338 
18, 7l~ 
26,789
49,265 

Dolillr. 
4.71 
4.32 
3.69 
4.02 
3.73 

Dollar 
0.47 
.55 
.81 
.73 
.76 

PtTcmt 
10.0 
12. 7 
22.0 
18. 2 
20.1 

A verage______________________________________ _ 
132 24, 750 4.09 .66 16.1 

MIssourI AiI'. Expt. Sta. Research Bul. 93 (t, p. 6). 

U The coefficients of variation for the nondeflclt farms for 1919 and 1925 are 67 and 62 per cent, respectively. 
Tbls dllference would be largely eliminated If the larger number of deficit farm!! In 1925 were taken Into 
account.· 
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TADLJI 14.-GeneraZ property ~ and net rent per acre, northwestern countiea oJ 
.. lJii8louti, 1913-19S1 . 

Net rent 
Farms _ Acres In llilr acre Pemmt-

Year port~~ th_ before ageofmlt 
farms d~ Per acre be=tde

ductlng 
taxes 

Number Number DoUGra . Dollar Percent 
1913_________________________________________________ 21 4,328 3.09 0.35 lL3
1914_________________________________________________ ___ 2529 2.95 ILl
11l15_~ ________________________ ____________________ 4, 955 .33 
1916_ ________________________________________________ 37 5,987 3.12 .32 10.2 

6,933 3.31 .32 9.711117__ ______________ __________________ _______________49 8,867 3.M .35 9.9
1918_________________________________________________ 58 9.3 

~1919__ __________ ______________ ___ ___________________ 86 10, 29\l 3.83 .36 
1920_________________________________________________ 103 14,279 4.66 .48 10.4 

17,724 4.68 .53 11.4 
11122_ __________________ _______ __ ____ ___ ___________ ___ 206 23,231 4.42 .71 16.0
11121_________________.•_______________________________ 141 

33,403 4.26 .73 17.1 

MIssourI Agr. Expt. Sta. Research Bul. 93 (t, p; 7). Percentages have been computed from totals and 
DOl from thll.derlvlld per-llCl'll figures. 

The data contained in Table 14 are based on a survey of .cash
re.~ted farms in 23 counties in the northwestern part of the State 
an,~ indicate that the recent increase in. taxes did not begin until after 
1918 and that, up to that year, ts.'Ces had taken a small and declining 
portion oinet rent. A drastic increase of taxes from 1918 to 1919 was 
accompanied by an increase in net rent with the result that taxes took 
only a slightly greater percentage of net rent in 1919 than in the pre
ceding year. Another sharp increase in taxes came from 1920 to 
1921. This, however, was accompanied by a decline in net rent. The 
percentage of rent paid in taxes mcreased from 11.4 in 1920 to 16 in 
1921. 

NEW JERSEY 

Data were secured by questionnaire from 98 rented farms in New 
Jers~y for the year 1927.13 This number is small, but it should be 
.recalled that there are only 4,723 rented farms in the State, so that 
data for 1927 were recorded from more than 2 per cent of the rented 
:farms. The farms reporting were well distributed throughout the 
State and probably indicate general conditions with fair accuracy . 
.Net rent per acre in 1927 amounted to $4.41. Taxes were $2.12 p~r 
:acre, thus amounting to 48 per cent of net rent. These figures are 
'compared with those for 1925 and 1926 in Table 15. Ts.'C8s and rent 
:increased in the years 1926 and 1927. The increase in net rent was 
[greater proportionately than that of taxes, with the result that the 
:ratio of taxes to net rent decreased in each of these years. 

\I The n!II1llts of this study will be pubUsbIld In the niliii' fnture by the New lersey .AgrIcul1mal.Experi
ImeDt Station In cooperation with the Bureau oC Agricnltural EIlOIlIlmics. 
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r TABLE 15.-General property.toz and net rent. for selected faNT18 in New Jersey, 
1925-1927 

Taxes 
~et rent 1-----,----

Acres In per acre Percent· 
FllI'Imro- these before egeofnet
porting fllfInS deductin@ Per acre rent 

taxes berore de
ducting
taxes--------------1---------------

Number Number Dollar. Dollar. Per MIt
1925. __ •••_.__•••_•••_•••••••••___________• _____._.__ 83 10,082 3.74 2. 03 M.3
1926______________• _____••____________________••_____ 91 11,650 4. 09 2. 07 00.6 
1927 ____________•••••_._________• _________________ •__I_--.:98~.....::13:!..:,1:,::85::'1_--.:4.:.,:4::.1-1--=2..:.:12:'1__.::48.:..:1 

AVIlI'8llll______• _____________•___•___.__________ 91 11,839 4. 08 2. 07 liQ, 7 

Reports from 79 farms for each of the three years of the period 
1925 to 1927 are available. Over the whole period net rent per acre on 
these farms averaged $4.48. Taxes averaged $2.13 per acre and the 
portion of net rent taken by taxes 47.5 per cent. The annulJl figuxes 
for these 79 farms indicate a yrogrcssively improving. relationship 
in the tax and rent situation. The percentage relationship of taxes to 
net rent in 1925 was 51. The following year it had fallen to 48, and 
in 1927 it was 44. This occurred in spite of an increase in taxes from 
$2.04 pel' acre in 1925 to $2.24 in 1927. It is explained by the much 
greater increase in net rent, which rose from $3.98 per acre in 1925 to 
$5.09 in 1927. 

NORTH CAROUNA 

A study of 416 renred farms widely distributed over the State 
furnished rent and tax figures for North Carolina in 1927 (16, p. " 
46-203). Reports were secured for the years 1925 to 1927. In the 
latter year, net rent averaged $695 per farm and $3.04 per acre. 
Taxes the same year averaged $201 per farm and 88 cents per acre. 
Thus taxes amounted to 29 per cent of net rent. 

Table 16 gives the figures for 1925-1927. Both taxes and net 
rents were lower in the earlier years, whereas the percentage of 
net rent taken by taxes was slightly higher, 35 in 1926 and 33 in 1925. 
Taxes took, in each of the years, a greater percentage of the net 
rent of cash-rented farms than of those rented on shares. This may 
partly account for the fact that the average percentage taken by 
taxes was higher in the two earlier years than in 1927, as cash-rented 
farms composed the majority of those reported in 1925 and 1926, 
but were in the minority in 1927. 

TABLE. 16.-General property t/1$. and net rent on 8elected farms in North Oarolina, ti. 
1925-1927 

Taxes 
Net rent P~t-

Fermsro- A~n ~r~ ageof net Year 
porting farms deducting Per acre be=tde

taxes ducting ________________________I_____________~tax==es-

Number Number Dollar. Doltar Per cent1926___ • ___•____••_____________._____________________ 100 33,044 

1926._.____________________________________________• 182 35,001 
 2. 19 O. 73 33. 3 
1927___________•____________________________________• 416 95,205 2.21 .77 34.8 

3.04 .88 28.9 
Average______________________•__ •_______ ._____ 253 M,583 

2. 48 ~-----al.ii 

.Report of the tax commission of NorthCllfollnll (18, p.18/). (Tahle corrected and 3-year avel'8llll com· 
puted.) 
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Farms reporting from the coastal plain in 1927 yielded an avera~e 
of $926 to their owners after paying all expenses except taxes. This 
latter item amounted to $252 per farm, or 27 per cent of net rent. 
The ma.jority (66 per cent) of the farms reportllig were in that section 
.of the State. The mountain section was represented by only 18 farms 
These reported taxes amounting to over two and one-half times the 
net rent. On 33 fanns in the tidewater section, taxes amounted to 
one-half of the net rent, and on 89 farms in the Piedmont, taxes took 
one-third of the owners' net rent. 

NORTH DAKOTA 

Rent and taxes for the years 1921 to 1924 were studied on farms 
in three counties of North Dakota-Traill in the eastern part of the 
State, Wells in the central part,:l.nd Hettinger in the western part; 
and data were secured in two of the counties, Traill and Wells, for 
two earlier years, 1919 and 1920 (13). Table 17 shows that taxes . 
avera~ed about 40 per cent of the net rent for the years which the 
investigation covered. In the four years 1920 to 1923 they took~ 
practically 50 per cent of the net rent. (":' .. 
TABLE 17.-General property tax and net rent per acre on 8elected Jaf'11UJ in North 


Dakota, 1919-1924 


Taxes 

Net rent 
FBrIIlII re- .Acres in per~ Pe~n~ 

Year lxlfore age of net 
I 

porting =deducting Per acre rent 
taxes before de

ducting 
taxes 

Numbu Number DoUo.r. DoUo.r Percent
1919_________________________________________________ 45 14,667 2.36 0.35 14.8
1920_________________________________________________ 62 22,317 1.30 .60 46.2
1921_________________________________________________ 9I 29,877 1.05 .63 60.0lil22_ ________________________________________________ 117
1923_________________________________________________ 155 36, 211 1.32 .64 48.5 
1924_________________________________._____ __________ 108 46,769 1.03 .61 59.2 

46,694 3.18 .60 15.7 

North Dakr!':Bf"r.' Expt. Sta. BuJ. 203, (13, p.l6). FigurE!! (rom two counties in 1919 and 1920 and from 
three in the ng years. 

One finding of this study deserves particular notice. The tax 
condition of the farms was, so far as net rent is concerned, as favor
able in 1924 as in 1919. This is accounted Jor by the high. net rents 
received in 1924. In Wells County, the 1924 rent figure was almost 
twice that of 1919, and in Traill County it was nearly 65 per cent 
greater than in the earlier year. Taxes in Wells County increased 86 
per cent during the period and those in Traill 56 per cent. The 
greater portion of the tax increase in these two counties came from 
1919 to 1920. Since 1922 taxes in each of them have declined. 

When ch~ges in the a,!erage. tax. figure are studied, it is found that 
they do not Correspond ill theIr nse or fall to rent figures. Other 
instances of this maladjustment of incomes and taxes have been noted 
in the case of individual farms as well as in average results. It 
is experienced in any section in which there are large annual variations 
in the income-producing capacity of farm lands. As is illustrated by 
the North Dakota figures, taxes decline only slightly, if at all from 
one year to the next, whereas incomes are frequently subject to drastic 
decreases. 

http:part,:l.nd
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OulO 
~ . 

In T~ble 18 8re tabulated the results of a study of cash ~~Jl.D.d 
ta.xes in Ohio from the ye8l'$ 1913 W 1922.. The particular,value of 
these, df,i.tf,L arises fro.;m the fact that they cover a 10-year period dming 
which. farm taxes iri,creaaed at a greater rate than they have at any 
other ,dt¢ng the past 50 years. Cash rent. on these Ohio farms 
increased with some irregularity from. 1913 to. 1920 and declineci in the 
years 1921 and 1922. Taxes mcreased in every year of the period 
except 1916, Cash rents in 1922 were 33 per cent above t~ose r~ported 
in 1913, whereas truces were 128 per cent above the earlier year. In 
1913' taxes. took 24 per cent of net rent. This percentage declined 
slightly.in-1914" increased somewhat the following year, and remained. 
,practically constant in 1~16. Thereafter there Was up to 1922, 
and with a minor exceptiOli,in 1919. an almost steaciyincrease in the 
percentage, which reached 41 in the last year ofthe period. ,. 

TA3Ll!l 18.-General property ta:c aM net rent per acre on selected cash ~ formS 
- in Ohio, 1918-19SS 

Net rent 'f 
Acres In per acre percimt-FormsreYear POrting these bef~!1'". ~. ofnet 

farms dedne!...... Per acre' ',!'mt
taxes betOte de

dnctlnK 
taxes 

Numbtr NumM' Dollar. DoUar, Permit
1913_________________________________________________ _______.________________________________ ________ 31 4,578 3.00 0. 72 23.81914... 37 

1915__ _________________________ _____________ _________ 37 
 5, 392 3.41 .73 

5,'JJ11 3.35 .90 ~:
1916_________________________________________________ 54 6,517 3.38 .89 28.31917________________________________________________ 69 7,984 3.70 L07 28.91918_________________________________________________ 91 10,941 3.79 'L22 32.2
1919_________________________________________________ 115 13,271 4.27 L33 3LI1920 _________________ • _____________________• __ •••__ ._ 147 

16, 232 4.37 L48 34.0 
19,928 4.25 L61 :17.8i~:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l ~ ~1,850 3.99 LM 41.0 

BRANNllN, C. 0., and NlI:WT9N, R. W. Op. cit., p. 9. 
Percentages have boon computed from totals and not from the derived per·acre 1Igw:e5. 

PEmlSYLVANIA 

Reports of taxes and rents on Pennsylvania farms that are sum
marizedin Table 19 are rather mea~er in number and cover only one 
year (19). They do present a fauly larg~ sample from Lebanon 
County and a few farms from Lancaster County, representing the 
better agriculture of the State. The sample from Warren and West
morelana Counties, representing, from the agricultural point of view, 
some of the less productive counties of the State, is not sufficient to 
justify any conClusions. 

The great differences between the two groups of counties in the 
percentage of net rent taken by taxes may indicate that conditions in 
Pennsylvania, as elsewhere, make necessary heavy demands on the 
poorer sections of the State for certain governmental services which are 
easily met by those portions of the State where incomes are higher. 
In other words, the cost of governmental services tends to remain 
fairly coMtant even if the wealth of various sections of the State or 
.themcomes of those sections vary. 

http:slightly.in
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TABt.E 19.-GeneraZ property tax and net rent per acre on 8elected farms i~ J>enn
8ylvania, 1924--!8o' 

Net rent . 
Farms re- Acres In per acre . Percent-

County porting these ber0rl'n" age ofnet 
farms deducE~ Per acre rent 

taxes berore de
ducting 
taxes 

Number Number Dollar. Dollar. PercentLancaster___________________________________________ 7 490 
16.41 L96 11.9 

Warren._________________________________________. ___ 5 1,041 
Lebanon________"'___________________________________ 55 5, 655 

7.40 	 1.82 24.6 
.74 .54 73.0Westmore1and_______________________________________ 8 923 4..16 aC13 63.2 

Computed from data st.. ", by F. P. Weaver (19). 	 ' 
The Bvemgo for these cow.. 'should not be assumed as representing the State as a whole because the 

arms In tlleB3 counties ma111\l~'~ typiC9J of all farms. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

Rented farms in: Brookings, Beadle, Day, Hamlin, and Pennington 
Colinties nLSouth Dakota were studied in order to secure income and 
tax figur~ ~-the years 1919 to 1926 (5). Data were secured over 
this 8-yeiil p'eriod for, on an average, 151 farms. The counties in 
which these farms are located are well distributed over the State, and 
although the sample is small, the results of the study probahly repre
sent to a fair degree the ~eneral situation. 

Rent and tax levels differ considerably among the counties. The 
avera~e net rent per acre for the 8-year period was $3.34 in Brooking-el, 
$2.79 ill Beadle, $1.82 in Day, $3.23 in Hamlin, and $0.96 in Penning

. ton. Taxes per acre averaged 89, 82, 73, 83, and 21 cents respec
tively, in these counties. .As this would indicate, there was great vari
ation among the counties in the number of cents which were paid out 
in taxes from each dollar of net rent. For the whole period from 1919 
to 1926, inclusive, the owner of a rented farm in Pennington County 
paid out in taxes on an average 22 cents of each dollar of net rent, 
whereas in Day County 40 cents, or nearly twice the amount in Pen
nington County, was paid out. The other counties fall between, the 
number of cents paid in taxes per dollar of net rent averaging 26 in 
Hamlin, 27 in Brookings, and 29 in Beadle. 
. The average fi~es for the whole period tell only part of the story. 
In Day County ill 1921 taxes were $1.20 for every dollar of net rent. 
'In Pennington, the same year, they were $1.13. This was due in 
each of the counties to drought and hail, which came along with low 
prices for agricultural products. At the other extreme, in Pennington 
County in 1924, farmers paid out in taxes less than 7* cents of every 
donar of net rent. In other words, although taxes in 1921 seemed 
confiscatory, if conditions were judged from that year only, three 
years later in the same county they were so small as to constitute a 
minor deduction from income. 

Table 20 summarizes the 8-year figures of the farms reported from 
South Dakota. The qualifications placed upon the use of average 
figures should be observed here as elsewhere. The averages do, how
ever, illustrate trends and so are worth consideration. Net rent per 
acre was highest and taxes were lowest in 1919, the percentage rela
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. ,,' tionsbip of taxes ronet l't:lnt heing16.TWo ye~Jii.ter rent lt~(h1men 
, to$1.3Q per acre and taxeshac.irisen to 71 cents, with theres~t th~t ' 
t~estook 55 per cent~,ofnet re.nt.'.' Fro.ntthatc year through. '. 1924,. " 
tli~ was an impl'9vement each year in. there~tfigure with (>ruY'8 
slig~t cha;n~ in~th~,taxes. In ~924 taxes took 21 p~Cent .of l}et;re)it;
A slight decnne III rent occuredm 1925 and a IIla~aLdecline ill1926." . 
The:re was little change ID.c taxes during these yetml, ~!lXes amouilting 
to 23 per cent of net rent ill 1925 ~nd, to 30 per cent ui 1926. ,.,,' . 

TADJ.E 2O.-General property ta:e and net .rent per aCTe on 'selected farms in South 
, ' Dakota, 1919-1986 = •. ' : 

~ ;Net rent 
FIII'lD8'" Acres In Jl.IIl' am:e' p~t-

Year ' rtliJii . thesebetOl6 ageotnetpo
~, deducting Per am:e .' rent,. ' 

'. tax~ .' betore de-' 
ductlng 

taxes 

Numbtr N!',Fer066'· ·.Dol4I•r', :~o.61' ~treeml·6.1··1919_________________________________________________ 178' "'" S 791l1:li_____________________________ :___________________ 127 47,817 i ", ,1;'76' •74 .42..Q:
11l21_____________________________________________ "___ 132 49,203 ,'1.80 .71 64,6 
1922_________________________c______________________ • 132 1;'08 71'42.8~974' ~ 

1~_________________________________________________ 133 ,49,850:~, 2..01 .66 ,32.,8
1924_________________________________.--------------- 192 '64;lM9 3;'33' .w,· llO. 7 
1925________________________________________________ 164 44,976 3.16 .72, • 22.8 ' 
1926_________________________________________________ 1-'__I42_,_I-_38,_054---1-.,--_~.;..,38"""I, •71 29.8 

Avera&e _______________________________________ 
150 50, 399 , 2; ~ .69 ;32.6 

South Dakota Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul. 232 (5, fl. 30). 

VIRGINIA 

. RepOrts of taxes and ren'ts for 1926 were secured from 1,094' farinS 
loca~d in,33 counties of Virginia.14 This 's~i>leis large enongl{to 
represent the various portions of the State in which rent;.edland is of ' . 
importance. The average net rent of the farms from' 'which,repotts 
wa-e secured was $2.12 per acre, and:out of this taxes 8Jilouhtingto. 
42 cents had to be paid. Thus, taxes took 20 per cent~f ~he riet'ren~
of these farms. . . ,.., . . ..,. 

The State was divided into several diStricts/or thepurpps8:of'tne 
survey. T~efarm .data s~cured in each. distri~tfippe!¢m: 'l'a1>le::f~' 
Farm taxes ill relation to illcome were highest ut the eilstern distti,q~, 
where taxes took 33 percent of the net income of the 91 ff,lrttlS for 
which data were secured. In the locality designated as the Blue 
Ridge, o~ers of the 92. famis reporting paid' 29 per'. cent,,?f. tb~}r 
net rent ill taxes. . At the other extreme, so far as rent and taxes 8l'e 
concerned, were 113 farms of the valley north ~trict, where .. t~es 
,took less than ~6per cent of net rent. The ~ections 'd~s~""ted 
as northern, South I, and South IT had results which wetenot'greatJy 
different from those of the valley north. " .', .. , . 

• ';' ~. "" ~> ~" 

It Adetailed report ot this investigation wllI be published by the virginia AgrfCultural' E~t Sta- . 
tioo In cooperation with the Bureau ot AgrIcultural EconomiC!!. ' . ' , • 

http:Virginia.14
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. . 
TAB~21.-General'Jlioperty ta:e and net rent per acre on 8elected JaT11]8 in 38 

, ". . countie& oj Virginia, 1926. 

Taxes 

:= 
Net rent 

Farmsr& Acres in: J>8l" IIC1'6 Percent


District ageofnetporting' before rent· 
befored&

ded~!,lng Per 8Cl\'l 

ductlng
taxeS 

SouthwesL_____.________________________-----------
Number

111 
Number 

34, 610 
Do/lara

2. 00 
Dollar

Ii. 46 
Per cent. 

23. o. 

~~Jle::~~::=::==:::=:===:=:=::===:::::~:::=:::=EastenL____________________________________________ ~a91 ~m
20, 761 ~~ 1.10 :H.36 !U32.8 

~~t~~~:~~~~:=:::=::::~~:~:::::::::::::::::::~=::
South L~___________________________________________South IL____________________ ~______________________ 

i~
111
119 

~1: ~ 
24,433
29, ~ 

t~ 
L371.41 

:~ 
• 'r1.23 

~g
19.616. 6 

Blue Rldge ____________________________________------I___92_1__22._79_1_1-__' _99_I----.,._._29_I-__29~.4 

Totlil or average_______________________________ 1,094 245, 492 2.12 .42 20.11 

Counties represented In the reports of Il8ch of the dlstricts follow: Southwest-Washington, Smyth;
l'uIaskl, Russell, TBZewell, Montgomery: valley centl'8l-Alleghany, Bath, Botetourt. Rockbridge, Auguste:' 
valley north-Rockingham, Fredenck:'. northern-Loudoun, Fauquier: eastern-WestmorelaJid, Essex, 
Hanover; Henrico; Eastern Shore--Accomac: southoast-Nansemond, l'rlnce George, Sussex: South 1'
Brunswtck, Lunenburg, Prince Ed'l7ard, Cumberlaud: South il-Hli1ifrur, Pittsylvanla: Blue Ridge
Carroll, Bedford, Amherot, AlbermarJe. Percentaglls have been computed from totals and not from. the 
derived per-acre figures. 

In Virginia, as elsewhere, the difference between the report.s ox 
individual farms and the average' was striking.. Figure 5 illustrates 
these variations for the State as a whole and for certain sections. 
About 12 per cent of the fa:rnis from which reports were received in 
1926 yielded no net rent to theirowners after taxes and other expenses 
had been paid. Taxes took: 50 per cent or more of the net rent()u 22 
per cent of the farms. On the other hand, 3 per cent of the farms paid 
5 per cent or less of their net rent ill taxes and 12 per cent of the farms 
paid between 5 and 10 per cent .. 

WASmNGTON 

. Reports from 406 rented farms in Washington were secured for 
1926. The owners of these farms had received net rent averaging 
$2.71 per acre from which it was necessary .for them to pay 79 cents 
per acre in taxes. Table 22 indicates that the situation in 1926 was 
not greatly different from that in the two previous years. Net rent 
was 9 per cent higher in 1925 and 4 per cent lower in 1924 than in 1926. 
Taxes were the same in 1925 as in 1926 and were 4: per cent higher in 
'1924. The percentage of net rent taken by taxes for the 3-year pe
riod averaged 29, which was its 1926 level. A slightly larger propor
tion of net rent was taken by taxes in 1924 and a somewhat smaller 
proportion in 1925. 
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FIGURE5~-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BASED ON RELATION OF TAXES-TO 
NET RENT ON FARMS IN VIRGINIA-IN THE STATE AS A WHOLE AND IN 
SELECTED DISTRICTS-IN 1926 . " 

Oile hundred forty-elght reports In district 2 which were collected from Alleghany, Bath, Botetoolt, 
Rockbridge, and Augusta counties show a great~r concentmtlon of farms paying from 10 to 20 per
cent of their net rent In taxes than do the 1,093 reports from the whole State. Only a IIIllII11 number 
of farms In district 2 (the central valley) fail to yield enough net rent to pay taxes and all other 
expenses. District 7 (southeastern Virginia), comprising 113 reports from Nansemond, PrInce 
George, and Sussex dountles, has a large per cent Of its farms In the higher percentage groups 
than has district 2 or the State as a whole. -	 , 

-TA.BLE 22.-General property tax and net rent per'acre on 8eler,tedjar1T'.8 in' Washing
- . ton, 1924-1926 -

Taxes 

Net rent 
Acres In l!tJ!'acre Percent

Year 	 these before age·ofnet
farms deduct-. .Per acre rent be· 

Ing taxes 	 fore de
ducting 

taxes 
---------~----I------------~ 

Number Number Dollar. Dollar 	 Pa mit1924••••••_____________________•__________________••• 359 123, 910 2. 590.sa' 32: 0 
1925________________________________________________• 382 1M, 744 2. 96 .79 26. T 
192fl_••__________________________.___________________ 406 143,767 2. 71 .79 29.2 

1------4-----~----_4,------1·------
Avemge_______________________________________ 382 134, 140 2. 75 ; SO 29.1 

Owners of the farms reported on for the 3-~ar period 1924 to 1926 
from the Palouse country of southeastern Washington paid on an 
average 23 per cent of thetr net rent in taxes. These farms yielded to 
their owners annually from 1924 to 1926 $3.19 per acre in net rent, 
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from which ts.....es of 73 cents had to be paid. Owners of farms in the 
irrigated sections of central Washington reported that they paid 27 
per cent of their net rent in ts.....es. Their annual net rent averaged 
$9.61 per acre, and ta.....es $2.61. Ta..... figures given here and elsewhere 
do not include water charges or other special assessments. Farmers 
of the Columbia Plateau reported that taxes took 29 per cent of their 
net rent. Ta.'l:es in this section of the State averaged 42 cents per 
acre and net rent $1.44. The relationship between taxes and net rent 
in western Washington was less favorable than in the three sections 
just described. Although net rent at $4.79 per acre was well above '~, 
the average for the State, ta. ....es amounted to $2.09 per acre. Thus '~ 
ta.....es in western Washington took 44 p~r cent of the net rent. 

TAXATION OF RENTED FARMS SUMMARIZED 

t 

If the discussion of ta.'l:es and rent of farms in 14 States located in all 
sections of the country could be e .....tended to the other 34 States, new 
evidence of the weight of taxation on farm real estate would be ob
tained, but it is doubtful whether any condition of this single aspect of ... 
the problem would be disclosed that has not been revealed by the 
studles already completed. It will be profitable, however, to attempt 
to bring together these results and to try to discover what they Con
tain of importance to one who wishes to understand the f811ll-tax 
situation. . 

A diagramma.ticsUlllmary of the studies is presented in Figure 6. 
The data that appear in tlie figure are largely self-explanatory, but 
their interpretatlon required considerable study. The data refer to 
different years, because the various investigations have not been 
concerned with anyone year or series of years. Even if a single year 
common to all the investigations could be chosen, there would be 
grave objections to its use. Anyone year might fail to rev'!al the 
situation within a State since there could be no guaranty that the 
figures for that year were not abnormal. . 

In order to secure as accurate a description as possible of t,he general 
situation in each of the States, data for two or more years have Q.een 
combined wherever possible. In only one case have data for a year 
prior to 1922 been used. By using returns for the more recent years 
a picture of more stabilized agricultural conditions can be presented 
than would be indicated by using data from the years 1919 to 1921 
along with those for the more recent years. In the single case of 
Ohio the years 1921 and 1922 are the most recent years for which data 
are available. It is considered that the use of the figures for these two 
years gives a more balanced picture than would be obtained by using 
1922 alone. . 

Total net rent before ta.....es were deducted is highest for the few 
farms reported from Pennsylvania. Inadequacies of the data from 
that State have been mentioned. Figures of net rent that adequately 
represent the State would undoubtedly be lower, and the ratio' 
between taxes and net rent would probably be higher. In Iowa, New 
Jersey, and Ohio per-acre net rent figures for over $4 were reported, 
and those in Indiana and Missouri lacked on1y a few cents of this 
amount. Arkansas figures indicate an average rent per acre amount
ing to over $3. Michigan, North Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, 
and Washington fall into the class reporting net rent of between 
$2 and $3 per acre. Colorado and North Dakota each averag'6 
slightly under $2 per acre. 
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. The' farms of four States.,;..,...New Jersey, . Pennsylvania, Ohio, and 
Indiana-reported an aver~e tax per acre of $1.50 or over. Iriw8"and 
Michigan had per-acre tax figUres of between 51 and $1.50. Allthe 
l'emaining$tates"of the group studied, except VIrginia, faU into the 
group reporting taxes of from 50 cents to $1 per acre.. Virginia's 
tax per acre was 42 cents. 

Pennsylvania figures. show the largest average net rent per acre 
after taxes had been deducted, but these figures. are almost wholly 

14 STATES. SELECTED YEARs. 1921-1927 /"'= 
NET ·RENT: DOLLARS PCR IICRE TAXES. PfltCENT 01; NET AE.i~ 

.~ 
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FIGURE 6.-GENERAL PROPERTY TAX AND NET RENT. SELECTED FARMS 
, IN 14 STATES. SELECTED YEARS. 1921-1927 
IiI Mlcblpn and Ncnr leraey tuM during the periods indicated BDIOUJ1ted tti over 50 percent of the 

net rent befGn) Willi were deducted. At the other extremes, In Virginia, MIs!ourl, and Arlamsas 
~1lII amounted to ~ per cent or J_of Det rent. 

d~rived from the better farms of the State. Iowa and Missouri report 
a~ragenet rent after taxes h,ad b"een deducted aID:nunting,to .between ,$3 and $4 per acre. Arkansas,w~dian!lJ.Ohio, and New Jersey are in 
the group reporting from $2 to $3. All the remaining States are in 
the $1 to $2 group. . 

The perce~t e that taxes take of net l1'nt before taxes are «leducted .. 
is.of. more s· . cance for comparative purposes than are the per-acre 
figures whic . have been summarized. In .Figure 6 the Sta.tes are 
arranged in order of thispercontage. In Michigan taxes averaged 
58 per cent and in New Jersey 51 per cent of net rent. Five Stati4JB 

••.. 1 
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are in the. group in which taxes average from 30 to 40 per cent of net 
rent. Four more are in the 25 to 30 per cent group. In one an 
average of 20 per cent is taken by taxes, and in the two remain
ing States taxes take between 18 and 20 per cent. 

Is it possible from th~ assembled data to conclude that taxation in 
any single section of the country is taking a larger_proportion of the 
net income of farm land than in other sections? The four States in 
which the proportion is highest are Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, and 
Indiana. North Dakota and Iowa are not far behind. In other 
words, the :pressure of taxes seems heavier in the North Central 
States than ill the other sections which are represented in Figure 6. 
The situation in New Jersey is influenced by urban development 
which often causes high taxation long before a compensating increase 
in net rent appears. 

The data on which the study is based do not suPPJy conclusive 
evidence sufficient to trace the heavy burden in the North Central 
States to the single cause either of high taxation or of low income. 
In each of the States just mentioned, except North Dakota, taxes 
figured on a per-acre basis are hie:h. It is also a well-known fact 
that in the North Central Staws the services that the local govern
mental units are called upon to supply are greater than in many other 
sections. In Colorado and North CaroliD.a the percentage of net 
rent taken by taxes is as high as in some of the North Central States. 
In Colorado the standard of public services has'been kept at a high 
level for many years, and North Carolina has made. heavy expenm
tures in the last few years to improve its governmental services. 

It is unquestionably true that net income from land has been low 
generally throughout the North Central States for the last eight years. 
The same statement could apply to agricultural income for the cOuiltry 
as a whole, but this region has probably been as unfortunate in this 
respect as any other. Thus it seems 8. logical conclusion that both 
high ta."{es and low agricultural income have been factors in making 
the percentage of income taken by ta."{es high. 

Additional confirmation of this conclusion is found in a considera
tion of the three States in which taxes have taken the smallest per
centage of net rent. These States are Arkansas, Missouri, and 
Virginia. In each a condition exists which makes ta."{es low as com
pared with the average of the country. In other words, low taxes 
here, rather than high income, has kept the ratio between tax and 
income low. 

No simple average of the data presented in Figure 6 is in any sense 
significant. It is possible to say that in half of these States taxes took 
from 25 to 35 per cent of the net income of rented farms. In the 
cases of three States the percentage was lower than this, and in four 
others it was higher. Hence, on the assumption, which seems on the 
whole justified, that the States examined are typical of general con
ditions, it may be estimated that dming the period 1922 to 1927 
taxes took about 30 per cent of the net income from rented farms. 

INCOME AND TAXES OF URBAN PROPERTY 

It has been asked whether the relation between income and taxes 
of farm property differs widely from that which prevails in the case 
of urban pro:perty. The available data permit no conclusive answer 
to this question, but studies of the subject have been made in nine 
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of the States from·which the farm data were secured. A summary of 
the percentage relation between tax(ls and net rents on farm' and 
urban. properties in these States is contained in Figure 7. The 
studies have been made to supply the demand lor inIormation con
cerning the. taxation of types of property that are not devoted, to 
agriCUlture. . ' 

In five States it took a greater percentage of net rent to pay taxes 
on farms than to pay taxes on urban property. In the other four 
States the situation was reversed, taxes on the urban properties 
'taking the greater percentage. 

On the basis of these data, no conclusive answer to the question of 
whether city or farm taxes take the greater proportion of the net 
return from real estate seems possible. In both cases the jlercentage 
that goes to pay taxes is high throughout the country. During the 
years immediately following the post-war deflation, it seems unques

~~__~____~____~__~r-__~~__~____~__-.~O 
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FIGURE 7.-GENERAL. PROPERTY TAXES AND NET RENT ON FARM AND 

URBAN PROPERTY IN NINE STATES SEL.ECTED YEARS. 1922-1927 


In 1\t"8 or the nine Slates taxes take a greater part or the net rent or rarm than or urban property. 
The maximum difference Is In Indiana. where taxes on rarms were 37.8 per cent or net rarm rent 
and taxes on urban property 30.6 per cent or urban rent. In most or the Slates the dillerence 
Is slight. . 

\ 
tioned that farm real estate contributed to public funds a greater 
PrQllortion of its return than did urban real estate. 

Two circumstances tend to explain this situation. Net income on 
farm property was low, and often nonexistant. Assessed valuations of 
farm property, on the other hand were at their peak.. The fall in 
market v&ues of fa.rm land. was not reflected in a decline in its assessed 
valuation for seyerru years. The fact .that there is in all cases a 
period of about a year between assessment and payment of taxes 
makes a lag of one year inevitable. Besides, only half of the States 
assess larm real estate every year and in many of these States the 
annual assessment is, a formal re!luirement which results in copying
the figures from the previous year's rolls. As a result in many cases 
farm properties were assessed for several y.e.ara at a proportion of their 
actual value w~ch was m!1terially high;9x' t~an the n?rmal pro~ortion.
The effect of this was a high tax contnbutlon at a tlme when mcome 
was exceedingly low. 
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Too much emphasis should not be placed upon the influence of 
high farm assessments in causing farms to{) be taxed at a high propor
tion of their net yield. Farm taxation is largely local taxation. . So 
far as this local taxation is concerned, it makes no difference whether 
the average relationship between assessed valuation and true value is 
high or low. If it is hi~h, the tax rate ma.y be low. If, on the other 
hand, the relationship IS kept low, the ta.~ rate must be high. Low 
assessment ratios have usually been accompanied by the maximum 
inequalities of assessment. In other words, it is considered much 
easier to assess uniformly at a high ratio than at a low rate. 

Outside of the local jurisdiction, a difference in the ratio of assessed 
to true value will tend to transfer part of the ta.~es from the low
assessed group to the higher groups. But these taxes in most 
agricultural sections of the country are relatively small in amount 
and could not account for a large inequality between urban and rural 
properties. .As an examination of the effects of inequalities in assess
ment forms a later section of this bulletin, detailed attention is not 
given to the subject here, but it is mentioned as one of the several 
causes of relatively high ta.~es for agriculture during the years of the 
depression. 

The comparison which has been made of the ta.~es and yields of 
urban and rural properties does not give a satisfactory indication of 
the relative burdens of ta.~ation on these types of property. From 
the point of view of current income to the owner of rented land, the 
comparison is exceedingly importllllt. Examination indicates that 
both types of property pay high proportions of their net yields in 
tlL~es and that on the basis of the few States for which figures are 
available, farm property seems to pay a slightlv greater proportion. 

Too much importance should not be attached to the meager con
clusions that may be drawn from the comparative data that have 
been presented. Urban and rural ta.'\:es are, in part, different things. 
That is, the tlL\.llayer in the city is purchasing, through his ta.'\: pay
ments, types of services that are different from those paid for in rural 
tax payments. The city government provides fire and police protec
tion. It maintains a school system which may be no better in its 
individual units than are the rural schools, but which enables pupils 
to carry their education further and provides a greater variety of 
training and more elaborate equipment. The streets maintained by 
city taxes are of a higher grade and are usually kept in better condition 
than are roads in rural sections. Street Cleaning and lighting are 
city services that rarely have rural cOlmterparts. Thus, it is appar
ent that the thiIloO'S for which city ta.~es are paid are much more exten
sive than the things which the rural property owner purchases 
through his ta.'\: payments. 

In further qualifying th.e conclusions which !night be drawn from a 
hasty consideration of the data from city and country, it should be 
recalled that although. the services supplied by governmental units 
are much greater in the cities, the relatively inferior rural services 
may be provided at a greater unit cost to the ta.xpayers. No detailed 
consideration of this is possible at present. It is mentioned merely 
to suggest another direction in which it is necessary to look before 
finding the d!lta i,hat are essential to a complete consideration of the 
subject. 

84030°-30---3 
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Another problem relating to a comparison of the relative weight of 
ta.'mtion deserves attention. The payment of taxes into the public 
treasury by an individual or corporation is in itself no indication of 
the amount which that individual or corporation actually contributes. 
An enumeration of direct cont.ributions alone necessarily overlooks 
the possibility that the one who pays the ta.'!: may be able to add it to 
the price of goods or services that he sells or leases, or to subtract it 
from payments that he makes to others. In other words, he may be 
able to shift the tax on to some one else. The possibility of such 
shifting as applied to various taxes and different types of property is 
considered later. 

INCOME AND TAXES OF OWNER.OPERATED FARMS 

In a. consideration of the income and ta."ation of farms that are 
operated by their owners, it must be kept in mind that the income 
figures are of a different nature from those which have been used in 
the precedin&, part of this bulletin. The rent that a tenant pays to 
his landlord IS on an average a close approximation of the ability of 
the land to produce income. It is income from property rather than 
from labor. No similar fioaure for the owner-operated farm can be 
computed except on the basis of certain assumptions. The descrip
tion of the methods by which the income of farmers who own and 
operate their farms is computed will indicate what these assumptions 
are. Data are presented for the country as a whole and for certain 
States in which II. large body of data has been secured. 

THE um'i'ED STATES AS A WHOLE 

Figures relating to the net returns from owner-operated farms have 
been gathered on a nation-wide basis since 1922. They are obtained 
through questionnaires sent out each year, and are subject to the 
limitations that govern complicated data assembled in this way. As 
their general nature and accuracy have been discussed'in detail else
where,15 it is necessary here only to describe the use made of the figures 
comparing them with taxes paid on each farm. 'I'here is added to the 
difference between receipts and cash outlay (except taxes) the increase 
in the value of the inventory of personal propert.y. This gives a 
figure which may be termed the net returns before deducting taxes. 
Two noncash items are then considered. The value of food produced 
and used on the farm-a receipt item-is added to the net returns; 
then the value of family labor, including that of the owner, is sub
tracted from this sum. The remainder is termed net return before 
deductin~ taxes and is compared with the tax figure. 

Taxes mcIude small amounts paid on household goods and on a few 
other items that are not a part of the business property of the farm. 
These amounts are so small that their inclusion has no material effect· 
on the data. 

The net return is a current-income figure. It does not take into 
account the changes in the capital value of the farm real estate from 
year to year although inventory changes in personal property are 
mcluded. There is the further fact that no account is ta~l?l!; oUn
terest payments. In other words, the owner of the farm is. assumed 
to be II. full owner. Since the tax figure is based on the whole property 

" Especially In Crops and Markets (17). 
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of the farm. whether fully owned or merely purchased with borrowedmoney, it seems proper to leave interest payments out of consideration.Table 23 contains figures of the net return on reporting farms for thecountry as a whole and for the different geographic divisions. Thisnet return, is the retlirn. on the property of the farm, plus any returnwhich may go to the farm operator as payment for his services as business manager. Taxes per farm are compared with the net returnsper farm for each of the years from 1922 to 1927, and the percentagerelationships of taxes to net returns are computed. 

TABLE 23.-Net retuT718 1 and taxes on owner-operated farms, 1922-1927 

1922 	 1923 

Net Per Net PerreturnsGeographic division 	 cent- returns centper age re-Farms Taxes Farms per Taxes age re
report- farm per latJon· farm laUon

109 
before farm ship re~t before per shipdeduc- ta~es dOOue- farm taxestiog to net tlng to nettales returns taxes returns
-------- - --_._-

North Atlantlc______________ •________ Number· Dollars Dolla.. Per crnt Number Dollar, Dollar, Per centSouth Atlantlc_______________________ 648 427 146 34.2 1,800 520 160 30.8
East North CentraL_________________ 803 572 91 15.9 2, 131 400 110 22;41,2;"4West North Centml. ________________ 655 210 32.1 3,395 620 220 35.5South Central _______________________ 	 1,395 870 211 24.0 3,817 680 240 35.3"'estern _________________•___________ 	 1,282 670 111 16.6· 3,320 610 140 23.0692 606 270 44.6 1,720 810 270 33.3United States__________________ 6,IJ9.I 669 

1 
li4 26.0 16, 183 1 605 100 31.4 

1924 1925 

North Atlantlc_______________________
South Atlantlc_______________________ I, iGl 516 167 32.4 1,780 857 164 19.1
East North CentraL _________________ 1,900 581 122 21.0 I,OM 540 119 22.0West North Central _________________ 2,808 830 230 27.7 3,067 1,006 223 22.2South CentraL. _____________________ 	 3,398 1,06i 230 22.4 3,402 1,256 246 10.6'Vestero _____________________________ 3,H2 947 138 14.6 3,434 ·665 122 18.31,734 1,038 254 24.5 1,725 1,573 271 17.2United States__________________ 15,103 874 192 

1 
22.0 15,330 969 101 19.7 

1926 1027 

North Atlantlc_______________________ 	 1,436

1,764 685\505 lil 24.2


South Atlantic_______________________ 25.0 1,477 847 169 20.0

Enst North CentraL________________ 2, 501 789 

122 1,8:~7 747 III 14.9

West North Central ____.---_________ 2, 969 20S 26.4 2,560 725 213 29.4
South CentraL __________ .___________ 3,269 26.9 3,129 1,~ 235 19.0
"'estern___ •________.________________ 1,446 14.5 3,418 110 14.0
1,207 240 10.9 1,438 1,647 245 14.9 

--	
~~l:nited Stotes________ , _______ •• 13,4i5 819 183 22.3 13,859 974 180 18.5 

~
Computed from reports of farm returns (17).
I A ycrage gross cash receipts [rom sales, plus rhe value of food produced and used on the farm, plus changeIn inventory 01 personnl\,roperty, minus average current cash expenses, minus the estlm8t~ value offnmil~'labal lucludlng that of t Ie ow"ner. The [onowing Items are not included: Interest paid, expenditures forfarm .oprovements, nnd estimated change in the value oC real estate during the year. 

For the United States as a whole, the greatest proportion of netreturns paid as taxes during the 6-year period was collected in 1923,when the percentage amounted to 31. There was a large increase innet return the following year, and taxes amounted to 22 per cent of netreturn. Sirrce 1924 the percentage has alternately fallen and risen.It was 20 in 1925, 22 in 1926, and 18.5 in 1927, when the average netreturn was the highest for any year of the period and taxes were lower 
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than in any year since 1922.16 Figure 8 contains comparison of the 
average return and tax figure~ per farm ~ported for the United States 
and of the percen.tage of net return taken by taxes for each of the six 
years. 

It is unnecessary to describe in detail the figures for each of the 
geographic divisions. Figure 9 indicates the amount ta.ken by taxes 
in ea.ch of them each year. In relation to farm income this' amount 
bas been highest in the East North Central States. It has been 
lowest in the South Central States. The other regions, starting with 
those in which the percentag~ has been lowest, rank as follows: 
South Atlantic, Western, and West North Central arid North Atlantic 
practically together. No attempt can be made here to examine in 
detail the reasons for the differences between regions. It will be noted 
in passing, however, that those sections where the percentage taken 

FARM NET RETURNS ·PER CENT OF TAXES 
TO NET RETURNS 

o 10 20 30 40 

1922 669 26.0 

1923 605 31.4 

1924 874 2io 

1925 969 19.7 

I 
1926 619 22.3 

1927 974 185 

• TaJl.fl5 _ 8uaa& DmUa!fliG TAXU 

FIGURE a.-FARM NET RETURNS AND TAXES ON OWNER·OPERATOR FARMS 
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1922·1927 

The average net return per farm was highest In 1927 and lowest In 1923. Taxes averaged highest 
In 1924. The percentage relationship of tues to nat return was highest In 1923 and lowest In 
1927. The change from 1923 to 1927 was largely due to the Improvement In farm returns rather 
than to a drastic reduction In wes. 

by taxes has been consistently lowest are in general the ones where 
a lower quantity and quality of governmental services (that is, less 
improved roads and short school sessions with poorly trained teachers) 
have been supplied than in other parts of the country. This does not 
apply to every State in each of these grtmps, but on the whole it seems 
a fair description of the situation. 

The net-retum figures with which taxes have been compared is 
to a certain extent based on two noncash items, food produced and 
used on the farm and the value of family labor. The values given to 
these items are estimates and may be less accurate than are the values 
placed on the cash items and on the increase in the inventory of per
sonal property. For this reason, Table 24 is gi},!eJiI:1'!W',P.qIJ?BfU'~ by 
years and regions the percentage of the net retum!?!t~~n~ receIpts 

10 The decline In the tax per farm Is undoubtedly due to a decrease in the size of farms reported rathllI' than 
to a decline In farm wes. 
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plus increase in the inventory of personal property minus cash outlay) 
taken by ta...'Ces. This is 8. comparison of taxes with a composite 
cash income composed of the current la.bor income of the farm owner 
and his family, the return from the farmer's managerial ability, and 
the return from the property of the farm. The percentage relation
ship is lower than that which appears in the comparison of taxes and 
net return, but there is nothing in it which is markedly different from 
the resulw already described. 

FIGURE 9.-FARM RETURN 	AND TAXES ON OWNER-OPERATED FARMS, BY 
REGIONS, 1922-1927 

The a\"emge rarm returns which include In their computation noncash items such as the increase in the 
value of the In\"entory or personal property, the value of food produced and used on the farm, and 
the val!le of the labor of the farm family including that of the operator, Increased from 1922 to 1927 
In every section or the country, Average taxes were reported higher In 1927 than In 1922 In e\"ery 
region e.tcept the Western States. 

TABLE 24.-Percentage relationship of taxes and net returns (receipts plus inveniory 
. increases of personal property minus cash outlays) on owner-operated farm8, 

1922-1927 

Geographic division 1922 1923 I 1924 1925 1926 1927 

---------------1------1-----
Per cent Pt, Ctnt Per cent Pt, ctnt Pt, elnt Per cent 

North Atlantic•••• ___••__• __._._•••_•••_•••_.____•••_. 14.5 13.0 14.0 10.8 12.8 11.3 
South Atlantic_._______•___•••___._. __••••_._._._.___ • 12. 7 12. 9 15.7 16.2 Ii. 7 11.9 
EIL't North Central _____._•••_.__••___ ••___._.___.____ 18.5 17.6 16.6 14.0 15.1 16.4 
West North CentraL ____ •• ___•____._._____ •________._ H.6 li.8 12. 6 12. 8 15.6 12. 5 
South CentraL. __• __••_. ________ •___.________________ 13.1 13.6 11.5 12. 9 11.1 10.8 
Western_. ______ •___ .• ___•__________________ ,__________ 21.5 17.1 14.4 11.7 12. 4 10.1 

/---1---·/---1----1---1--
United States ••___________________________•__.__ 15.9 15.7 13.7 12.8 13.9 12. 2 

Computed from. reports or farm returns (17). 

STUDIES IN INDlYIDUAL STATES 

Investigations of the relationships between the net return and taxes 
on owner-operated farm land have been a part of the tax studies made 
in several Stares. A summary of the investigations made in Arkansas, 
Iowa, Massachusetts, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania will give an 
idea of conditions in several widely separated portions of the country. 
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The same qualifications that applied to the figures that were secured 
for the count.ry as a whole must be kept in mind in considering this 
State material. A further caution in lts use relates to the fact that 
the methods of securing the data and the exact nature of the income 
referred to were not uniform among the States. . 

ARKANSAS 

Figures for the State of Arkansas have been gathered by the ques
tionnaire method which is used in collecting the material for the 
country as a whole (1, p. 10). .AS the same deductions. from gross 
income have been made, no furthet" description of 'the me~thod used is 
necessary. Table 25 summarizes these figures for the years 1922 to 
1926. There is a wide variation in the number and size of farms as 
well as in the net return and tax figures. Fot" 'this reason, the changes 
in the net returns from year to year may be as strongly influenced by 
the changes in the sample as by- the changes in the economic conditions 
of the farmers. For the penod as a whole, however, the sample is 
probably sufficient to indicate general conditions. Taxes are shown 
to take 14 per cent of the net return on farm property plus the retmn 
received for the managerial ability exercised by the farmer. Net 
returns averaged $577 per farm and taxes $82. . 

TABLE 25.-Taxes and net returns on selected owner-operated faTm8 in Arkan
8as, 1922-1926 

Net re- Percent· 

Year Farms 
turns per 

Acre. per farm be- TlUesper
. farm fore de farm 

age rein· 
t10nshlp 
taxes to 

ductlng 
tlUe8 

net re
tUrl!!l 

--------------11---1·---1---·1------

1922... .............................................. 
1923.................................................. 

Number 
186 
495 

Number 
141 
174 

Dollar. 
445 
333 

DoIW.r. 
55 
75 

Pt'/ ctnt 
12.4 
22.5

1924..._.............................................
1925.................................................. 

447 
383 

196 
186 

754 
739 

119 
03 

15.7 
12.6 

1926.........._...................._................. 618 156 613 67 10.9 

Average....................................... 426 171 577 82 14.2 

Arkansas Agr. Expt. St8. Bul. 223 (1, p. 10).
Simple averages and percentages computed from totals and not from derived per·farm figures. 

IOWA 

The data presented for Iowa farms operated by their owners have 
been computed from farm management surveys. (3, p. 56-58). 
The method of computation makes it possible to present figures 
subject to the same interpretation as those presented for the country 
as a whole and for Arkansas, although the basic data were derived in 
different manner. The Iowa figures are of particular value in that 
they included data collected for the years 1913-1916 as well as for 
more recent years. 

Table 26 indicates that for the period 1913 to 1916 taxes took less 
than 5 cents of every dollar of net return from farm property and 
from the business ability of the farm operator. In 1918 taxes took 
only a slightly greater amount, 5~ cents. In the post-war period, 
1921 to 1923, the situation had so changed that taxes took nearly 
22 cents of every dollar, and on 119 farms for which figures are 
available in 1927 taxes took 32 cents of every dollar of return. The 

http:count.ry
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table shows that net retumti! from 1913-1916 to i921-1923 per fa.rm. • 0, 

have decreased 50 per cent or more whereas taxes have increased 
120 per cent. 

TAlILJ!l 26.-Taxu and net return on selected, owner-(Jperatedjarma in Iowa, 1915
1918, 1918, 1921-1928, and 191rl 

k Net te- Percent· 
, ' tums per age rela· ' 

Farms f, Acresper £arm be- Taxesper tlonshlp.Year farm (ore d&- fatui taxes to 
duetlng Det 

taxes Income 
1---1---

NuT11M' Nutaba Dollar. Dollars Per mit 
.1913................................................. 303 185 3,047 123 4.00 
1914................................................. 168 153 2, 100 116 5. 50 
1915..•...._......................................... 248 1Il2 2,421 148 6.1
1916"•••___••__._•••_••_••_••_••••_.__._._._._._••••_ 74 158 3,101 122 3. 9' 

Weighted average•••••••••••••••••••••_._..... 1793 178 ~~__4_.11' 
1918•••••••_••••••••__••_•••___••••_••••••_••••_..... 168 197 ~ --no 6.5
1021._._••_._.__•••••_••••_•••••_._.................. 109 195 646 336 ~II' 
1922••••.••._.__•••_•••._ ..•_. ___ •.•.•..._.......... 94 179 1,897 266 14.00 
1923••••••••••..•... _.••••._•.••...•••••.._.•.•••_... 194 153 1,300 265 19.1Jo 

Welshted IIVerag8••••••••••_................. 1397 171 ~I 285 21. g 
1927•••••_. __•••_._••__••____••••••••_••••_.......... 119 200 957 307 32.1 

Iowa AIII'. Col.. Ext. Bul. 150 (3; ;p. 66).

(Data reoomputed.) i 


1Aggregate Cor period. 

The figures quoted differ somewhat from those appearin~ in the 
Iowa bulletin. The difference is accounted for by the omission here 
of an allowance for house rent in the income received from the farm_ 
Other data used in this section, except the Pennsylvania figures, 
do not take into account the retum from the farm as a, residence. 
In order to make the figures co~parable, this has bee~ omitted in 
the Iowa table. Although the ongmal Iowa figures took mto account c" 
income received from the farm as a residence, they did not consider 
ta.'l:es paid on the residential value of the farm, all taxes being charged 
against the farm as a business. ' 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Farm-income figures available from Massachusetts include returns 
to the operators for wages as well as management along with returns 
on the farm property (21, p. 112-113). To make these figures 
comparable with the others which are b~ing considered, an arbitrary 
reduction has been made, based on the wages paid hired farm labor 
in the State in the years concerned. This deduction amounted to 
$765 in 1920, $603 in 1921, $612 in 1922, and $720 in 1923.17 

The figures in Table 27 represent a f~rm-income computation 
which includes return to the operator for wages and management, 
and the return on his property, minus an operator labor figure esti
mated as has been indicated. Taxes show relatively little variation 
from year to year during the period 1920 to 1923. The change in 
the percentage of net return taken by taxes was caused by the exces
sive variation in the net return figure, which, in 1921 was not suffi
cient to pay taxes and which in 1923 had risen sufficiently high to 
make taxes amount to about one-sixth of the net return. 

11 The ligures are based on the assumptIon that the average Carmer Is steadUy employed hy the work 

on his Carm Cor the equi"a!vent oC nine months oC the year. 
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TABLE 27.-Taua and net returns on setected owner-op.grqted Jaf'f1UJ in Maasachu
, setts, 19SD-19!JS 

:.: 

Net re- Parcen!;" 

age rela


Section of state and year Farms tionship
=1: Taxes
fore d&- per farm 

ta.~es tcdueling net return taxes 

---------------------------------~-----I---------------
Western Massachusetts: Numher Dollim Dollim PtT cn!l 

1922________________________________________________________ 93 433 136 31.4 
1923____•••••--••-----.---••--••-.------.--------.--.----__._ 72 670 131 19.6 

AVemge.... __ •___________________________________________ I==82=1=====55=2=1===1=34=1===24.=3 

MlddJeses and Berkshire Counties: 11120____________ •___________________________________________ 143 697 186 31.0 
1922_______________________________________________________ _ 
1021_______________________________________________________ 

145 125 172 137.6 
1923_______________________________________________________ _ 134 763 181 24.0 

135 1,128 183 16. 2 
1----1-----Average_________________________________________________ _ 

139 I 651 180 27.6 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Data from North CaTolina have been provided by a farm-income 
survey which included an analysis of the 1927 farm business of 1,156 
farmers (16, p. 4.6-203). For purposes of t.he survey, the State was 
divided into four districts and within each of these districts reports 
were secured from farmers in two or more typical localities. As a 
result there is available from 12 loca.lities in the State of North 
Carolina a supply of material which gives for the single year 1927 a 
more adequate description of the financial condition of the farmer who 
owns and operates his farm than is available for any other State. 
The fact that the data are so extensive makes them worthy of more 
detailed treatment than has been given to those from the other States. 

Income figures computed on a number of different, bases were 
presented in the published North Carolina report. For purposes of 
this study, only the ones calculated on approximately the same basis 
as those used in the studies for the other States and for the United 
States as a whole are considered. The figures in Table 28 were 
computed by including among the gross receipts not only the pro
ceeds from the sale of all products from the farm, inventory increases, 
and the value of the family living obtained from the fann but also 
receipts from work done off the farm, and the residential value of the 
farmhouse. The latter of these items was originally included in the 
Iowa studydescribed on page 38. The comment made there also applies 
here. There seems little justification for including the value of work 
done off the farm as an item of receipts in a comparison of farm 
receipts and farm ta."!{es. To avoid too great change of the material, 
they are presented in Table 28 in the form in which they were pub
lished in the North Carolina report; that is, including receipts for 
work done off the farm and an arbitrary allowance for the residential 
value of the farm and the farmhouse. 

The figures have been recomputed for the State as a whole and, 
omitting these two items from receipt~, the average net return becomes 
$307 per farm. Comparing this with taxes of $103 per flJ.r:m, a 
revisEld figure of the percentage of net return taken bY: taxes fI,:t;I,lQunting
to 33.5 is obtained. ... 
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Pledmont~••••••••••_••••___•••_____••_. __ •___ •__._" . 70311 109 200 35.0 

103 Zl 75 Z17.8 
92 -36 ~. ······ir813\1 703 

160 1,297 

335 6,099 
129 420 
141 415 
135 1,179 

150 451 

Total or IIversge.__ ."_~___•____._.___••__._.__• 1,156 135 492 
I 

AdIlpted from the report or the TIIX Commission of North Catollna (16). 

I Net returns in this case inclndes oornings {or work off the fann IIDd lID IIlloWllDoo {or the rental YBlue of 
thefurm house as II residence, as well as the returns on !arm proP!lrty IIDd on the business enterprise of the 
operator. 

Table 28 illustrates the. extreme variations between one locality of 
the State and another. Four of the localities did not have gross 
receipts equal to the necessary deductions even. before taxes were 
paid. A fifth area did not have it net return sufficiently high to pay 
taxes. Pender County, in the Tidewater, reported that taxes were 
taking 44 per cent of net returns and Cumberland in the coastal 
plain reported that 28 per cent was taken by taxes. At the other 
extreme was the Moore County peach territory where. taxes were only 
5 per cent of net returns. In the remaining localities taxes were 
between 10 and 20 per cent of net returns, including earnings for work 
off the fa.!m and an allowance for house rent. 

The great variations among individual farms of North Carolina in 
the percentage of net return taken by taxes is illusttated by Figure 10. 
For 12 per cent of the farms yielding a net return in 1927, taxes were 
equal to or greater than this return. One-quarter of the farms yielding 
a net return paid 50 pe'r cent or more of their net return in taxes and 
45 per cent of them paid 20 per cent or more. 

Figure 10 and this description of the situation deal only with those 
farms that yielded some net return to their owners before.' taxes 
were paid. Such farms comprise only 678 of the total of 1,156 from 
whicli data were secured. In: other words, only 59 per cent of the 
farms in 1927 yielded a net return before taxes were deducted and in 
the,:c~s~~ ofonlJ.: 51 per c~nt of them was. there enough net ret~ te> 
pay"tai'el:L:'{~6Iitrasted Wlth farms on which taxes took all of-the net 
return are the 28 per cent on which taxes took 10 per cent PI less of 
the net return and 9.5 per cent on which taxes took 5 per cent or less. 



,.·EmphaStsjspiac~don, thlsvari~ti()nirQIl1' th~aV~i'age condition:m. 
~()rth,OaroliIla beCRu;se i~ isiasi,tlla:t~?l1whi(lh had ,been found toexi,st 
lJl:every Sta,te inwhich.,comprebenSlvedata ha.ve' beensecln'edaIl<L 
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ofcohditions, aliectingthosewho pay.ami:nmts fa,r abova the average. 

'l'here is noshnple remedy for the ,situation. ,Deficient incom~ 
oia.ther:thanhightaxes,frequentlyis the.caus61' and the remedy for low 
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PERCENT..,GE OF FARM PROPERTIES , 

FrGURE tel.-PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TAXES"AND NET 
RETURN ON SELECTED OWNER-OPERATED FARIVIS IN NORTH CARe
L.INA.1927 , , 

Farms that yielded no net retnrn berore taxes were deducted have', baen excluded from this rom· ' 
parlson. Suoh fnrms comprised S9 per cent or the total number from which reports were recelveii. 
or the remaining rarms, 12 per cent paid In tlll<CS \llIoC' what would otherwisl! have been net 
retnrn, and 24 per cent paid one-half or moro, of their net, retur)liu tax1lS. 'At the other extreme • 
were !!8 per cent of these {arms. which paid in taxes 10 per cent or less of thelrnet return. . 

incomes is far . beyond the !3cope of this study. Suggestions of Wa.ys 6f 
remedying the taxfactor in the~situation appear il;t' the concluding. 
'section. of this bulletin. ' 

PENNSYLVANIA 

.. Da.ta fr!>m Pennsylv.ania, which are presented in lp:~!~ ~9'i,f~p~e
li~#,e,; ~etaile~ explanatlOn (19J PI,Z"'+~)" They are 4~tiy.e~;frf?l¥rJ~P;D
'sl.irvey studies made for the years 1924 ana. 1925; .:::t-ret,.lt~~urn IS 
figured on, the same basis as in the other studies of owner.:.operator net 
;retllrn, ~th' the' single exception that the receipts figures include an , 
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al!owp,.nce for the. estimated value of the house rent. No attempt is 
made. to s,ll.ocate a portion.of the tax payment to apply to this. house
r!IDt factor, aU of the taxes being charged to the farm business. 

TABLE 29.-T~sand net returns on 8elected owner-operated farms, Pennsylvania,' 
1924--25 

Net re Percentturns per agerelafarm be- TaxesCounty Farms tlonshlptore de- per farm taxes toduetlng net return taxes 

Numher Dollar. Dollar, PtT unt'Crawford __________• ________--___ _____ __ ______ _____ __ _____ ____ 40 117 __________-33Lancaster____________________________•_________________ ________ 69 1,006 168 16.7 
451 1M 33.. 9

Lebanon_____________________ •_________________________..___ ___ 105 
W Ilrren______________________ " _____ _ _ __ __ ________ __ __ ___ ___ __ __ 43 90 92 102.2' 

234 147 6't8
W estmorellU1d.___________________________________________.____ 48 
WyQmlng______________________________________________________ Zl 633 152 24.0 

Totnl or Ilverage_________________________________________ 332 .;146 143 32.1 

The percentage of net return taken by taxes varied from 17 in \ 
Lancaster County, where the farms for which data were secured were 
a.bove the average for the county, to 102 in Warren County. No 
percentage figure for Crawford County can be quoted as the average 
return for that county indicated a loss before taxes were paid. The 
avera~e percentage relation of ta.'{es to net return for the State was 32. 
This IS probably a conservative figure, for, although different types 
of the agriculture of the State influence it, the farms representmg 
.several of the sections are above the average. 

SUMMARY OF THE STATE STUDIES 

No attempt will be made to combine the results of the State 
studies into an average figure. The number of them is so small that 
such a fi~ure would be re~resentative of nothing more than an average 
of cond~tions in five WIdely separated States. The fact that an 
analysis of figures gathered for the country as a whole has already 
been made renders any further averaging unnecessary. 

It should be pointed out, however, that to a certain extent these 
State figures are consistent with those which were secured from rented 
farms and which are summarized on pages 29-'-31. The figures for 
rented farms indicated that taxes were low as compared with rent in 
certain Southern States, among which was Arkansas. This State is 
the lowest of the five considered in the study of the relationship 
between taxes and net returns on owner-operated land. Iowa, which 
stood close to the average in the rented-land study, occupies about 
the same place in the owner-operator study. North Carolina and 
Pennsylvania each show a somewhat higher percentage of net return 
than of net rent taken by taxes. 

It seems probable that, if data for owner-operated farms in other 
States were available, these States would be found in approximately 
t,he S~IUe ~lacEl" in each of the studies. In other words, there is no 
indicallib'ii frop1tlik available data that the results of the two portions 
of the silidy' tire inconsistent. They concern different types of income, 
but the conditions which make one type high should influence the. . 
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other in the same direction. There is, no indication that taxes are 
greatly different on land utilized by the two tenure groups. Hence, 
differences in the percentage relation of ta.'{es to net rent on land 
will tend to vary in the same general direction as differences in the 
relationship of ta.xes to net return on owner-operated land. 

ASSESSED VALUATION AND SALES VALUE OF FARM REAL 
ESTATE 

It has frequently been remarked that one of the chief difficulties 
connected with the general property tax relates to the assessment of 
property. In the first place, there are large amounts of property 
with tax-paying ability that do not appear on the assessment rolls. 
Intangible property, to a large extent, escapes all taxes, particularly 
in those States in which the legal attempt is made to tax it at the 
same rate that applies to other property. Eve~ in the case of tangible 
property much escapes the assessor's attentIOn. Household goods 
are commonly assessed only on the most arbitrary basis. Valuable 
jewelry almost always escapes assessment. 

But in the well-conducted assessment district, real estate has 
little chance of not being noticed by the assessor. The placing of a 
value on such property is far from an easy matter, and many inequali
ties arise from this source. Special investigations to determine the 
relation between assessed valuation and sales values of farm property 
have been made in Delaware (6), Kansas, and Oregon. Data have 
been accumulated as a part of other investigations in Arkansas, Col
orado, Iowa, :Massachusetts, Ne\v Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsyl
vania, and Virginia. No attempt is made to examine in detail the 
results of these studies, but data drawn from certain of them will be 
used to illustrate the various points considered. 

It is ne~essary in the first place to understand what assessed valua
tion means. Little attention need to be paid to its legal description. 
Although certain variations occur from State to State, the general 
import of such definitions is the same-sales value at a sale which is 
not forced on either side. In a few States consideration is to be paid 
to the earning capacity of land, but this is only one feature among 
several which are to determine the valuation. In some cases the law 
further requires that all property or certain classes of property be 
assessed atsome percentage other than 100 of sales value. Allfarm real 
estate, however, in any single State is to be assessed on a single basis. 

Every 10 years the Bureau of the Census attempts to estinulte the 
percentage of actual value at which the real property in each State 
IS assessed. Tho estinlate is subject to a wide margm of error, but 
the variations in percentage anlOng the various States are significant. 
No State in 1922 was reported as being successful in assessing on a 
100 per cent basis. The District of Columbia, where assessments were 
estimated at 91 per cent of true value, came closest to this. States 
in which the percentage was from 80 to 90 per cent were Arizona, 
Indiana, Michigan, New York, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and 
Wisconsin. At the other extreme were Florida and South Carolina, 
with 20 per cent assessment records. 

Such variations would be of only slight inlportance if t.here were 
uniformity of assessment within each of the States. It makes little 
difference to the ta.xpayer whether his assessment is high and his tax 
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rate low or his assessment. low and his tax ;J:il.te high so long as he is 
called upon to pay a ct}rtain de6nite,amountJor the services supplied 
by the governmental units. Difficulties ar4le, when o:p.eta.xp!l-yer has 
his'land assessed at a high proportion of its value 8.Ild finds his neigh
bor's land in the same tax district to be assessed at a low percentaJ!:e. 
Similarly inequalities between taxing districts are produced by vana:
tions in their ratios of assessment to value. . 

A brief description of certallaspects of the results of several of the 
investigations indicates the importance of these and other inequalities. 

In an investigation in Kansas (8), which contained data for the years 
1913 to 1922, inclusive, the following types of inequalities arising from 
a lack of uniform assessment were examined: (1) Inequalities among 
individual parcels of farm real estate; (2) inequalities among individual 
parcels of city real estate; (3) inequalities between large and small 
farm properties; (4) inequalities among townships; and (5) inequali
ties amon~ counties. ' 

InequalIties among individual parcels of farm real estate were more 
important than any of the other types, both because the inequalities 
in themselves were greater and because they affected a larger propor
tion of the tax levy than did the others. The other two major sources 
of inequality were the variation among individual parcels of city real 
estate and that between large and small parcels of farm real estate. 

Figure 11 illustrates the variation of 1,141 parcels of Kansas farm 
real estate in 1921-22 from the average percentage of their assessed 
valuation to their sales value. The vertlcal axis of this figure repre
sents the percentage of assessed valua.tions in terms of sales values and 
the horizontal axis the precentage of the total number of properties 
assessed at or below the indicated levels. H the properties had all 
been assessed uniformly at anyone percentage of their sales value, 
they would have been represented by a horizontal line. The deviation 
from the horizontal of the line representinJ!: the actual situation is an 
indication of the extent to which there 18 inequality in individual 
assessments. 

The situation in Kansas in 1921-22 may be compared with that in 
Iowa in 1927 (3, p. 11-24). The Iowa situation is illustrated by Figure 
12, which is constructed in a manner similar to that used in Figure 11. 
The average percentage of assessed valuation in terms of Bales value 
was lower in Iowa than in Kansas. This in itself is of little si~
cance, the important factor being the variation of the indiVldual 
assessments from the average. The Kansas figure shows a greater vari
ation from the aver8.J!:e than does the Iowa figure. The fact that the 
average a....~essment ill Kansas is higher makes the variation seem 
greater than it would if the averages were the same, but even taking 
this into consideration it is evident that the variation from the average 
wa'S greater in Kansas than in Iowa.ls 

These cases are taken as examples of the general situation. No 
comparison of the efficiency of assessment in the States concerned can 
be made from data drawn from years when conditions were so entirely 
different. No attempt will be made to illustrate this type of inequal
ityfrom data secured in other States. Wherever studies of the sub
ject have been made much the same situation has been found. 

19 The coefficient of variation of the Iowa coses is 26 per cent, whereas that of those In Kansas is 31 ~ 
cent. 
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. The effect cftheseinequalitiea in assessment aDl(}Dg individual 
pie~ .of.real.est~te . deserves cl(}se attenti(}n.. Real-estatetaxation 
l8p~arily.:local mchal'acter; In 1922, for the country asa whole, 
thesbsoo of the·ge~era.l property tax; going to oountr. and lQcal1lhite 
~p~ted...to 90.. pei'~nt Of. ~e ~tal tax leVy~ . I.t is. ~tbiIi theSe min<?r 
CIvil dlV1Slons that 'mequality 18· of the greatest unportance. If It 
were possible to have equality of assessment ·within the counties, the 
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FIGURE 11.-DISTRIBUTION ON THE BASIS. OF THE PERCENTAGE. RELA
TIONSHIP OF ASSESSED VALUATION TO SALES VALUE. 1921-22. OF 1.141 
PIECES OF FARM REAL ESTATE IN KANSAS-

Ten percent of ~w~es were assessed at lIS'per cent or mora of their saJes valne; Another 10 
per cent were 	 at lass than 4Ii per cent of their saJes value. The upper 30 per cent of the 
properties were assessed at 75 per cent or mora of the sales value and the lower 30 per cent at 55 
per cent or lass. 

intercounty inequalities, to which reference will be made later, would 
make the assessment of real estate only slightly inequitable. 

An illustration of the situation may be taken from a study made in 
Oregon (7). .As a result of. the inequalities among individual assess
m9nts it was found that the half of the real estate of Oregon, which 
was assessed the highest relative to its sales value, paid two-thirds of 
the total taxes on real estate, whereas the half of the real estate which 
W')S assessed the lowest relative to its sales value paid only one-third 
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.. ~\. 	 oBhe taxes~ In other wor4s, the owner of a piece of property falling 
at the average of the upper assessment group might ha.ve to pa.y $4® 
in taxes, whereas the owner of another piece which had th~ same sales, 
value but. whiCh was assessed at ~0ayer~ of. the lower group !'ou!d 
have to pay: only $200~ The81tuation m some of .the counties m 
Oregon was better than this, but in others it was co.wderably worse. 

If it could ·beassumed that the inequalities within the county were 
eliminated but that the intercounty lack of uniformity would remain, 
the following situation would exist. Using the farms that have just 
been mentioned as examples, it will be assUlJled that they ale in dif-
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FIGURE 12.-DISTRIBUTION ON THE BAsIS OF THE PERCENTAGE RELA
·TIONSHIP OF ASSESSED VALUATION TO SALES VALUE OF 2,t50 PIECES. 

(, OF FARM REAL ESTATE IN IOWA. 1927 

The upper 10 per cent of the total number of properties eumlned were IISSIII5!Ied at 64 per cent 
or more of their sales value. and the 1000er 10 per cent were BSSe5S0d at 33 per cent or 1eM. The 
upper 30 per cent were IISSIII5!Ied at 53 per cent or more and thlliower 30 per cent at 40 per cent or 
less. The curve da=lblng the dbtrlbuUon Is cIoeer to the bomontalline Indlcatfrijr the aver· 
age thm In the ca:se of FIgUre 11. 

ferent counties, one of which is assessed at the average" of tlie upper 
assessment group and the other at the average of the lower group. 
The tax rates WIthin the counties are assumed to be the same. What 
inequality is involved in the State taxes levied on the two proyerties? 
Their combined taxes amount to $600. Ninety per cent of thiS, using 
the average for the country as a whole,19 is collected within the coun-

It Iu Oregou the situation Is somewhat dilJerent, about 80 per cent being collected by the conuty and Jocal 
nults. Applying this perceutage to the eumple, the tWo propertflllS dliscribed would pay $320 and $280 
flillpectlvely. 
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ties, where assessments are assumed to be equitable. This takes care 
of $540, or $270 each. .The other $60 is subject to the intercounty 
inequality,. two-thirds, 0:': $40, ~eiDg paid by one_lliece of property, 
and one-third, or $20, bemg p8J.d by the other. The first property 
would have a total tax 0~$310 and the second a tax of $290. 

Emphasis is placed on these examples of the relative importance 
of inequalities within the local units and among the countIes since 
many of the State boards of equalization that attempt to remove 
inequalities function only among the larger units. Their work is 
necessary and does relieve to a small extent certain of the inequalities. 
But they are able to consider factors that cause only a minor part of 
the maladjustment of real estate taxes. The major portion of the 
inequalities lies within the local units and can be remedied only by
improvement in the initial assessment. 

One further type of inequality, which was described by the Kansas 
report and which almost every study before or since that particular 
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FIGURE 13.-RATIOS OF ASSESSED VALUATIONS TO SALES VALUES OF 

RURAL REAL PROPERTY IN OREGON. CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO VALUE 
GROUPS. 1921-1926 

The tendency Is for the ratios between assessed valuation and sales value to decllno as the 
value of the properties becomes greater. This tendency Is particularly evident In the group of 
properties that appear In class A, and to a lesser degJ'!l6 It appears In the other groups. [Repro
duced from Oreg. l\gr;Expt. Sta. Bu!. 223, (7, p. 18).) 

one has brought to light, is a discrimination in relative assessment 
between properties of low sales value .and those of high value namely, 
between small and large properties. All farms for which data were 
secured in Kansas were ilivided into eight value groups based on sales 
value. The average ratio of assessed valuation to sales value, 
expressed on a percentage basis, for each of these groups, begininng 
with the group having the lowest value, was 85.7,76.7,72.9,70,66.4, 
65.3, 62.3, and 58.7. In other words, as the sales value of property 
increased, the percentage of assessed valuation to sales value decreased. 

In Oregon the same situation was found to exist. The counties 
of that State were divided into three classes on the basis of variations 
~n the average values of farm property. Figure 13 shows the relation 
between assessed valuation and sales value in the various value groups 
in each of these classes. Group 1 represents the properties with the 
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·lowest ~~es value .ineach of the classes. GroupS in the ease of 
class A andG'roup 9 in each of the other classes represent the highest 
sal,es v,alues" ~each of. the' classes there is a pronounced ,difference 
between the ratios of assessment of the four low-value groups and 
those of the remaining groups. 

The tax commission of New York (15) has published data relating 
to sales" value and assessed valuations outside of cities and incor
porated villages. Table 30 summarizes these figures and points to the 
same high relative assessment of the lower value groups that has been 
found in the other States .. The New York figures do not relate 
entir:lfinto farm propert7' They do, however, describe the, conditions 
prev g m rural sectIons of the State. The further fact .that the 
same tendency toward high relative assessments in the lower value 
groups in incorporated villages in New York State tends to empha
size the importance of this factor in deteI'DJ.i.Iili:,g the distribution of 
taxation. 

TABLE ao.-Sale.! value and aIJ1J68IJea tJaluation of property outaide of citiea and 
incorporated villag68, New York State, 1915-1926 

Pemmt

Number Average Avlll'lll!l!d ~D!I~ 
Value groups (88les VBlue) assessed sales

ofsales :I: value VBlue to 
II88e!II
ment 

44,'/39 $2,431 $1,289 53.0 
11,833 7,006 3,392 48.. 
2,830 12, 270 5,812 47.' 

940 17,li05 7,1J84 41!.6 
334 22,656 9,696 42.4 
195 'Zl,781 10,553 38.0 
155 35,085 14, 7~9 42.0 

72 45,809 18,063 39.4 
76 70,429 29,796 42.3 

0-$5,000- - -----------------------------------------------------

11~~~]l~![~~~~~!!!~r~ 22 161,159 67,219 4L7 
1---10-$10,000.._______________________________________________________ 

Over $10,000__________________________________________________ 56, 672 3,388 1,729 lILO 
4,624 17,690 7,903 '"-7 

Total or average_________________________________________ 
61,196 4,469 2,195 (9.1 

Anntial report of the State tax commission; (16, P • .{50). In this teble oertaIn groups are consJlldated and 
the averages BUd perceutages recalculated. 

A Delaware study, completed at the end of 1928, revealed a similar 
tendency for the ratio of assessment to sales value to decrease as the 
value of the property increases (16). This tendency was marked in 
town property in each cOlmty of the State and in the farm property 
of two of the three countaes. 

Several reasons may be cited for this tendency to assess low-valued 
property' at a. higher proportion of its sales value than higher-valued
property is assessed. The taxing officials are more familial" with the 
low-valued property. They are called upon to deal with a grea.ter 
amount of it, and so ~t becomes ~ess dif!icult for them to aI>pro~ate
the sales value. It 18 necessarily easIer to assess a small PIece of 
property. The assessor can inspect it all and he can keep the results 
of such inspection in his mind. The improvements bUlk large on 
many small properties,and these tend to make the property seem 
more valuable even though they do not appear as a malor influence in 
the actual values that the assessor places on. the tax books in those 
districts in which improvements and land are assessed separately. 
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Large properties, on the other hand, are the exception ra.ther than 
the rule. The inspection of them is more difficult, and the attempt to 
hold their extent in mind is beyond the ability of many assessors. 
The large figures that accurate assessment would involve are suffi
ciently beyond the experience of many assessors to make a low 
valuation almost inevitable. Then, too, the owner of a. large piece 
of property is more likely to complain of an assessment than is the 
owner of a small piece. His pohtical influence is frequently 'great 
enough to make the assessor hesitate to incur his enmIty. A com
bination of any or all of these factors, together with the underlying 
lack of a development of scientific methods to apply to the assessment 
of farm properties, accounts for most of the inconsistencies that arise 
from relatively hi~h assessment of low-valued properties., 

The difference ill the average level of assessment among ta.-nng 
units, although less important than other inequalities of assessment, 
has attracted much attention. Its effects have been compared with 
the effects of inequalities among individual properties. It is caused 
partly by the general lack of equality among individual assessments. 
Reasons for this have already been considered. Competition among 
ta.-nng units to escape State or other taxes explains most of the remain
ing inequalities among units. Each assessor has in mind that other 
assessors are keeping their valuations down in order to lessen the 
contribution to the State by the propel."ty: of their districts. The 
result that naturally follows is the competitive lowering of the ratio 
between assessed valuation and sales value. 

In concluding the consideration of the effects of the present assess
ment system on farm property, one particular {loint needs emphasis. 
Improvement in methods of assessing indiVIdual properties will 
probably do more toward equalizing the burdens of the general prop
erty tax on fal'm property than will any other change that may reason
ably be expected. The general property tax, inequitable as it is in 
many of its features, will constitute the chief means of raising money 
to support the agencies of local government for many years to come. 
It should gradually become of diminished importance, but experience 
indicates that for many years no new source of revenue will supplant 
a large pal't of it. For this reason it will be advantageous to owners 
of farm real estate to use all possible means to secure more uniform 
methods of assessment. 

In the case of urban property there has been much progress in 
introducing efficient and scientific methods in the assessors' ofIices.20 

Although many rural assessors are making use of the best means that 
they can secure, they find themselves handicapped by the fact that 
little attention has been given to the scientific determInation of what 
should constitute value for purpose of ta.'Cation. More attention 
needs to be given not only to the basic elements of rural assessment, 
but it should also be given to the simpler matters of methodololq. 
Maps, current reports of sales, and improved indexes of !,eports will 
all furnish means by which improvements can be made. Methods of 
choosing assessors and their supervision, training, salary, and tenure of 
office all provide possibilities which should be considered in any 
attempt to improve assessments. 

10 The studies or Herbert D. SimP60n on the !ISS8SSlI1ent or real estate ror taxation In Chicago indicate that 
city conditions may be as unsatlsractory as those In rural communities. The Chicago ditllcuitles were 
IlU'{!\lIy political, however, mther than sclentl1lc. 
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It is impossible here to indicate the assessment method that Should 
Pl'evail in each State. Local methods of organization, State history 
and traditions, and differing basic conditions make generalizations 
unsatisfactory. No. single --'protp'am of assessment reform could fit 
the needs of every State. But ill every State in which investigations 
of the subject have been made there is an underlying need for im
provement in the assessing process, and it may safely be assumed. to 
exist to a greater or less degree in the other States. Methods of meet
ing this need will differ. There is a field for experimentation but thezbasic fact that assessment of rural real estate IS in an unsaQgfactory 
condition needs constant reiteration. 

Although it is true that the assessment of other property, partic
ularly of personalty, is in a worse condition, it must be kept in mind 
that real estate now forms the basis for the support. of the functions 
of local government, and that even if the general property tax does 
become a less important feature of American ta.'Cation, there is no 
immediate chance that the taxation of real estate will be greatly 
reduced. Real estate's heavy burden, judged from the point of view 
of income, supplies further emphasis of the need for an equitable 
adjustment of assessments. H rural property in a State is paying in 
taxes, on an rwerage, 30 cents per dollar of income, studies indicate 
that two adjrrcent properties, because of inequalities in assessment, 
may be paying 40 cents and 20 cents, respectively .. Under conditions 
where taxes averaged 8 or 10 cents per dollar of illcome and where 
assessment inequalities caused adjacent farms to pay 6 and 12 cents, 
respectively, an inequitable situation existed, but its effects were of 
far less consequence than are the present effects of unequal assess
ment. The remed~g of the situation created by inequalities in 
assessment may well form a major part of every attempt to improve 
rural tax conditions. 

TAXES AND THE VALUE OF FARM LAND 

In presenting certain data regarding the relationship between taxes 
and farm values, emphasis will be placed on two sorts of material, 
each of which is in part derived from the 1925 Census of Agriculture. 
The :first of this material to be examined was secured in connection 
with the analysis of taxes and cash rents in one or two counties in 
each of 16 States. The relation between rent and taxes on selected 
farms in these counties was analyzed in pages 7 to 12. It will be 
recalled that the size, the value, and certain other data relating to 
the farms were taken from the census returns, whereas the tax figures 
were secured from the official records in the counties. 

The second type of material to be presented here is computed from 
the 1925 census and relates exclusively to farms operated by their 
owners. It consists of a simple comparison of taxes reported on 
certain of the farms with the value of these farms. AdditlOnal data 
could be secured from certain of the intensive State studies that have 
been analyzed in earlier portions of this bulletin. But the material 
from which they are derived is neither as extensive nor in most cases 
as well adapted to the particular purpose as that here used. 
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TAXES AND VALU!lS, OF CASH.RENTF;D FAR~S IN'l6 S1:'AT~~l 

Sixteen States of the North and West a.reincluded in'the com
~arison of taxes and fami values whieh is summ:arizedin Table 31. 
The figures representing the years 1919 and. 1924 were secured in the 
same manner, and if they are subject to a bias because of the method , 

.}. by which they were compiled, the effects of the' biaS should be some:' 
what the same in each case. The value per acre figures that appear
in Table 31 were oomputed by t~ from the census schedules the 
acreage and the value of land and bWldings for each rented farm for 
:which tax figures were secured from the official county ~e~rds. .The 
aggregate tax and value figures for each county were diVIded by the 
acreages involved. 

TABLE 31.-General property taz and estimated value of Bekcted rentedfaN1lll in 18 
States, 1919 and 1984 

rn.._ Percen~ raIatlon-Value per acre ..""es per acre ship wes to valuo 
Stata and county 

1919 11124 1919 11124 

Per- Per-
CaIUomfa: Mltage cmtagsMIIlCed '______________________________ $22l.49 

S89.M $L63 so. 87 0.74 L2.5SacnuJlmlto__________________________ l84. 85 
l!25. tr1 1.36 4.21 .74 L87 

Colorado: • 79. O'JDelta ,________________________________ 
40.44 .96 .M L21 2.0&Otero ',________________________________ 187.40 17.47 2.19 .47 1.17 2.69 

Idaho:Ada '________________________________ 217. M 
Madison • __~__________________________ 252.12 l36.49 2.85 1.77' .L20 L30 

126.85 L711 1.63 .70 1.21Dllnols: MlIOOupIn_ _______________________ 1'0.58 72.19 .M .72 .1\0 LOO=-:Tlpton___________________________ 238. 63 135.18 LU 2.22 .59 LM 
UDloD.________________________________ 165. 83 

103.0'1. .M 1.2.5 .51 L21 
16"-.71 L37 L83 .46 L12~~iitier:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: z:. gr '''>.15 .41 .63 .72. ' LOO

Minnesota: McLeod______________________ l36. 61Missouri: Bates ____________________________________ _ 10'1.36 .85 L26 .62 L16 
li6.71 --_ ..------ .48 ..............._-- .85 


Nebraska: Wayne_________________________ 243.31 138.22 .tr1 :87 .28 .63 
New York: _ 128. 67Delaware__ __________________________ 

129. 'IT .38 .63 L33 2.15 
110.61 .85 1. '18 .77 1.61Ohi:=-liii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: f~~~ 1.41 1.99 .72 L20

Ongon: Washlngton______________________ 136.51 18t~ LM 2.17 L20 2.06South Dakota: Moody ____________________ 206. 39 104. 96 .77 .81 .37 .77Utah: Bait Lake___________________________ '08.13 
WlaconsIn: Dane__________________________ 164. 96 310.52 2.82 4.82 LOI LM 

101.36 1.18 L4\1 .76 U7 

I The types of farm land covered by the 11124 and the 1919 figures for these three counties are su1Dclentl:r 
dI1ferent to make direct oomper\son of the value and tax figures misleading. ' 

J The number of farms for which reports are available In these counties makes It possible thet the clIanges
In thetax figures from 1019 to 11124 are due to chtinges In the eample rather than chailges in actual condltlOll8. 

The average value per acre ranged from $17 in Otero County, Colo., 
to 1311 in Salt Lake County, Utah. Particular significance is 'at 
tached to the comparison of the 1924 average figures with those of 
1919. In three counties-Merced in California, Otero in Colorado, 
and Ada in Idaho-the type of farm covered by the 19~4 tax study 
is sufficiently different from that included in the 1919 study to make 
a comparison of the figures for the two years misleading. Figures 
from the other 17 counties in 15 States may properly be compared to 
determine the change that occurred over the 5-year period. In 13 
counties there was a decrease in the average value per ~cre, ranging 
from 6.8 to 49.7 per cent. In 4 counties there were increaseg in the 
values amounting to 0.2, 2, 12, and 22 per cent. 

The predominating decrease is exactly what was to be expected. 
It is mentioned only to assist in explaining the changes that occurred 
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in, the percentage relationship of taxes to value. The average tax 
per acre incre8.l!ed from 1919 to 1924 in 15 of the 17 countieq. This 
mcrease ranged from 5 to 211 per cent. 

The percentage relationships of taxes to value for each of the years 
in each. of the counties are compared in Figure 14. In every case, 
the 1924 percentage is higher than that of 1919. There was an in
crease in the number of dollars taken in taxes per S100 of value, rang

t ing from 8 per cent in Ada County in Idaho to 178 per cent in Tipton 
County in Indiana. The median number of dollars of taxes per 
$100 of value for the 17 counties amounted in 1919 to 0.73 and in 
1924 to 1.25. 

In this consideration of the changing relationship of taxes to-value 
one fact n~ds to be kept firmly in mind. The increase in the number 
of dollars of taxes per $100 of value is due to two factors, the decline 
in land values and the increase in taxes. No attempt will be made # 

here to assi~ to each of these a relative importance. Average fig
ures of decline in value and increase in taxes would tell only part of 
the story, and their accurate computation is rendered difficult by the 
problem of weighting. Then it is probable that an interrelationship 
exists between taxes and value. An increased level of taxation that 
is expected to be permanent will be reflected in the price that a buyer 
will offer for land since his return on the land will be reduced by the 
ta."{es that he has to pay. It is impossible at ;present, however, to 
segregate definiteiy the effects of the capitaliza.tion of taxes from the 
other factors that have caused land to decline in value since 1919. 
For these reasons no attempt will be made to attribute a portion of 
the change in relationship of taxes to value to alterations in either 
factor of the problem. Both have ch~i~~' and the change in their 
relationship can be explained only by t . g into ac~unt the many 
causes that have made taxes rise and land values fall. 
TAXES AND VALUES OF OWNER·OPERATED FARMS OF THE UNITED 

STATES 

The data to be presented in the pages that follow have been derived 
from reports secured from owner-operated farms for the 1925 census 
of agriculture. All owner operators have not reported. this item, 
but a sufficient number have reported it to give a wide sample of 
conditions in every State. 

In each case in which a tax figure is reported, the farm owner was 
asked to state the taxes paid on the land and buildin~ of his farm in 
the year 1924. As tax payments are definite in thell' nature and as 
they tend to be of importance in the consciousness of the average 
farmer, there seems to be little reason for believing that the tax fig
ures are in general less accurate than the other data secured by tlie 
census of agriculture. 

Two qualifications should be attached to this statement. In some 
casts it undoubtedly has been difficult for the farmer to state accu
rately the amount paid on the land and buildings of his farm as dis
tinct from that paid on his farm as a whole, including personal prop
erty with his real estate. To this extent, certain of the figures are 
estlIllates, but they are estimates on a far sounder basis than exists 
for many of the other figures which the census enumerators secure 
from the farmers. 

The second qualifcation relates to the difficulty that a farmer 
who owns a large tract and operates only a small part of it may have 
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FIGURE 14.-RELATION OF THE GENERAL PROPERTY TAX TO THE ESTI
MATED VALUE OF SELECTED CASH-RENTED FARMS .IN 15 STATES, 1919 
AND 1924 

In 1919 taxes. per $100 of value were hlIdlest among the counties studied on fIIrms In Delaware 
County, N. Y., where they amounrea to $1.33. Tbey were lowest In Wayrul County, Nebr., 
at 28 cents. By 1924, OtBro County, Colo., had taxes of $2.69 per $100. of va1UB with Delaware 
County, N. Y .. next to the highest With taxes oU2.15. Wayne County, Nebr., was still lowest 
with taxes of 62 cents. . 

and the other data only to the land op'erated. Although such cases 
may have been numerous enough in. certain of the counties to affect 
the accuracy of figures which might be computed for these counties, 
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it is highly improbable that their effect in the State ~egates would 
be sufficient to affect seriously the averages and ratlos that will be 
presented. To guard against serious inaccuracies, the results com
puted from census returns have been compared with other independ
ently collected data. 

A comparison was made with an independently estimated tax per 
acre figure for each of the States. This figure nas been based on re
ports from a small sample of the farmers of the country and has been 
used chiefly as an indication of the trend of farm taxes. It is signifi
cant that ill the case of only seven States--Ohio, lllinois, Kansas, 
South Carolina, Arkansas, Montana, and Utah.-:..md the per-acre tax• 	 figures based on the census returns exceed the per-acre figures of this 
estimate. In other words, the census figures seem more conservative 
than the others. For these seven States the taxes computed from 
census returns were $1.42, 31.20, $0.60, $0.42, $0.41, $0.18, and $0.53 • per acre, respectively, and the independently estimated figures were 
$1.33, $1.17, SO.54, SO.37, $0.32, SO.17, and SO.39. In five of these 
seven cases, the difference amounted to less than 14 per ccmt. In 
the two remaining cases the differences amounted to 28 and 36 per 
cent, respectively. 

In Arkansas, in which the difference is 28 per cent, of two studies 
made since the original independent estimate, each indicates a tax 
per acre figure for 1924 amounting to well above the 41 cents computed 
from census returns. In Utah, in which the difference was 36 per 
cent, the evidence on which the independent estimate was. based was 
so slight that little reliance can be placed in it. An earlier estimate 
for the years 1921 and 1922 had placed the per-Rcre tax figUre for that 
State at 42 cents. It is certainly not impossible that it had increased to 
53 cents two or three years later. This would involve an annual increase 
of from 8 to 10 per cent, which was not unusual during that period. 

In the comparison of census and estimated tax figures there was 
no attempt to do more than show that the census figures for individual 
States were low as compared with other estimates. It was recognized 
that the chief criticism which might be made was that the farmers 
reported too high a tax figure, or rather a tax figure which included 
payments on something more than the value of the land and buildings 
which was to be compared with taxes. An analysis of the data indi
cates that although this defect in the data may apply in scattered 
individual cases, it probably does not materially.increase the average 
til.,\: figures of the States. 

With the understanding that the individual reports are, on an 
average, accurate enough to deserve consideration, it will be profit
able to consider whether they are sufficiently numerous to merit 
attention. Table 32 compares for each State the number of oWner
operated farms. for which taxes were reported with the total number 
of owner-operated farms and with the total number of farmsof all 
tenure groups. For the country as a whole, taxes were reported fo1' 
89 per cent of the owner-operated farms and 46 per cent of all farms. 
The land in these farms for which taxes were reported amounted to 
88 per cent of the total land in owner-operated farms and to 40 per 
cent of all land in farms. For the Cduntry as a whole, then, there 
are reports from nearly 9 out of every 10 owner-operated farms and 
from 46 of every 100 farms of all tenure classes. It should be empha
sized, however, that only the owner-operated farms are included in 
those reporting ta.Y. figures. 
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TABLE 32.--Ownei'-operator jar1r/.8 jer which reported tazel> jor 1924, were compp,red 
with tolalllumber oj oumer-operator farma and witl, all farms 

FnIl owner.~er6torAll CnIl owner-operator.All farms farms for' w OIl tam!farms were reported 
Geographic dlvision and 


Stata 

Landin Landin LandlilNumber Number Number:farms farms farms 

Acra Acra Acra 
New England•••••••••••••• 159,489 15,857,927 143, 563 13, 728,893 135,831 13,006,622 

Maine................. 50,033 5, 161,428 47,249 4, 815, 580 45,804 4,676;285 

New Hampshire ....... 21,065 2,262, 064 19,52(' . 2, 033, 519 19,078 1,983,940 

Vermont............... 27,786 3, 925,683 24,047· 3,236,192 22, 678 3,030,014 

Massachusetts......... 33,454 2,367,629 29,594 1,942,118 29,080 1,911,388 

Rhode ISland .......... 3,911 309,013 3,033 229,663 2, 987 218,056 

Connecticut............ 23,240 1,832,110 20,120 1,471,821 16,204 1,186,939 


Middle Atlantic ............ 418,868 37,490,939 332,080 27,315,149 298,220 24, 698, 181 


New York............. 188,754 19,269,926 149,761 14, 002, 751 143,520 13,423,077

New Jersey ............ 29,671 1,924,545 23,875 1,349,249 19,345 1,025,376

Peunsylvanla.......... 200,443 16;296;468 158, 444 11,963,149 135, 350 10,249,728 


East North CentraL....... 1,051,572 112, 752, 458 667,737 60,007,134 617,980 56,766; 960 


Ohio................... 244,703 22,219,248 163, 421 12, 898 522 153,126 12, 143,664 

Indiana................ 195,786 19,915, 120 114, a78 9,725,210 101,470 8,679,667

lliinois................. 225, 601 30,731,947 96;200 10,478, 248 86;412 9,586,123

Michigan.............. 192, a27 18, 035, 290 143, 161 12, 030, 278 135,021 11,309,719

Wisconsin.............. 193, 155 21,850,853 150, 577 15, 864, 876 141,951 15,047,787 


West North CentraL...... 1,111,314 248, OSI, 143 505, 712 87,122,918 451,123 78,437,000 

Minnesota.............. 188, 231 30,059,137 112, 906 H,963,215 106;254 14,193, 163 

Iowa................... 213,490 33, 280, 813 92,705 12,476; 671 86; 970 11,861,378

MlssourL.............. 260,473 32, 641, 893 141,794 17,697,759 118,663 14,866,659 

North Dakota.......... 75,970 34,327,410 26;348 9,659,852 22,526 8,363,847

South Dakota.......... 79,637 32, 017, 986 24, 768 7,454,767 21,252 6,390,641

Nebraska.............. 127,734 42,024,775 45,493 l2,428, 009 42, 252 11,732,425 

Kansas................. 165,879 43, 729,129 61,698 12,441,985 53,206 11,028,887 


South Atlantlc.. ............ l,lOS,061 88, 569,458 549,981 53,870,604 493,093 48,405,196 


Delaware.............. 10,257 899,641 6,319 451,705 5,752 408,407

Maryland.............. 49,001 4,433, 393 33,771 2, 563, 394 28,958 2, 191, 561 

District oC Columbia... 139 3, 813 74 1,141 48 719 

Vlrglula................ 193,723 17,210,174 130,117 l2, 262, 427 120,186 11,354,497

West Vlrglula .......... 9O,3S0 8, 979, 847 70, 203 6; 960, 333 !i9, 231 5, 943, 616 

North Carolina........ 283,482 18, 593, 670 132, 610 11,254,022 126; 944 10,816; 955 

South Oarollna ......... 172, 767 10, 638, 900 52,401 5, 487,499 42, 116 4,381,538

Georgia................ 249,095 21,945, 496 81,1OS 11,121,240 73, 123 10,047,3U

Florida............._... 59,217 5, 864, 519 43, 378 3,768,843 36,735 3,260,562 


East South CentraL...... 1,006; 052 70, 606, 625 437,141 44,273,446 375,868 37,910,932 
Kentucky~............. 253, 524 19,913, 104 155, 013 14,323,641 126,517 11,744, lOS 

Tennessee.............. 252, 669 17,901,139 128,305 H,518,843 121,774 10,958,825

Alabama............... 237,631 16; 739,139 79,282 8, 918 679 66,508 7,498,513

MlsslsslppL........... 257,228 16,053,243 74,541 9,512,283 61,069 7,709,486 


West South CentraL...... 1,017,305 165, 013, 316 346; 307 68, 784,534 291,600 58,922,760 

Arkansas............... 221,991 15, 632, 439 81,540 8, 701, 647 70,722 7,652,396

Louisiana.............. 132,450 8,837,502 47,913 5,128,019 39,009 4,163,802

OklabOmB.............. 197,218 30,868,965 60,764 9,289,422 48,174 7,704,416

Texas.................. 465,646 109, 674,410 156,090 45, 665,446 133,695 39,402, 146 


Mountain.................. 233, 392 131,689,374 136,803 40,888,381 111,785 32,831,116 


MontaruJ................ 46; 904 32, 735, 723 23,861 10,165,432 18,638 8, 231, 156 

Idaho.................. 40,592 8, U6; 147 24,957 3, 792, 526 22, 629 3,527,268

Wyoming.............. 15, 512 18, 663, 308 8,342 4,149,798 6; 160 3, 047, 632 

Colorado............... 58,020 24,167,270 29,292 8, 789, 276 26;857 7,785,710

New Mexico........... 31,687 27, 850, :125 21,415 6; 938, 511 11,842 4,438. 911 

ArIzona................ 10,802 11,065,291 6;908 1,986,062 5,574 1,294,887

Utah._................. 25, 992 5,000, 724 18, 777 3,417,517 17,444 3,OS7, 300 

Nevada................ 3,883 4,090,586 3, 251 1,649,259 2, 641 1,418,252 


Paclflc..................... 265,587 54,253,112 194,166 22,464,768 164,460 19,703,614 


Washington............ 73,267 12, 610, 310 53,440 4,729,186 46,706 4,318,805 

Oregon.................. 55, 911 14,130,847 39,465 6,590,260 22,194 4,897,784

CalICorula.............. 136;409 27,516,955 101,261 11,145,322 95, 570 10,487,025 


Uulted States .............. 6; 371,640 924,319,352 3,313,490 419,446, 827 1 2, 939, 960 370, 682, 381 


:Bureau oC the Census, U. S. Department oC Commerce. 
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. For certain individual States, the size of the sample is not as satis
factory as for the country as a whole. But even there the data are 
sufficiently numerous to make them of far more significance than any 
other sample of such tax data known to have been obtained. Tax fig
ures for the smallest percentage of owne:r-operated farms were reported 
from New Mexico, in which the percentage amounted to 55. Oregon 
was next, with reports from 56 per cent of the owner-operators. 

It is to be expected that in those States in which the proportion 
of owner-operated farms is relatively low, the percentage of all farms 
included ip. these for which tax figures were reported to the census 
enumerators would be smaller than in the remainder of the country. 
In Mississippi, South Carolina, and Oklahoma for 24 per cent, or ap
proximately one farm in four, tax figures were reported. From these 
States in which the percentages reached a minimum, they ranged up 
to their maximum in Maine and New Hampshire, where 91 per cent 
of all farmers reported taxes. 

The description of the quantity of data gathered has been sufficient 
to indicate that it amounts in all States to a very extensive sample 
and that in some of them it is an almost complete enumeration. The 
remaining discussion of these data will consist of· an analysis and 
comparison of the value and ta.~ figures that have been assembled in 
the method and quantity that have been described. 

The aggregate amounts of ta.~es and values of farm lands and 
buildings for each of the State and geographic divisions are reported 
in TBbie 33. The relationship of tax to value appears in the last 
column of this table. 

TABLE 33.-Taxes and val1le of owner-operaled farms reporting taxes by States, 1924 

Taxes 1'6- Value of land Taxes 
ported on and buildings per $100 

Geographic division and state 	 fn.'"lll land oC fnrms for of 
and build· which taxes value 

ings were reported 

1,000 do/Ian 1,()()() dollar. Do//arB
New England:________________________________________________________ 11,772 694,414 1.70 

Maine________ __ ______ ____ ____ _ _ ___ ____ ___ __ ______ _____ ________ ___ L 79
3,175 177,314

New Hampshire._________________________________________________ 1 559 75,185 2. 07Vermont. ___ _____ ______ ____ __ ____ ______ ____ __ _____ ________ ___ __ __ 	 L70
1:757 103,444

Massachusetts____________________________________________________ 3,400 195,656 1.79 
Rhode IslaDd_____________________________________________________ 214 17,373 1.23
Connecticut______________________________________________________ I==~=I======I==I.=2li1,571 125, 442 

Middle Atlantic.. ________________________________________._____________ ,__'--_1-'--'--__1-_1._5628,003 1,794,203 

New York___________________________________________ _____________ 13, 515 L 47917,847New lersey ____________________________c_________________________ 	 1.712.673 156,709
PennsYlavni8______________________________________________-------I========I======I==L=6411, 815 719,647 

East North CentraL___ _____________________________ _________________ 1.4673,9il 5,078, 174 
Ohio_____________________________________________________________I----~----~---1.63

16, 602 1,021,434 
13,858 698, 354ml!!~~:_:::======:==:====:::::=::===:==:===:====:== :=::::=::::::: 10,916 1,241,066 ~: 
14, 939 813,278~~~~:=:=::=:=::::=::::::::::::=:::::::~:::=:::===:::::::=:== 17.656 1,304,042 t~ 

=P=====F======P=-West North CentraL_________________________________________________ 61,133 5, 947,602 L 03 
Minnesota________________________________________________________,----1-----1---.

13, 943 1,149,322 1 21Iowa_____________________________________________________________ 	 .9517,487 1,833, 02li 
North Dakota _____________________________________________ •. ______ 1.62 
.Mlssourl_ ___ ____ ______ _______ __ __ ______ __ ___ ___ _____ _ _ ___ _______ _ 	 • 78 

6, 915 883,800 
4,72n 291,348

.south Dakota____________________________________________________ 4,131 3.59,323 1.15
N ebraska_________________________________ _____ _______ ____________ 	 .816,491 803,389 

7,446 627,305
Kansas_____ __ __________________ __ __ ____ ___ _____ _____ __ _______ ____ 	 1. 19 

,=======~=======F=== 
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TADt.JI ~.~7'aut and value 0/ 'oumer-o~ated Jarma T6'jXJrliflfl tazeab71 States,
" '19.erCOn~ued ' 

{/ 

Tamlre- Valuoofland Tales 
1lO1'ted on and buildln&s· • 00'

Qeoeraphlc dlvidon and State 	 farm land or farms for per.l 
and build· whlch taus v~

iDiS were reported 

1,IXXJ dollar, 1,ofXJ doll4r. 'Dol/4n
Sooth Atlantlo............_________________ ._.._____._.-----.---______21,311 ':1,230, 8111 0. 98 


-----~Delaware.____________•______•_____________ ______.----____._. 273 '11,028 1. or 

W~~:r-ciiiiiijibia:::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2, l~ l~m t~ 
Q 

i!~~::::::::::::::=:::::::::=::=:::=::::::::::::::: im ! iii f~ 
=~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=::::::::::::::::::::: ~= ~! 1:~' 

E&.n South CentraL________________________________________ •______•__\-_:"'-_\--';'--';'_-1-_14,883 1,227, 2011 ' 1.21. 
Kentucky_______ -_____________________ -__________________________ 
Tenn_______________________________________••____________--- 4;uro • W,61O 1.09 
Alabama______ • ____________________•__________________ ••________ _ 6,033 ' 449,2'28 1.12 

1, '/49 . 168,286 1.04 
3, 131 157,122 ' 1.99,~ppL------------------------.------------------.------'---1====1==;;;';;;;;":1=";;;;;;; 

17,623 1,667,80'1 L06West Soutb Central ______~--------·----·--------------------------.--1_-...:~+_-=--=-~-~ 

Ar1ainsas--.---------------.-.-.-------.-----------.-----------.__ 2,580 213,348 1.20LoulsianlI------------.________________________.--------_-----__ ~Oklaholllll_____• _____________________________________________ ---_- 2,066 133, 672 .LM 
.4.465 289,426 LM'1:'____________________________________________________ ._-------I==~=I=======4===.;;8;643 1,031,261 .83 

Mountaln~ ______________________•__ •___ •_______________ ••__ -------.__\-_:...-_1__--:_-1-_11,872 ffrl,04O 1.35 
MontaDa______________________, _________________________________ _ 
Idaho_. __ •___________ ••__________________ •_____________ .------._ 1,832 149,117 1.26 

2,680 184,093 l.46 
497 liO,SM .99~Jg~::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::~:::=:::: 3,296 22E,819 1.40New Mexico_________• ______• -- --_.__ .'____ --____• ___•____ --___ •__ 00(j 51,071 1.17Arizona_ • _____ •______ ._---________ --- __• -_______ --______ -_____ _

Utah__________ ._._______________________________________---_____ _ 744 62,296 L42 
1,745 l26,627 1.39NevsdB_____•________.-_____ • ___________________________ ------.--1====1=====4==428 33,703 Lll 

PacI1lo_____________________________________________________----_____\-_:...-..:\---:..--.;._-1-_
25,3Il3 2,303, 10& 1.10 

Washington_____ -_________________ ..- ___________________________ 
4,905 351,7'.12 1.39 
2,574 Wl,459 L24"8~~~ii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 17, 8M 1,,743, 9'11 1.03 

F=~==f~~~~~United States ________________________ ._.____________________________ _ 
266,411 21,820,245 L22 

One caution needs to b0 kept ~ mind in any use that is made of 
this relationship. It is in no direct way: connected with the legal tax 
rate which aP.l>lied to the property. The legal tax rate is the.per
centage 01', tM mtmber of mills per dollar of assessed valuation that 
must be paid in taxes. The relationship here described is that which 
exists between taxes and the estimated true value of farm real estate'. 
The preceding section of this bulletin indica.ted that no oonstant 
relationship exists between assessed valua.tion and true value. Hence, 
there is no constant relationship between the percentage that trul:es 
are of true value and the tax rate based on assessed valuation. 

A comparison by States of the relationship between taxes and values. 
of farm land~ in 1924 is made in Figure 15. The average tax paid 
was $1.22 per $100 of value. The variation among the States was 
from $0.71 per $100 in Florida to $2.07 in New Hampshire. There 
were 2 States in which taxes were less than 10.75 per $100; 7 in which 
they were between $0.75 and $0.99i 17 in which they were between 
$1 and $1.24; 10 including the District of Columbia in which they 
were between $1.25 and $1.49; 7 in which they were between $1.50 

http:351,7'.12
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and $1.74; 5 in which they were between $1.76 and $1.99; and one 
in which they were over $2. 

Such a compll!i~n becomes more significant when it is directed 
toward the various sections of the country. In New England, the 
average taxes on farm land amounted to $1.70 p~er $100. Rhode 
Island, with $1.23, was the lowest, and New Hampshire, as has already 
been stated, th.3 highest. Maine, Massachusetts, and Vermont, as. 
well as New HampShire, are among the 13 States in which the taxes 
are. over '1.50 per $100. The average in the Middle Atlantic States 
is '1.56, and 2 of the 3 States, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, fall 
into the class in which taxes' are over $1.50. 

In the South Atlantic States, the average, $0.98, is the lowest for 
any section of the country. Three of iliEl States, Virginia, South 
Carolina, and Florida, have average farm taxes amounting to less 
than $1 per $100 of value, and in none of them does the average 
amount to as much as $1.25.21 Three of the four States in the East 

FIGURE IS.-FARM REAL. ESTATE TAX£S PER $100 OF VAL.UE OF OWNER
OPERATOR FARMS. 1924 

Taxes in relation to value are higbest in tbe Northeastern States and lowest in those cf the 
Soutbea..t. Farms in 6 States reported taxes amounting to over ~1.71i per $100 otvalue whereas those 
In 2 reported taxes to be less than 75 cents per $100 of value. 

South Central !p"0up report averages between 'I and '$1.25. The 
fourth State, MIssissippI, has an avera~ of $1.99, which is the high
est of any State in the South, and which brings the average for the 
group up to $1.21. 

The figure f01" Mississippi is open to more question than any other 
that is quoted. On the basis of tax per acre It amounts to $0.41 and 
is higher than the per-acre figures for Alabama and Arkansas, which 
are $0.23 and 10.33, respectively, but not as high as that for Louisi
ana, which is $0.50. 

The data have been examined for errors which might have arisen 
from two sources. In the case of those counties in which much land 
is rented, it was thought possible that owners had reported taxes on 
all their land, whereas value figures had been given for only the land 

'1 Tbe District of Columbia figure, applying to 48 farms, waS $1.36. 
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they operated. There ate 16 counties in the State in which the per
centage of tenancy is over 80 per cent. The ta.'C and value figures 
for these counties were computed, and taxes were found to amount to 
S1.99 on every $100 of value, just the State average. This result was 
compared with a similar computation for the 19 counties in which 
tenancy amounts to less than 40 per cent, and in these counties taxes 
amounted to $1.89 per $100 of value. The difference between these 
two results was not sufficient to indicate that the number of rented 
farms caused any large error in the results. 

Special asSessments were supposed to be excluded from the tax 
figures reported, but it was thought that the high rate of texes in 
Mississippi might be explained by the reporting of levee and drainage 
district asse8sments as a part of the taxes on farm land. The plotting 
of the rate of taxation by count.ies on a map of Mississippi gives no 
indication that the hi~h rate counties are concentrated. in those 
sections of the State ill which levee protection and drainage are 
needed. 

The East North Central Sta.tes show a wide variation in the rates 
of taxes based on values. They range from $0.88 per $100 in Illinois 
to $1.98 in Indiana and average S1.46. Michigan and Ohio, with rates 
of $1.84 and $1.63, respectively, are grouped with Indiana near the 
upper range of this section, and WisCOIlSID, with a rate of $1.35, is 
somewhat below its Rverage. The seven States immediately west 
of this ~oup have a. lower average rate, $1.03. Three of them
Missoun, Nebraska, snd Iowa.-fall into the $0.75 to $0.99 group, 
three others are in the $1 to $1.25 group, and one, North Dakota, has 
a rate of above $1.50. 

The West South Central States, with ali average rate of $1.06, 
are heavily influenced by Texas, in which the ra.te is $0.83. The other 
three States of the group are well above this, Louisiana and Oklahoma. 
having rates above $1.50. 

The average in the Mountain States is $1.35, the rates of the individ
ual States ranging from $0.99 in Wyoming to $1.46 in Idaho and Colo
rado. In the States on the Pacific coast, the average tax rate per 
S100 of estimated true value is $1.10. The California figure of $1.03 
is of great weight in detarmining this average, the figures of the other 
two States being considerably hiaher. 

These figures should be used with those which were discussed 
earlier in order to supply a fair idea of the weight of taxes on farm· 
real estate. On the basis of income it was estimated that farm taxes 
took about 30 per cent of the net rent of farm real estate. Taxes in 
1924 amounted to about 1* per cent of the value of farm real estate; 
that is, for each $WO of taxes, there was produced by farm real estate 
$333 of net income on $8,333 of value. On the basis of these estimates 
farm land would yield il. net income before taxes were deducted of 4 
per cent. When taxes are subtracted, this becomes 2.81er cent, which 
15 only slightly lower than the 3.2 per cent estimate as the ret1,!l1l 
to farm operators on their net capital investment in 1924-25.22 

U This estimate Includes return to the operator lIS a business IDlUllIger as well as return OD Det capital
Investment. 
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INCIDENCE AND·E'~ECTS,OF FARM. TAXES. , 

... The amount of taxes pa.iq. by~ farmers has now' be.en !e{~m'l~t.ed. 
The trend of such taxes o.v.er a per.i9d of ;years has ,beeIl mdi~ated•. 
The relationships between .tax~ and vanous sorts. J~f a.gricultup~l
income have been discussed and compared with the relationships 
between ta."{es and income from Wban land. The. valu~ of farzn 
land has been compared with its .assessed. valuation and. witb. the 
ta."{es that have been paid on it. Allof this material is of v~lue in 
an attempt to determine the tax contribution of agriculture. ' 

. An additional subject; as importo.ntas any of these, relates to th~ 
final pa:vment of taxes. There islittle burden to one who gives his 
money directly to the ta.'{ collector, if there is a process by which it,is 
possible for the initial. payer to add to his prices the amQun~ .ofth~ 
taxes and so compel his customers to pay taxes for him. It. 18 well 
now to examine briefly the possibilities, so far asagricliltureis con
cerned, of shifting ta.'Ces from one group t~ another within the industry 
and, more important, of the chance that fa;rmers have of makiD~ tlieu 
customers outeide of the industry pay the taxes which are le~ed on 
the farm. An attempt will be made to compare the farm-tax' situa
tion with that govermng urban property and Its taxes, and the shiftin~ 
of taxes to farmers from other groups will be considered. The materilil 
relating to this form of shifting is not sufficient to make a quantitative 
study of/the problem possible at the present time,but a description of 
the process by which such taxes are shifted will give some indicl,l.tion 
of its importance to farmers. . . 

So far as the ta.'C on farm land is concerned, there are two problems 
that need consideration. The first of these relates to the question 
of ilvhether the owner or the tenant pays the taxes on rented land. 
This is of minor importance, when compl!Ied with the second prob
lem-the possibility of shifting ta.'Ces from the farmer or the farm 
owner to other groups. Before either of these subjects is treat.ed it is 
necessary to make a few generalizations relating to the possibility of 
shifting taxes. . 

A ta."{ can be shifted only when some economic transaction is 
involved. The man who is taxed on a piece of property or on goods 
which he neither buys, sells, rents, nor uses in any process of making 
other goods for sale or rent, has little chance to shift the tax. In other 
words, unless we are able to add our taxes to the prices of the things 
we sell to others or subtract them from the costs of the things we 
buy, there is little chance for us to shift taxes. The study of the sub~ 
ject must be concerned then with a discussion of whether the taxes 
so affect supply and demand conditions as to make price changes 
possible. It should be understood that no change in price can 
occur unless the underlying demand and supply factors are affected. 

Does the owner of a rented farm shift the taxes on that farm' to his 
tenant? Does the taxation of farm land affect in any importaht 
way the supplr of land to be rented or the demand on the part of 
prospective tenants for farms? Taxation can have little effect on 
the supply of land which is available for rental purposes. It may
be that in rare cases a decision as to whether it will be desirable to 
operate or lease the land will be affected by the taxes levied on. the 
land. Where this is true, the local supply may be restricted or 
increased, and the. renter mal be forced to pay more or may be 
enabled to pay less. If the first of these conditions exists, it may 
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be possible for the landlord to shift for a short time a part of hi8 taxes 
to the renter. It is extremely unlikely, however, that a situation 
will arise in which taxes will materially reduce the sUl?ply of land 
available for rental purposes. Other factors are far more unportant in 
determining whether land will be rented. 

If taxes 00 enter into the determination, they are likely to force I 
land onto the rental market rather than to keep it off. When a , 
landowner's returns on land which he operates are reduced by taxes 
or other factors, the first tendency is for him to attempt to increase 
the yield of that land by operating it more intensively. If he is 
not successful in adding to the yield to the extent that he thinks 
necessary, he may try an alternative method of securing income 
from his land by renting it. Thus, taxes ma.y be a factor in cauring 
more land to be rented. The effect of taxes on the supply ofland avail- \ 
able for renting is probably insufficient to cause an important amount 
of tax shiftin$. 

Will taxes Increase the demand for rented land, and by this means 
make it possible for the landowner to shift a part or all of his taxes? 
Contract rent which the tenant is willing to pay will be determined 
in the first instance by competition among those who wish to rent 
land in a particular section and, over a short period, may have little 
relationship to the economic rent of the land. Over a period of 
several years (and this, rather than a single year, should be the chief 
concern of one who attemp.ts to determine the effects of a policy of 
taxation), economic rent will form the maximum that can be paid for 
land. It is possible that the expenditure of money raised by taxation 
will increase the economic rent of a piece of land. If the proceeds of 
the'taxes are used, for example, to build a road by which easy and 
rapid access to markets is secured, then the economic yield of the land 
will be increased just as much as if it had beenlossible to add increased 
fertility. Although the establishment of goo schools is a less tangible ~ 
feature than is the creation of better marketing facilities, it, too, will 
add to the desirability of the land and will in course of time influence 
the rents which tenants are willing to pay for land. 

For these reasons it is believed that there is a possibility that a. 
part of the taxes on land may be shifted to tenants. Whether this 
possible increase in the rent is sufficient to counteract the decreases in 
rent which may come through increased supply of land placed in 
the rental market by the pressure of taxation, by the development of 
transportation, or by other means, is perhaps doubtful. Both factors 
are at work, and both should be considered. The lack of any correla
tion between benefit and taxes in the case of individual farms should 
also be considered as a factor which is likely to prevent shifting from 
owner to tenant. 

The shifting of taxes from owner to renter in the case of city 
prpperty is more likely to occur than in the case of farm land. Im
provements form a far more important part of the city property. The 
fact that taxes maLinfluence the improvement of city property needs 
no explanation. When taxes on real estate are at such a rate that 
building is retarded, the available supply of buildings may prove 
inadequate, and the rent received for them will be increased, thus 
causing atart or all of the tax to be shifted to the tenant. On the 
other han ,a policy of partial or total tax exemption of improvements 
or other encouragement of overbuilding will have the effect of making 
the tax fall wholly on the landlord. 
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In the cities, the influence of the things for which taxes ere spent in 
making property more productive are far more important than they 
are in the coun~. They mar make certain properties more desirable 
from the tenant s point of VIew. Thus, the demand price for such 
properties will increase, and there will be a. tendency toward shifting 
a put of the taxes to the tenant. 

Under certain circumstances in both city and country, shifting 
from the landlord to the tenant takes place, but as it is far more 
likely to occur in the case of city property, so far as farm propertx is 
concerned, this aspect of the problem needs little attention. The 
more important question concerns the possibility of shifting the 
tax to tho consumer who purchases the product of farm and city 
property. 

The answer, so far as farm property is concerned, is fairly simple. 
Farm ts.'{es may be passed on to the consumer only if they increase the 
price which the farmer receives for his products. Although taxes on 
farm products will influence the market demand for such products 
through their effect on pricos, the immediate effect of taxes will come 
through increasing or restricting the supply of tho products. When 
taxation causes land in general to be used moro intensively, the result 
will be an increase in the supply and so will tend to decrease :price. 
Thus, it is impossible for farmers in general to add to the unit pnce of 
their product a sufficient amount to enable them to pass the tax on to 
the consumer. 

Whether the increased production caused by the taxatioq will 
result in a greater return to farmers is a problem which can not be 
solved without an extended investigation of the effect of increased 
supply on demand. The lowering of the price of some products is 
suffiCIent to bring many new buyers into the market with the result 
that the price decline is soon stopped. On other products a lowered 
price will stimulate few new :purchasers, and an increased supply will 
cause a marked decline in pnce. Many agricultural products are in 
this latter class. 

From this brief analysis, it seems safe to conclude that not only are 
farmers in general unable to add their taxes to the unit prices of their 
products, but the increased production which taxation may cause 
rarely results in an increase of the farmer's net return. . 

An additional point needs mention. The effect of an increase in 
taxation on an individual farmer may be different from that on farmers 
as a group. The increase may make an individual utilize his land 
more effiCiently than previously. In other words, the heavier finan
cial burden will force the individual to use new means of adding to his 
income from the farm. If he is successful in doing this, the tax may 
not prove a burden to him, even though he is not able to shift it. 
Such an effect of increased t.axation is :possible only where land has not 
been developed to its highest productIve capacity, and it will benefit 
only occasional individuals. 

One special set of conditions under which farm taxes can be shifted 
to the consumer needs brief mention. If the product of farms has a. 
local market and if the product can not be brought in from other pro
ducing sections, an increase in taxes sufficient to cause the abandon
ment of some of the farms may cause the supply of the product to be 
so reduced as to increase its price. Thus it would be possible for the 
farmers who are able to remain in business in the section to shift a 
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par~ or the whole of their taxes to the consumer. The conditions wider 
\~hich t~is would be possible are such th!'twith prese!lklay competi~ 
tlye sections and methods of transportatJOn .thesltuatlOn could hardly 
arise. The further fact that t~e,taxes might cause an increase in pro
duction on the farms:\vhich remained in operation would tend to make 
the shifting less possible. .In a case of this sort a part of the ta.'{es are 
not shifted, since abandoment of the land will involve the drying up 
of the source of a part of the revenue, and thus the governmental umt 
will be deprived of the amount that had previously been collected 
from the abandoned land. 

It has already been shown that the general propel'ty tax on town and 
city real estate is often f;hifted from the landlords to the tenants, 
and in the case of business property there is the possibility of pass
ing the tax on to the consumer of the products of the business. Two 
cases will be considered, that which arises if the production and sale 
of the products is local, competing only with other enterprises sub
ject to the same taxing jurisdIction, and that which exists if the prod
ucts are sold in a wider market. These are important to the farmer 
since he spends a large proportion of his income in the purchasing of 
goods which pass through the hands of town and city manufacturers 
and dealers. 

In nei th9r case will taxation affect the immediate demand for the 
products. Its effects on the supply side will determine whether the 
ta., can be shifted. In the first case, all businesses within the city will 
be compelled to pay the tax. Those enterprises which would be barely 
able to exist if they were not taxed will have to increase their prices 
or go out of existence. If they increase prices, other firms, better 
situated, will be able to undersell them and in the end the weaker 
ones will be drl,ren out of business. The supply of goods available will 
be reduced, and those who remain in business will, through the increase 
in the price of that which is left on the market, be able to shift a part 
of their taxes to consumers. 

It is possible that the increased production and sales of the surviv
ing firms may lower their unit costs of production and that through 
competition the price to the consumer will be lowered. Differing 
supply and demand conditions may tend to ov~rcome the normal tax
shifting precess. In spite of these conditions which may bring about 
exceptions to any general rule, it seems correct to state that if produc
tion and market are local the tax generally is shifted to the consumer. 

In the second case, the market is assumed to be more than local. 
Tax conditions will differ between one producing unit and another. 
If it be assumed that aside from taxes the units are subject to essen
tiaUy equal conditions, it will be possible to shift to consumers only an 
amount of taxes equivalent to that paid by the unit which is taxed 
least, or, stated in another way, to shift the ta.'{es that are common to 
all of the units. Hence, under some conditions only a small portion. 
of the taxes may be shifted. 

From this involved consideration of the most in·r,ricate problem 
connected with public finance, a few conclusions that ,may be drawn 
are the following: 

(1) Taxes on rented farm property may be shifted from landlord 

to tenant only under certain unusual conditions. . 


(2) Thu shifting of farm taxes to the consumer will occur only under 

conditions that are,so rare that few farmers at the present time are able 

to make consumers pay their tax bills. 


I 
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(3) Taxes on rented city properties tend to be shifted by the owners 
to their tenants when the property is located in a section of a city in 
which the supply of buildings has dropped behind the demand. 

(4) Ta:'(es on business properties in towns and cities tend to be 
shifted to the consumers of the goods or services supplied by the busi
ness to the extent that Ca) the production and market are local, or (b) 
,that the market is general and taxes are generally applied to compet
ing firms by a large taxing unit or by several units with similar types 
of taxes of substantially equal amounts. 

(5) Such taxes on business properties tend to be shifted to farmers 
I to the extent that fanners are consumers of these goods and services. 

These conclusions, and the others which might be reached if it were 
possible to e.xamine the incidence of the general property tax on 
various tr.pes of property\vhich have not been considered, are stated in 
order to Illustrate the extreme difficulty of measuring the ta.x burden. 
They do not depict all the difficulties mvolved in the process. Even 
if the incidence of ta."(es could be measured accurately and a definite 
expression in percentage of income paid in ta.xes secured, the problem 
would not be solved. Certain intangible benefits are received from 
ta.xes which have thus far defied numerical e~"pression. Then, too, 
ability to pay taxes helps to determine ta.x burden, and ability to pay 
is in part a function of income. Ten per cent of an income of $1,000 IS 

a far greater burden than 10 per cent of an income of $100,000. 
The type of income also helps to determine ta.x-paying ability. In
come derived from investments should be able to bear higher ta.xes 
than income derived from personal earnings. 

The difficulties in measurmg the burden of taxation are not so great 
that no conclusions can be drawn from the data that have been pre
sented. It has been estimated that taxation-l!'ederal, State, and 
'local-takes from 10 to 12 per cent of .the current income of the coun
try. It was found that the owners of rented farms were paying 
around 30 per cent of their income from this kind of property in State 
and local taxes. It is p'ossible that, other State ta.xes were paid out of 
this same income, and If it formed part of an income above the exemp
tion limits, It tax on it was paid to the Federal Government. No 
shifting process took place which passed this ta.x on to the consumer, 
so it was paid either by landlord or by tenant-almost always by the 
fonner. 

l!'arm real estate, then (and to a considerable extent city real estate 
could be included) is subject to a far hi~her relative tax payment than 
is the average type of income-producmg propert.y. An analysis of 
our methods of financing State and local governmental expenditures 
would suggest that this must be true. The figures that have been 
discussed earlier in this bulletin confirm the accuracy of the sugge3
tion. This fact needs consideration in any attempt to readjust tax 
payments. There is probably only a small group of the country's 
population which believes that real estate should be subject to a tax 
burden much greater than that applied to other types of property. 
The majorit:y feels that measures tending to reduce this inequality 
deserve conSIderation. 
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READJUSTMENT OF FARM TAXATION 

SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATIONS OF FARM TAXATION 

Students of American tax problems have long been familiar with 
the fact that tangible property, particularly real .estate, has been 
made to pay most of the expenses of State and local ~overnment. .As 
these expenses have increased, the pressure of taxatIOn on real estate 
has gradually become greater until there has arisen from many 
sources the demand that the burden of taxation on this type of 
property be made less heavy. Summarizing briefly the major points 
of this bulletin, it is possible to .indicate their relationships to the 
wider field of Government finance and to point out tentatively the 
direction that alleviation of the present dilficult situation may take. ~ 

That farm ta.'\:es are high is no new discovery. The particular value 
of the quantitative analyses here given lies in the presentation in a 
single bulletin of scattered data, some of which are published here 
for the first time. These data tend to confirm the belief, which 
students of the subject have e~-pressed in recent years, that farm real 
estate is bearing an extremely heavy weight of taxation. They also 
tend to corroborate each other in that they point toward the same 
general conclusions. . 

Farm taxes in 1927 were estimated to be over $900,000,000. Most 
of this amount was paid throu~h the general property tax and 
through taxes lev1ed on automobiles. Trends in farm taxation for 
the country as a whole and for certain individual States indicate that 
from 1914 through 1917 the rise in ta.'\:es was gradual, that from 1918 
to 1923 there was a drastic increase, and that since 1923 there has 
been a small increase each year . 

.An attempt was made on the bnsis of intensive studies in 14 States 
to compare taxes with the earnings of agricultural property. This 
resulted in an estimate that ta.'\:es, at present, are taking about 30 
per cent of the net rent of farm real estate. An examination of the 
results of studies of the return on farm property and on the owners' 
managerial abilities indicated that on farms operated by their owners 
taxes had, in the past six years, amounted to from 18~ to 31 per cent 
of such returns . 

.Average figures do little to indicate actual conditions. .At many 
points throughout the study an effort has been made to indicate the 
lIDportanc6 of variations from the average. Inequalities in assess
ments do much to cause the variations between farms :in the percent
age of return taken by taxes. The conclusions and certain of the data 
of a few studies of the relationship of assessed valuation of farm lands 
to their true value illustrate some of the types of inequality and show 
their effect on the distribution of the ta.'\: levy. Improvement in the 
assessment process was shown to be one of the prime requisites of any 
program of tax reform. . 

In the relationship comparison between taxes and the estimated 
value of farm property, the data examined showed wide variations from 
section to aection of the country and undoubtedly would have shown 
great difference between one and another farm if the study could have 
been carried d,own to the individual properties concerned. In 1924 
taxes were :reported to have taken on the average 1}& per cent of the 
value of the farm real estate of the country. The slight increase in 
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farm taxation since that year and the decline in the value of farm real 
estate had, by 1927, probably increased this to 1~ per cent of the 
value of farm property. 

It has been made clear that farm property is heavily taxed and that, 
along with other real estate' and certain other classes of tangible 
property, it is bearing more than its reasonable share of the cost of 
local government. The methods b;y which the local units are 
financed places on tangible property almost the whole weight of local 
eXJ1enditures. . 

This bulletin is not designed to present an ideal solution for the tax 
difficulties of the various States. No single program could be satis
factory to ali of the 48 States. Local considerations and differences 
in economic and fiscal structures must play their parts in determining 
the directions that ta.'C: reform must take. A few suggestions will be 
made, but in each case they must be qualified by the understanding 
that local conditions may make them entirely unsuited to the tax 
situation of certain of the States. 

The ta.'C: structure needs to be considered as a whole. It must be 
recognized that Federal taxes exist along with State and local taxes, 
and that it may be unfair for a State to attempt to increase materially 
the ta.'C:e!'l of a type of business which is already bearing a heavy tax 
burden. An example of this situation is found in the case of certain 
corporations. Their State and local taxes are relatively low, but when 
the Federal corporation tax is added to the contribution to State and 
local governmental units, the proportion of net income taken by taxes 
becomes fairly high. In the case of manufacturing corporatIOns for 
1926, for example, State and local taxes took only 11.6 per cent of net 
income, whereas all taxes amounted to 23.8 per cent (18, p. 315-316). 

This need for considering all aspects of the situation is emphasized 
as a means of calling attention to the limitations that must be placed 
upon conclusions based on the results of this and of otheratudies. 
The importance of the questions of the incidence and the effects of 
taxes on any type of property or of business must be given close 
consideration before any general program of ta.'C: reform can be 
adopted. 

POSSIBILITIES OF FISCAL R~FORM 
~1 

The following suggestions of tax revision are made, then, subject 
to th("llualifications that have been discussed. It is believed that they 
are worthy of consideration in the majority of the States in which 
farm ta.'C:es constitute II. heavy burden. They concern four general 
types of change: 

(1) Improvement of the administration of ta.'C:es in use at the present 
time. 

(2) Addition of new types of taxes to the present ta.'C: system. 
(3) Broadening of the base of support of the various governmental 

activities. 
(4) Reduction of expend~tures through administrative economy 

and the elimination of duplications of governmental functions. 

IMPROVEMENT OF TAX ADMINISTRATION 

Improvement in the administration of local farm taxes must be 
centered around the problem of assessment, because it has been found 
that faulty assessment is the cause of much of the inequality of taxes 
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among farmers. In no section of the country in which the subject 
has been investigated have the assessment methods been of a type 
that would bring satisfactory results. But varying degrees of in
equality have been found under different conditions, and it seems 
possible to suggest certain general methods which will improve 
assessments in those jurisdictions where they can be used. 

There are some who urge that the basis of assessment-sales value--
is a faulty one and that no marked improvement can be expected until 
it is replaced by other criteria of value. The possibility of substitut
ing income for capital value as a basis for assessment has been dis
cussed.23 A few States, by direct mention or by implication, include 
income as one of the factors to be used in computing the assessed 
valuation of real estate. In every case, present and prospective 
incomes are factors that influence sRIes values, although in some cases 
the incomes are far in the future and are expected to be derived from 
uses other than the ones t.o which the property is put at the pnlsent 
time. Over a short period speculation in land may become so chti\otic 
that land ,vill be bought and sold wit.h only the slightest thought of 
possible returns after the speculative period is over. Entire reliance 
on current income as a method of determining assessed valuations 
would not be feasible at present because methods of measuring 
current income from real estate have not been developed to the point 
where they can be used by assessors. It must also be recogpized that 
assessed valuation based on the actual-rather than the potential
income of farm land might tend to place a premium on the ineffi
cient utilization of land. In any event, a tax system which used an 
assessed valuation based on current income would have to include a 
ta.x on increments in land Yalue, as these would often not be reflected 
in income for a long time after the value had risen. 

In view of the difficulties in connection with the use of income from 
real estate as the basis of its assessed valuation and in view of the fact 
that there is no immediate chance of many States changing their 
assessment basis from sales value to current income, discussion of 
improvements in the methods of assessment will be concerned with 
assessed valuations made on the basis in use at present. All of the 
imI?rovements sug~ested, hc;)\vever,. ~ill b~.~qu~lly necessary in a~y 
reVIsed system. uhanges m adnnUlstratltm, m personnel, and ill 

methodology are given brief attention. 
In many States the assessing districts are too small to provide 

full-time work for trained employees. So many different assessors 
are concerned that a single standard of work among them is practically 
impossible. Each assessor is to a considerable extent independent 
of others, and although his work is subject to review there is no 
administrative body that is in direct charge to outline methods and 
check results. Remedies that have been used in a number of States 
to meet this situation provide first for an assessing district large 
enough to employ the full time of a trained man. In most rural 
sections a county assessor will be more satisfactory than a township 
assessor,24 and it is possible that in many places it might be desirable 
for two counties to agree to employ one assessor to do the work in 
both jurisdictions. 

" Compare the discussion of the subject In Mass. Agr. Expt. Sta. BuI. 235 (II, p. 9~-9S) and Ark. Agr. 
Expt. Stu. BuI. 223 (r, p.IJ!-J!8). 

Jj The situation, so far as township assessors are concerned, is well described by R. Wayne Newton and 
W. o. Hedrick (14, p. 57-58). 
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Increased supervision of assessment methods and results by State 
authorities will aid in establishing uniformity. Manr States at 
present provide valuable R.SSistance to the local asseSSIng officials. 
Certain of the means useu will be referred to in the discussion af 
personnel and of methodology .. Others relate to the direct power of 
checking the accuracy of a local assessor's work and of orderin~ and, 
if necessary, of carrying on a reassessment where the work IS not 
satisfactory. At present 15 States give to State supervisory officials, 
usually to the State tax commission, the power to make reassessments 
on their own motion and with their own agents. Ten other Sta.tes 
give their supervisory officials the power to order reassessments. 
Such powers, although necessary, are rarely used. 

A State supervising body can do most to improve assessments by 
carrying on research actiVIties that are impossible and would be 
uneconomical in the local assessmoot districts, by acting as a court of 
appeal for individual and group assessments, and by ad~usting mo' 
equalizing assessments among the various taxing junsdictions. 
Studies of the results of past assessments by comparing sales and 
assessed valuations, and of methods by which equality of assessment 
may be attained are among the useful activities to be carried on by the 
State commissions. The results of such research can be utilized by 
the local assessors to reduce the inequalities of farm taxation. 
It is difficult to generalize on the subject of personnel connected 

with the present assessment systems. No one doubts the necessity 
of trained men. Assessment calls for highly specialized ability. 
The need of trainin~ and ability has been satisfied in different parts of 
the country by VarIOUS methods. It seems to be r;enerally agreed by 
students of the subject that the assessor's office should be appointive 
rather than elective. But it is necessary to do more than to fill the 
position by appointment, if the work is to be improved. Some assur
ance that men ap~ointed have the necessary qualifications must be 
provided. A pOSSIble solution is to permit only the appointment of 
men certified by the State tax commission as eligible for the office. 
Certification would be dependent on satisfying rather stringent 
requirements to be made by the commission. 

To attract trained men to the position, it ,,,ill be necessary to make 
appointments for a period of at least five years. A man becomes 
more valuable in the position as his e}..l>erience in it increases. The 
salary must be sufficient to make men with the required education and 
ability look forward to the assessor's position as affording a satisfactory 
living while givin~ public service. 

Improvements In the method of carrying on the work of assessment 
relate partly to instruction and supervision which may be provided by 
State supervising bodies, such as tax commissions. They should be 
empowered to demand uniformity in the reports made of the various 
factors that enter into the determination of assessed valuation. Land 
classification, for example, should be uniformly handled in various 
sections of the State. The values given to each type of livestock 
should not vary between one assessor's jurisdiction and another's. 
Types of equipment, such as maps and rating cards, should be similar 
for all sections. Assessment rolls should be made up and indexed on 
a uniform basis. Reports of changes in the ownership of property 
should be secured on a syst.ematic and uniform basis. 
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Several of these methods of improving assessments are in wide use 
among the States. Most of them are in use in at least a few sections 
of the country. Half of the States. are on a county-assessment basis. 
Nearly one-third of them give to State supervising officials the power 
to order and to carry out a reassessment of property. Assessors are 
appointed in only six States and in these the appointments are usually 
on a political rather than a merit basis. 

In no State except parts of Delaware and Rhode Island does the 
term of office of the assessors exceed four years. Office procedure, 
maps, card indexes, and other efficient instruments for carrying on 
effective assessment vary from county to county within all States. 
There is likely to be more uniformity in those States in which there 
is direct supervision of the assessors, or in which assessors' meetings 
are held under the auspices of the State. 

Massachusetts is an example of a State which exercises direct 
supervision over the records and methods of its assessors. Colorado 
holds meetings of its assessors, and members of its tax commission 
are required to visit the several counties at stated intervals. Most 
State tax commissions or boards of equalization make attempts to 
compare assessed valuations with true or sales value. This involves 
collecting a certain amount of information concerning the sale of 
real estate in various sections of the States. Some of the commissions· 
do a thorough and excellent piece of work: Wisconsin has been an 
outstanding example of efficiency in this respect. 

In no State in which information is available from studies similar 
to those described in this bulletin has the limit of improvements that 
are possible (with the I?resent system of supporting local government 
largely by taxing tangIble property) been approached. There is no 
evidence that the condition is greatly different in the other States. 
Although it is believed that the system itself needs extensive alter
ation, since tangible property will occupy the most important place
in the local tax systems for many years to come, it is essential that 
all possible means be used to bring greater equality into the assess
ment of farm and other property. So doing would give distinct relief 
to much property that is overburdened. It would not reduce the 
amount to be collected by taxation of general property, but it would 
di'Stribute that amount on a fairer basis. 

NEW TYPES OF TAXES 

State and local taxation at present are based on the general property 
tax, but all States are using the taxation of automobiles and a tax 
on gasoline to supplement the tax on general property. A certain 
amount of :revenue, large in a few States, is derived from the charters, 
fees, and other taxation of corporations. About one-quarter of the 
States tax the incomes of individuals. Inheritance taxes, poll taxes, 
excise taxes, and a few special varieties such as severance and fran
chise taxes, contribute a small proportion of the total taxes collected. 
In 1922, the general property tax accounted for 83 per cent of the 
total State and local tax collections of the country.25 In 13 States 
the percentage ran above 90. At the present time, the percentages 
are somewhat smaller because of the increase in taxes on motor 
vehicles and on gasoline, but the contribution of general property is 
still estimated as well over 75 per cent of all taxes collected. 

" Special assessments were not classed as tans In computing these figures. 
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In 1922, three-quarters of the property reached by the general 
property tax was ill the form of real estate. There has probably 
been little change since that date. If the Jeneral_ property tax 
supplies 75 per cent of the total State and loc tax collections, then 
1;eal estate is contributing between 55 and 60 per cent of such collec
tions. Few would maintain that real estate's share of total earnings, 
or its relative ability to pay taxes, constitutes such a large percentage 
of total income or of aggregate tax~pa.ying ability. . 

Aside from intangible property, much of which entirely escapes 
direct taxation, there are many sources of tax-paying ability which are 
neglected by the tax programs of the majority of the States. It is 
urged that each State reconsider it,s taxing system in order to deter
mine whether it is distributing its taxes over as wide a base as possible. 
It is probable that every State is negl.ecting certain sources of revenue 
which should be tapped in order to make each of the various fP'oups 
in the State pay its fail' share of the cost of governmental sel'Vlces. 

From the standpoint of the farmers, any equitable tax which dimin
ishes the contribution of real estate will be of assistance. .All States 
use certain ta..~es to supplement the tax on ge!\eral property. By the 
use of classified property taxes owners of intangibles have been made 
to contribute more than they did in the past to the support of the 
Government. Increased use of the income tax and of certain excise 
ts...'Ces on nonessentials has been found advantageous in some States. 
In certain jurisdictations in which the exploitation of consumable 
natural resources makes a severance tax possible, such a tax has 
provided additional tax income. 

BROADENING OF THE BASE OF SUPPORT OF CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES 

In some States the use of new taxes can provide only slight relie; 
to agriculture. A county that is depE;lndent on agriculture for its 
revenues will benefit only slightly if its contribution to the cost of 
State government is reduced or eliminated. So long as poor counties 
are dependent on their own citizens and property for the financing of 
most of the governmental services provided, there can be little reduc
tion of farm ts...'Ces. 

This fact is receiving wide recognition. Road systems supported 
by the States are expanding in most sections of the country. Most 
people will agree that a highway which is used mainly by through 
traffic should be constructed and maintained by the groups that are 
benefited by it rather than by the local communities through which 
the road may pass. Use of the gasoline tax and the automobile 
license tax is modifying the incidence of road costs. The teD.dency 
toward State and nation-wide support of through highways has 
probably not gone as far as it should, but the need of such support 
is being given attention in all sections of the country. 

The interest of the farmer in the expansion of the State highway 
systems needs little explanation. Every expenditure 'that can be 
removed from the local governmental unit and distributed over the 
wider unit in the proportion that the wider unit enjoys benefits 
from the expenditure and has the ability to contribute toward such 
expenditure, should be so assigned. The result will be a more equita
ble tax situation. Much needs to be done to determine whether 
individual roads are local, district, State, or nation-wide in their 
use and benefits. Many roads now considered to be only the concern 
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of individual townships are doubtless of as much importance to the 
residents of the adjacent or even distant towns or cities as they are to 
the farmers whom they serve directly. 

In the case of education, the responsibilities of wider units are 
being recognized. County-wide school taxes serve to distribute the 
cost of education more evenly among the districts. State aid, based 
on the needs of individual districts; tends to give the children in the 
poorer districts greater educational opportunities than they could 
have if the district or county were left to pay the expense without 
assistance. It is proper that such grants should be made by the larger 
units since the benefits of education are by no means confined to the 
district in which Il. child may happen to receive his training and since 
the ability to pay for education is unevenly divided among various 
sections of the State. 

Payment of educational costs by means of funds collected from the 
larger units will assist agriculture since most of the poor districts are 
rural. Farm boys or girls are usually the ones who attend the school 
in a district that is unable to provide educational facilities equal to 
the standard now demanded by parents for their children. The 
majority of the districts that must ta.'C themselves heavily in order to 
maintain schools to conform to the minimum standards set by the 
States, are rur.al districts. The use of the taxable property of the State 
as a whole, or even of a wider base, will make possible educational 
improvements and will relieve many fanning sections of their high 
tax contributions to maintain schools. 

Emphasis is placed on the need of financing roads and schools by 
means of tax contributions from the larger governmental units, but 
it is not implied that these are the only functions which should be 
financed on a wider basis than is common at the present time. They 
do, however, comprise so large a proportion of the total governmental 
costs of the rural sections of the country that relief here will do much 
to render farm taxation less burdensome. 

REDUCTION OF EXPENDITURES 

Reduction of governmental expenditures at a time when people 
are demanding additional services is difficult. No one questions the 
desirability of all possible econOlnies, as long as essential services are 
not curtailed. Difficulty arises in attempts to agree on economies 
that are possible and on services that are not essential. Any attempt 
to point out specific lines of economy in a general study of this sort 
would. be of little value. Each spending jurisdiction has its own 
problems which' need intensive study before any conclusions con
cerning the curtailment of costs can be reached. 

Attention is called to the tendency toward the reorganization and 
consolidation of governmental functions which will give more effi
ciencyand will lessen essential expenditures. The reorganization of 
departments in several of the State governments has made possible 
better service without'increasing costs. Consolidation of the work 
of assessment within counties and possibly among counties has 
already been mentioned. Tax collection could be carried on much 
more efficiently in many jurisdictions (9). School districts are often 
too small to be economical or to give their pupils the advantages 
that can be furnished in districts in which schools can be organized 
in grades. 
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Reconsideration is needed in all rural sections of the country of the' 

functions of certain governmental units. In many cases two or more 
counties could be consolidated. In some cases two complete sets of 
county officials are doing the work which might as well be done by 
one group. In the days when travel was slow and communication 
difficult, counties of the size of those in most of the agricultural States 
'were needed. This need has largely vanished. The governmental 
services of most of the States would be improved by the reduction of 
the number of counties by at least one-third. 

The count;r is not the only governmental unit that needs reappraisal 
to establish Its worth. It IS mentioned as perhaps the most striking 
example of this need, but in many sections of the country much the 
same criticism might be made of the smaller units, such as tOWnships 
or school districts. 

Reco~nition must be given to the fact thf~t the elimination of the 
vested mterests of any group of governmental officials is difficult and 
that county officers in some sections of the country are most strongly 
intrenched in office. Communities will be reluctant to give up the 
prestige that comes through being the county seat. The attitude in 
this case should be the same as is assumed toward other Im.'uries. If 
the people concerned can afford them and want them, no one would 
maintain that they should be deprived of them. But where the 
maintenance of unnecessary county or other units Ci'eates animpossible 
tax burden or makes impossible the maintenance of adequate govern
mental services such as schools, public-health service, or roads, then 
every effort should be made to eliminate the unnecessary units. 

It may be that in some sections of the country there are no units 
that could be eliminated. The data to support a statement that such 
elimination is possible or desirable in all sections of the c'ountry 
have not been assembled. On the basis of a limited experience with 
such consolidations, it is believed. that they furnish one means of 
economy that will render governmental service more efficient. 
Direct plans for such action must be based on local conditions. 
A detailed investigation of the functions and the efficiency of the 

~. local units of government would be a necessary preliminary to such 
action. 
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